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Abstract
The adoption of interactive whiteboard technology in the mathematics classroom
has been reasonably explored in terms of effective use (Glover & Miller, 2009), student
engagement (Morgan, 2008) and achievement (Lutz, 2010), pedagogy (G. Beauchamp &
Kennewell, 2013), and learning environments (Yang, Wang, & Kao, 2012). However,
there has been little research performed regarding how teachers actually become effective
at orchestrating and managing the technology in the classroom in terms of their level of
instrumental genesis attainment. In this study, I examined how a teacher develops
instrumental genesis, the two-fold process involving instrumentation and
instrumentalisation, with interactive whiteboard technology through an exploratory
sequential mixed methods design. Teacher interviews and class observations enabled the
researcher to consider the operations, actions, and activities involved in developing
instrumental genesis and guided the researcher in the quantitative phase of the study
where the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory was created, piloted, and field tested.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Technology in our society is expanding at an exponential rate (Baggaley, 2014).
Many students have virtually limitless access to technology and information, but
educators are perplexed regarding how to best leverage this technology to impact student
learning and achievement (Baylor & Ritchie, 2002). It is widely perceived that
technology can help to reform education in a way that enables students to gain procedural
fluency with mathematical skills and the conceptual understanding of mathematical
concepts (Hoyles & Lagrange, 2010). Teachers are expected to use technology in such a
way that their students can benefit from technology’s “potential as a powerful learning
tool” (Alison Clark-Wilson, Robutti, & Sinclair, 2014, p. 1).
The political landscape is fraught with controversy as educators, parents,
politicians, and administrators grapple with how to help students become college and
career ready (Bales & Akdere, 2014). There is a sense that by using technology,
including but not limited to laptops, students will be able to find success in both college
and in careers. Yet, some research has determined that technology can distract students as
a result of their multitasking and thus negatively impact their learning (Fried, 2008).
Other research examines how mobile computing can affect students’ ability to learn in
the “here and now” which can influence their attitudes and beliefs about learning (Martin
& Ertzberger, 2013). In addition to the student’s perspective on what role technology
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should play in the classroom, teachers’ attitudes play a critical role in how technology is
actually used in the classroom (McFarlane, Hoffman, & Green, 1997).
In order to determine how teachers learn to incorporate technology into their
everyday practice, researchers have used two specific theories to analyze teachers’
knowledge of technology, pedagogy, and content (TPACK) (Mishra & Koehler, 2006)
and their actions with that technology (Instrumental Approach) (Tabach, 2011; Trouche,
2004). These theories have been used in previous research in order to examine how
teaching Algebra in a computer intensive environment impacts student learning (Tabach,
2011) and how the use of a Computer Algebra System (CAS) impacts mathematical
learning (Artigue, 2002). It is this previous research that was the impetus for this current
study. While additional theoretical frameworks, such as the Community of Practice
(Wagner, 1998) and the Theory of Didactical Situations (Brousseau & Balacheff, 1997)
were considered, it is the theoretical framework of Instrumental Approach that guided
this study. The interplay between instrumented activity with technology and the
development of human cognition can be examined through this theoretical framework
(Verillon & Rabardel, 1995). Additionally, it was important to consider how a teacher’s
perception regarding the “usefulness” of IWB technology and the “ease of use” impacts
their practice in the classroom, thus the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis,
1987, p. 3) was considered. There is a significant need to examine how teachers become
adept at employing available technology in their classrooms (Ertmer, OttenbreitLeftwich, Sadik, Sendurur, & Sendurur, 2012).
Extensive research has been conducted on Interactive whiteboard (IWB)
technology (Smith, Higgins, Wall, & Miller, 2005), yet there seems to be little
2

understanding regarding how teachers transition from using this technology as a basic
tool in the classroom to transforming the tool into an instrument that shapes their actions
in the classroom. The study examined the operations, actions, and activities that teachers
create and develop through the lens of Activity Theory (Karasavvidis, 2009) in an effort
to analyze how their motives and cognitive schemes develop into observable actions.
This study investigated how secondary mathematics teachers develop “instrumental
genesis,” the process of transforming an artifact (tool) into an instrument through the
development of personal schemes (Artigue, 2002, p. 250), with interactive whiteboard
(IWB) technology through an exploratory sequential mixed methods design..
Content of the Introduction
This introductory chapter includes several sections in an effort to provide the
reader with sufficient information and background knowledge in order to understand the
aims of the study. First, there is an overview section. This section briefly considers the
concept of instrumental genesis by discussing the two-step process of instrumentation
(how the IWB technology impacts the teacher) and instrumentalisation (how the teacher
customizes the IWB) (Artigue, 2002). This study investigated how teachers use the IWB
technology in the mathematics classroom by considering their technological,
pedagogical, and content knowledge (TPACK). The theoretical framework of TPACK
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006) was employed in an effort to understand a teacher’s
knowledge as it relates to IWB technology, pedagogy, and content. In order to study how
a teacher’s technological, pedagogical, and content knowledge impacts their development
of instrumental genesis with IWB technology, the conceptual framework of Activity
Theory (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009) was used as a lens to investigate the operations,
3

actions, and activities of the mathematics teacher while using IWB technology. The
Transition Framework (G. Beauchamp & Kennewell, 2013), which categorizes stages of
use from a “blackboard substitute” to an “advanced user” to a “synergistic user” (G.
Beauchamp, 2004) was used as a foundational tool helping the researcher to examine
IWB use in the classroom.
Next in the introduction chapter, there is a section that describes how the
researcher became interested in this particular technology and how the current study
began. The additional sections include: Background, Problem Statement, Purpose,
Research Questions, and Delimitations. The goal of the qualitative part of this study was
to allow the researcher to develop a strong understanding of key characteristics of
instrumental genesis for mathematics teachers using IWB technology. This guided the
researcher in the quantitative phase of the study where an inventory (survey) was
developed in order to assess the level of instrumental genesis that the teacher obtains.
Overview of the Study
The general nature of technology integration, especially in the classroom setting,
is particularly complex and dynamic. Part of this complexity results from the
evolutionary nature of technology and part of this reflects the individual nature of humanmachine interactions (Trouche, 2004). In addition, our definition of technology can go
from the elementary, such as a wooden pencil, to the innovative, such as Google Glass or
the iWatch. When we define technology, we can agree that technology, “Can mean
software, programs, applets, applications, courseware, display technology, and hardware”
(Alison Clark-Wilson et al., 2014, p. 2). Consequently, having a way to examine and
evaluate technology in the classroom would enable researchers and practitioners to
4

determine when, how, and why to use that technology. In an effort to study this complex
world of human-machine interactions, we must review previous research.
The Instrumental Approach is a theoretical framework, which has been used
extensively by researchers interested in studying the use of technology in mathematics
classrooms. “The theoretical foundations of the instrumental approach to tool use
encompasses elements from both cognitive ergonomics (Verillon & Rabardel, 1995) and
the anthropological theory of didactics (Chevallard, (1999)” (Paul Drijvers et al., 2010, p.
107). This particular approach allows the researcher to investigate how an artifact (a
simple tool) becomes an instrument (a tool that can be utilized for more than the initial
design might indicate). This transformation happens as the user, the teacher, develops the
cognitive schemes to fully understand how to best employ the artifact, the IWB
technology, to help students to learn mathematical content. For clarification on a more
formal level, I turn to scholars in the field.
“An artifact is a material or abstract object, aiming to sustain human activity in
performing a type of task” (Trouche, 2005b, p. 144). Interactive Whiteboards,
Spreadsheets, and Graphing and Symbolic Calculators are all types of artifacts. The
instrument “is a mixed entity, with a given component (an artifact, or the part of an
artifact mobilized to realize a type of task) and a psychological component (the schemes
organizing the activity of the subject)” (Trouche, 2004, p. 289). It has been proposed that
the instrument can be considered the sum of the artifact and schemes: “Instrument =
Artifact + Schemes and Techniques” (Paul Drijvers et al., 2010, p. 108). So, in this study,
the researcher was interested in how a tool becomes an instrument. Certainly, there is no
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guarantee that a teacher develops instrumental genesis with IWB technology, yet this
study helped to illuminate how this occurs provided a change does take place.
In order to investigate this evolution, we must consider the idea that the IWB
technology (SMART Board) impacts the teacher, and the teacher impacts the SMART
board and corresponding Notebook software (SMART Technologies, 2009). This
transformation is a two-part process and can be described as instrumental genesis. The
first part of the process is the instrumentation: the process of how the tool (artifact)
shapes the subject (teacher) (Trouche, 2004). The second part of the process is the
instrumentalisation: the process of how the subject (teacher) shapes the tool (artifact)
(Trouche, 2004). It was my hypothesis that through the use of IWB technology teachers
are able to modify what they teach and how they teach it, and they are able to customize
the instrument (SMART board) in order to accomplish their curricular goals. In order to
use the tool as an instrument, the teacher must examine his/her pedagogical practices,
become technologically competent, and have strong content knowledge.
Instrumental Genesis is, in essence, the two-fold process of instrumentation and
instrumentalisation where the subject (teacher) develops cognitive schemas to transform
the artifact into an instrument (Artigue, 2002; Trouche, 2004; Verillon & Rabardel,
1995). It is well documented that the process of instrumental genesis is complex, is
individual, takes significant time, and is ongoing (Artigue, 2002; Goos et al., 2010;
Trouche, 2005b). “In short, instrumental genesis is the process that the user has to go
through while learning to work with a (technological) tool” (Paul Drijvers, 2002, p. 223).
The questions that this researcher had were, primarily, how do teachers develop
instrumental genesis with IWB technology and what operations, actions, and activities
6

impact the development of instrumentation (artifact to subject) and instrumentalisation
(subject to artifact) for teachers using IWB technology? In order to investigate this, we
must consider how human cognition plays into the equation. “A scheme is the invariant
organization of behavior for a certain class of situations” (Vergnaud, 1998). Artigue
suggests that an instrument is a blend of artifact and cognitive schemes and the process of
instrumental genesis requires “the construction of personal schemes or, more generally,
the appropriation of social pre-existing schemes” (Artigue, 2002, p. 250).
In order to determine the instrumental genesis of a teacher who is using IWB
technology, we must decide what operations, actions, and activities are valuable to the
teacher in learning how to balance technological, pedagogical, and content priorities in
the classroom. Consequently, we turned to the conceptual framework of Activity Theory
(AT) as a way to investigate a teacher’s behavior with the technology. By examining the
actions, operations, and activities of a teacher through the theoretical framework of
TPACK, the researcher, hopefully, gained insight into how instrumental genesis is
developed.
Activity Theory (AT) has historical roots from the work of Lev Vygotsky
(1930s), Alexey Léontiev (1975), and Yrjö Engeström (1987), as well as others that offer
this researcher the conceptual lens with which to examine instrumental genesis with IWB
technology.
Activity theory is an approach in psychology and other social sciences that aims
to understand individual human beings, as well as the social entities they
compose, in their natural everyday life circumstances, through an analysis of the
genesis, structure, and processes of their activities (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009, p.
31).
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The strength of AT is evident as “Activity theory is a powerful and clarifying descriptive
tool rather than a strongly predictive theory. The object of activity theory is to understand
the unity of consciousness and activity” (Nardi, 1996, p. 7). Activity Theory is organized
by considering the hierarchical concepts of operations (consciously defined tasks),
actions (multiple operations that combine to form activities), and activities (“the
purposeful interaction of the subject with the world” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009, p. 31))
as a way to analyze human behavior(Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009).
The Instrumental Approach (Rabardel & Bourmaud, 2003) is heavily influenced
by the conceptual framework of Activity Theory (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009). Activity
theory is an effective lens for investigating instrumental genesis for teachers with IWB
technology since “activity theory emphasizes the importance of studying the real-life use
of technology as a part of unfolding human interactions with the world” (Kaptelinin &
Nardi, 2009, p. 34). As I considered how a teacher develops instrumental genesis with
IWB technology, I investigated how the teacher’s operations and actions in the classroom
are connected to their pedagogical, technological, and content knowledge. In order to
evaluate technological, pedagogical, and content knowledge, we need to have a working
understanding of the elements involved in the TPACK framework. After initial
qualitative observations and interviews were conducted, the researcher used items from
the TPACK survey to help in the development of an Adair Instrumental Genesis
Inventory (See Appendix N for permission to use TPACK items). It seems likely that
items that assess instrumental genesis (instrumentation and instrumentalisation) are likely
correlated with TPACK items. In addition, there is research that is beginning to examine
the connections between instrumental genesis, TPACK, and interactive whiteboards (Paul
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Drijvers, Tacoma, Besamusca, Doorman, & Boon, 2013). There did not currently appear
to be any survey or instrument that can measure a teacher’s level of instrumental genesis
with IWB technology. I believe that teachers who are able to develop instrumental
genesis have successfully integrated their technological skills with their pedagogical
perspective and content knowledge. This enables them to utilize technology in a
constructive manner that supports their educational objectives (Chai, Koh, & Tsai, 2013).
The TPACK framework was originally created by Punya Mishra and Matthew
Koehler (Mishra & Koehler, 2006) and has been developed and advanced through the
contributions of researchers and practitioners. The following definitions were adapted by
this researcher to incorporate the technology of interest (IWB technology) and the subject
of interest (mathematics teacher) from the work of (Chai et al., 2013, p. 33). Technology
Knowledge (TK): Knowledge about how to use IWB Technology hardware and Notebook
(SMARTtech.com) software. Pedagogical Knowledge (PK): Knowledge about
instruction, educational theories, student learning, and connections to content. Content
Knowledge (CK): Knowledge about the subject matter (mathematics). Technology
Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK): Knowledge about how to teach using IWB without
consideration of the subject matter. Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK): Knowledge
regarding how to teach mathematics content most effectively for student learning.
Technological Content Knowledge (TCK): Knowledge regarding how IWBs can help to
illuminate, investigate, and explain mathematical content. Technological Pedagogical
Content Knowledge (TPACK): “Knowledge of using various technologies to teach and
represent and facilitate knowledge creation of specific subject matter” (Chai et al., 2013,
p. 33). According to Mishra and Koehler (2006) the multi-layered intersections of
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content, pedagogical, and technological knowledge represent the critical knowledge that
teachers must attain in order to navigate the complex world of using technology in the
classroom. See Figure 1, below, reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 2012 by
tpack.org.
Figure 1. TPACK Framework. Reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 2012 by
tpack.org

About the Researcher
I have been teaching high school mathematics for the past twenty-six years. I was
on a development committee for the graphing calculator (TI-81) in 1990 and have been a
proponent of technology in the math classroom ever since. However, my advocacy for
technology in the mathematics classroom has been balanced with a healthy sense of
skepticism as all too often new technologies arrive that are not aligned with the
pedagogical or curricular goals of the institution and/or teacher.
I was fortunate to connect with a local philanthropic organization; I applied for
and received grant money sufficient to procure IWB technology for all the math and
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science classrooms in my school. At that time, as chair of the math department, I
supported and trained colleagues, and maintained the technology. For the past seven
years I have taught all my math classes with the IWB technology that is permanently
installed in my classroom. Additionally, during my doctoral coursework I was an adjunct
faculty member at a university and taught Elementary Math Methods in the Teacher
Education Preparation program and Teaching with Technology: Introduction to Theory
and Practice. These courses also included the use of IWB technology. Finally, I have
presented at various conferences around the country on the use of IWB technology in the
mathematics classroom.
Consequently, I have a positive and productive perspective of this technology and
how it impacts teaching and learning. In order to reduce potential bias, I triangulated the
data through various sources and methodologies. As with any technological tool in the
classroom, the perspective of the teacher impacts how that tool is employed, viewed, and
utilized (Aldunate & Nussbaum, 2013; Nelson, 2011). Thus, in addition to my
perspective as a daily user of IWB technology, I considered the opinions of other teachers
in my building who also use the technology on a daily basis. This was accomplished
through interviews and class observations.
Background
The Standards for Mathematical Practice from the Common Core State Standards
for Mathematics (CCSS-M) assert that teachers should seek to promote in their students
the ability to “use appropriate tools strategically” (CCSS, 2010, p. 7) which includes
various technologies. The belief that IWB technology can help students to visualize
mathematical ideas, explore and compare mathematical concepts, and predict
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mathematical connections drives a sense of urgency regarding the adoption and
implementation of technology in the classroom (Turel & Johnson, 2012). Yet, the
assumption that purchasing and distributing hardware and software will result in
everyday use by teachers is flawed (Cuban, Kirkpatrick, & Peck, 2001). Teachers need
time, training, and support in order to capitalize on the benefits of utilizing technology in
the classroom (Tozzo, 2011). In addition, they need to gain an understanding of how their
own Technological, Pedagogical, and Content Knowledge – TPACK (Mishra & Koehler,
2006) impacts their priorities and practices in the classroom in order to successfully
mitigate the tensions involved in utilizing technology.
While many in society may think that technology in education is being adopted at
a remarkable rate, we must question what this adoption looks like, how it impacts student
learning, and how it is dependent on the complexity of the technology (Aldunate &
Nussbaum, 2013; Cuban et al., 2001). With the goal of improving student engagement,
motivation, and achievement, the desire to utilize technology in order to differentiate
learning, particularly as students are able to learn by progressing through modules at their
own pace (Kahn, 2014), has inspired schools to leverage all available tools. From iPads
to graphing calculators, from IWB technology to handheld computing devices such as
smart phones, the technological revolution in our society is playing out in classrooms as
well. Previous researchers (Artigue, 2005; Schwartz, 1999) have asserted that there is an
educational and a social legitimacy to the use of these tools, which impacts curricular
decisions. It frequently seems to be the case that with technology adoption, those outside
the classroom often have the notion that more is better and the newest devices hold great
promise (Brenneman, 2014). In reality, inside the classroom, teachers are often the ones
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working to learn, navigate, utilize, and organize the technology to help accomplish the
numerous goals at hand. (Cuban et al., 2001) suggest that technology is often over
purchased and underused while Secretary of Education (Duncan, 2010) argues that
technology can and should revolutionize our educational landscape. This study worked to
address these conflicting perspectives by investigating how teachers become
comprehensive and skillful users of IWB technology.
Interactive whiteboard technology has become more and more prevalent in
classrooms across the United States (U.S.). According to the National Center for
Education Research (2010), approximately 73% (Gray, Thomas, & Lewis, 2010, p. 3) of
the public schools in the country reported having interactive whiteboards in some of their
classrooms. It is a technological tool that can influence pedagogy and curriculum, inspire
learning, and promote student engagement (Glover, Miller, Averis, & Door, 2005). While
the literature (Beeland, 2002) is mostly positive regarding the impact that IWB has on
student engagement, it is inconclusive regarding how teachers successfully embrace the
technology to foster student engagement while improving both student achievement and
understanding. Previous research has considered how IWBs affect pedagogy and
curriculum by enabling students to deepen their mathematical understanding (Bos, 2009),
fostering learning environments (Higgins, Beauchamp, & Miller, 2007), and producing
student engagement (Morgan, 2008). The literature has generally focused on these three
themes independently and has not explicitly considered how the teacher’s relationship
with the technology and the mathematical content impacts classroom practice. In
addition, there appears to be no research that looks specifically at the process of
instrumental genesis for the teacher in using this particular technology.
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In an effort to examine how teachers are able to develop instrumental genesis with
IWB technology in the classroom, I considered how the theoretical framework of an
instrumental approach could help us to understand when a tool (artifact) becomes an
instrument (Verillon & Rabardel, 1995). When a teacher is able to utilize a technological
tool as an instrument they have successfully developed instrumental genesis. Artigue
(2002) examined how students developed instrumental genesis in a Computer Algebra
System (CAS) environment by considering the two-fold process: Instrumentation – where
the object (graphing calculator) informs the subject (the student), and Instrumentalisation
– where the subject (the student) shapes the object (graphing calculator)(Artigue, 2002).
This enables a tool to become an instrument, where “the instrument, then, is the
psychological construct of the artifact together with the mental schemes the user develops
for specific types of tasks” (P. Drijvers, Doorman, Boon, & Van Gisbergen, 2010, p.
1349). In order to gain insight into how an artifact becomes an instrument we considered
research, which examined the use of a CAS graphing calculator in the mathematics
classroom. Two specific tasks in the classroom helped to identify actions that distinguish
instrumentation from instrumentalisation.
The computer algebra systems were created in order to help with the
simplification of expressions (and equations). In one particular classroom, the researcher
(J.-B. Lagrange, 2005) observed that a student was investigating the limit of a rational

⎡ 1 ⎤
algebraic function as x approaches infinity ( lim ⎢
). Rather than considering the
x→∞ ⎣ x + 1 ⎥
⎦
analytical reasons for the asymptotic behavior of the function as x grows without bound,
the student adopted a “push-button” technique with the CAS calculator. This replacement
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of “painstaking paper-and-pencil techniques” (J.-B. Lagrange, 2005, p. 118) illustrates
how the tool (CAS device) shaped the subject’s (the student’s) behavior and actions. This
is instrumentation – the tool shapes the student.
Another example from the same classroom observation illustrates how the subject
(student) can transform the tool (CAS calculator) through the process of
instrumentalisation. A particular student was working to understand how to find the n th

(

)

derivative of the function f ( x ) = x 2 + x + 1 ⋅ e x . She and her partner used the tool in
order to search for a pattern for the first, second, third, and n th derivatives. Certainly the
CAS calculator had been designed to take derivatives, yet it was the cognitive schema of
the two students who transformed the tool into a pattern-seeking instrument, thus
developing instrumental genesis with the tool (J.-B. Lagrange, 2005, p. 122) (see Figure 2
below for the illustration).
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Figure 2. Student investigation of derivative pattern on TI-92 graphing calculator
d x 2
⎡ e ⋅ ( x + x + 1) ⎤ = e x ⋅ ( x 2 + x + 1) + e x ⋅ ( 2x + 1) = e x ⋅ ( x 2 + 3x + 2 )
⎦
dx ⎣
2
d
⎡ e x ⋅ ( x 2 + x + 1) ⎤ = e x ⋅ ( x 2 + 3x + 2 ) + e x ⋅ ( 2x + 3) = e x ⋅ ( x 2 + 5x + 5 )
2 ⎣
⎦
dx
d3 x 2
⎡ e ⋅ ( x + x + 1) ⎤ = e x ⋅ ( x 2 + 5x + 5 ) + e x ⋅ ( 2x + 5 ) = e x ⋅ ( x 2 + 7x + 10 )
⎦
dx 3 ⎣
dn x 2
⎡ e ⋅ ( x + x + 1) ⎤ =
Thus,
⎦
dx n ⎣
d ⎡ x 2
e ⋅ x + ( 2n + 1) x + ( n 2 + 1) ⎤ = e x ⋅ ⎡⎣ x 2 + ( 2n + 3) x + ( n 2 + 2n + 2 ) ⎤⎦
⎦
dx ⎣

(

)

There has been significant work done on the exploration of how the process of
instrumental genesis impacts various technologies, such as graphing calculators (Guin &
Trouche, 1998), spreadsheets (Haspekian, 2014) and dynamic geometry software
(Bretscher, 2009) in the classroom; yet little is known regarding how teachers’
instrumental genesis impacts the use of the IWB technology.
In order to determine how teachers develop instrumental genesis with IWB
technology this study employed the theoretical framework of instrumental approach
(Verillon & Rabardel, 1995) as a means of identifying how a teacher interacts with the
technology. The conceptual framework of Activity Theory (Nardi, 1996) was used as a
lens to investigate how a teachers operations, actions, and activities with the IWB
technology in the classroom are related to their technological, pedagogical, and content
knowledge. During class observations, the I used the Transition Framework (G.
Beauchamp, 2004) in an effort to evaluate how the teacher uses the IWB. This framework
identifies concrete actions that reflect the level of use. For example, if the teacher is
employing the IWB technology as a black/white board substitute then they are typically
simply writing on it. If, however, the teacher is employing the IWB technology at the
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synergistic level, they are using the technology to manage activities in the lesson
“through a mixture of planned actions and dynamic response to what pupils did” (G.
Beauchamp & Kennewell, 2013, p. 183). This framework was also utilized to help
identify which operations, actions, and activities with the IWB technology influence a
teacher’s acquisition of instrumentation and instrumentalisation in order to develop
instrumental genesis.
In order to research and analyze the instrumental genesis of teachers with IWB
technology, components of Activity Theory were examined. This framework allows the
researcher to study how teacher practices develop by examining the operations, actions,
and activities of the teacher (Nardi, 1996). The basic structure of AT was illustrated in
1987 by Engeström who developed a model (see Figure 3 below) to represent the
relationship between the subject, the object, and the community (Nardi, 1996, p. 28).
Figure 3. Basic Structure of an Activity – Engeström 1987

This model was adapted to represent the relationship between the teacher, the
IWB technology, and the transformation process of instrumental genesis (see Figure 4
below).
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Figure 4. Modified Structure of Activity to represent Instrumental Genesis with IWB
technology

By observing teachers using the IWB technology as well as soliciting information
through the interview process, the study proposes to examine how operations lead to
actions which translate into activities. For example, operations with IWB technology
might include: turning on the computer, powering on the IWB, orienting the board,
changing the text color or adding a background theme to the pages. When the teacher is
learning how to use the IWB technology, each of these steps involves intentional and
concrete steps. As the teacher becomes more familiar with the technology, these
operations transform into actions that are automated. The teacher can orient the board
while talking with a student; the teacher can create a new document in Notebook software
with a pre-designed thematic background. The IWB technology is impacting the teacher;
the process of instrumentation has begun.
Next, actions with IWB technology might include: navigating from page to page,
linking to the internet, posting the presentation as a pdf, adding examples within the
lesson based on student question, and using the dynamic nature of the software to present
animated examples and explorations of mathematical topics. As these actions transition
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into activities, the teacher becomes able to consider how the technology should impact
practice (pedagogy) in order to help students learn the mathematical content. The
components of TPACK are integrated with the teacher’s objectives and development of
cognitive schema begins (Verillon, 2000); the process of instrumentalisation begins.
There are teachers who use the IWB technology in a basic and limited fashion and
there are teachers who use the technology in extraordinary ways to support student
learning. It was interesting to consider how the development of instrumental genesis for
the teacher with IWB technology in the mathematics classroom impacts the operations,
actions, and activities of the teacher. In an effort to explore this question this study used
an exploratory sequential mixed methods design (John W Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011).
Problem Statement
The acquisition of instrumental genesis for teachers with IWB technology has not
been adequately studied. Without an understanding of how the process of instrumental
genesis is developed or a concrete way to measure it, researchers and educators are left
with the problem of haphazardly determining how to most effectively incorporate
technology in the classroom as a result of the complex nature of the relationship between
the subject (teacher) and the object (IWB technology). This complexity has been
examined through the conceptual lens of activity theory and requires additional analysis.
A priority for the future development of the (instrumental genesis) approach, in
our view, is establishing operational criteria that can be applied to identify a
concrete tool as an “artifact” or an “instrument” in a concrete use situation. Many,
if not most, activities appear to be located between these extremes, and therefore
can be defined as mediated by objects that are partly artifacts, partly instruments.
Addressing this issue may require the introduction of a scale that would allow the
placement of a concrete tool between these two extremes (Kaptelinin & Nardi,
2009, p. 112).
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Technology use in the classroom without the development of instrumental genesis
is somewhat superficial, socially scripted, and often concretely employed (M. Thomas &
Y. Y. Hong, 2013). For example, in a recent study conducted to investigate the level of
instrumental genesis for various teachers with the graphing calculator (GC), one of the
teachers was aware of his “lack of confidence with the GC, springing from a lack of
instrumentation” (M. Thomas & Y. Y. Hong, 2013, p. 75). The teacher’s comments
allowed the research to qualitatively consider his level of instrumental genesis with the
GC. “I think you just have to go 3 down and hit enter; Now you probably need is…what
I’ve done wrong here; I’m not sure what the calculator is going to do because we don’t
have anything written here” (M. Thomas & Y. Y. Hong, 2013, p. 75). The researcher
noted that this particular teacher’s lack of familiarity with the operational elements of the
GC led to a procedural use of the tool and thus “button-pushing” was emphasized in the
lesson rather than the mathematical content (M. Thomas & Y. Y. Hong, 2013). This
example motivates us to learn how teachers actually develop instrumental genesis in
order that they may utilize the tool as an instrument, which will allow the emphasis of the
lesson to be on the mathematical content and student learning rather than how to operate
the technology.
Once a teacher has developed instrumental genesis, the tool becomes an
instrument and the teacher can successfully determine how best to utilize the technology
to positively impact student learning. This process takes a significant amount of time and
attention (Artigue, 2002). In order to determine if a teacher has developed instrumental
genesis with the IWB technology, I collected qualitative data to inform the development
of an inventory (quantitative scale), which measures a teacher’s level of instrumental
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genesis. If this problem is not addressed, schools will continue to adopt expensive
technologies which may not actually help students to become effective contributors to
their communities (Cuban, 2000). Understanding teachers’ hardware and software
competencies and their development of cognitive schema will enable schools to allocate
resources aptly in an effort to target the greatest needs. By acknowledging a teacher’s
beliefs regarding the integration of technology in education, schools can work to mitigate
the numerous barriers that are typically present when technology is used in the classroom
(Ertmer et al., 2012). Technology should enhance and support learning. Teachers with
instrumental genesis understand when and how to best use the technology to promote
authentic learning (M. Thomas & Y. Y. Hong, 2013).
Purpose
The purpose of this study was to determine the level of instrumental genesis that
teachers develop while employing IWB technology. This study attempted to define
instrumental genesis within the context of IWB technology, determine how it might be
measured, create a measure (inventory), provide initial validation of that measure, and
thus have a more complex understanding of instrumental genesis for teachers with IWB
technology. Semi-structured teacher interviews and class observations enabled me to
identify characteristics of instrumental genesis with IWB technology for teachers. This
exploration, in addition to the investigation of numerous other scales evaluating
technology, helped me to design an inventory that assesses a teacher’s level of
instrumental genesis with the IWB.
I created the inventory in accordance with best practices in instrument
development after analyzing the qualitative data from the first phase of the study.
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Psychometric properties were evaluated (DeVellis, 2012; Gable & Wolf, 1993) by
investigating content and construct validity (Gable & Wolf, 1993) and by estimating
reliability and conducting item analysis on pilot items (DeVellis, 2012). Items were
eliminated or revised based on this analysis; items were administered to a sample for
development; a factor analysis was conducted and potential subscales examined. In
addition, scale reliability was assessed using Rasch estimation and respondent use of the
scale was assessed.
Research Questions
The proposed study was guided by the three central research questions: 1. How is
instrumental genesis with interactive whiteboard technology developed by secondary
mathematics teachers? 2. What types of operations, actions, and activities contribute to
the development of instrumentation (artifact to subject) and instrumentalisation (subject
to artifact) for teachers with IWB technology? 3. Does the developed measure of
instrumental genesis evidence adequate reliability and validity?
Delimitations
Convenience sampling was used at an independent college preparatory school
where all the study’s qualitative data were collected which may allow for limited
generalizability. Additionally, the teachers in the qualitative element of the study were
trained and supported in their use of IWB technology. The departmental culture and
school support regarding the technology use was strong and teachers appeared confident,
open, and willing to engage in theoretical and philosophical conversations about IWB
technology. I appreciate and understand that this is not necessarily the case in various
schools across the country.
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In addition, the lack of a previous inventory to measure a teacher’s level of
instrumental genesis in using IWB technology makes this initial effort the first step, for
me, in understanding the complex landscape of why some teachers are successful in using
this technology while other teachers are not as effective. Other researchers have
investigated the process of instrumental genesis for students in several environments such
as CAS (Artigue, 2002), symbolic calculators (Guin & Trouche, 1998), spreadsheets
(Guin & Trouche, 1998; Haspekian, 2005), and dynamic geometry software (Bretscher,
2009). Consequently, there is a significant need for additional research in order to
successfully understand the complexities and implications regarding the individual
teacher’s role in using IWB technology in the classroom.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Introduction
Technology in the classroom can be an influential tool to support exploration,
creativity, problem solving, and learning. Yet, if teachers are ill equipped to use the
technology or if the technology is ill suited for the classroom, it will not help students to
achieve learning goals (Cuban et al., 2001). Davis (1987) proposed the Teacher
Acceptance Model (TAM) to investigate the relationships between teacher’s attitude
towards the use of technology and the perceived usefulness and ease of use of technology
(Davis, 1987). There is often societal pressure to use technology to further educational
goals, and yet, if the technology is not easy to use and actually useful, the complexity of
technology integration is amplified (Tabach, 2011). Michèle Artigue validates this
perspective by offering, “The educational legitimacy of tools for mathematical work has
thus both epistemic and pragmatic sources: tools must be helpful for producing results
but their use must also support and promote mathematical learning and understanding”
(Artigue, 2005, p. 232).
We are in an educational era where we want students to be college and career
ready (CCSS, 2010) and we want them to develop procedural skills as well as conceptual
understanding (Ozel, Yetkiner, & Capraro, 2008). This requires the teacher to play a
central role in technology integration in the classroom; a concept often overlooked by
politicians and administrators. According to Brousseau’s theory on didactical situations
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(Brousseau & Balacheff, 1997) the role of the teacher is “crucial in orchestrating
components of the classroom milieu in such a way that a cognitive epistemological
learning situation results” (M. Thomas & Palmer, 2014, p. 72).
Technology for technology sake never works; technology as a complimentary tool
that supports instructional goals and advances learning objectives can serve teachers and
students well in the classroom.
Good teaching remains good teaching with or without the technology; the
technology might enhance the pedagogy only if the teachers and pupils engaged
with it and understood its potential in such a way that the technology is not seen
as an end in itself but as another pedagogical means to achieve teaching and
learning goals. (Higgins et al., 2007, p. 217)
Thus, there is a profound need to research and analyze how teachers develop instrumental
genesis in order to successfully utilize Interactive Whiteboard Technology. The notion
that proficiency with advanced features of a technological tool implies effective use
reflects a limited understanding of how a teacher’s complex understanding of TPACK
impacts use. Thus, the gap in the literature stems from the need to determine how
teachers make informed, thoughtful, and multifaceted decisions regarding how, when,
and when not to use technology in the classroom.
This literature review outlines the elements of Instrumental Genesis and then
considers how the theoretical framework of Instrumental Approach impacts IWB use.
The intricate layers of the TPACK framework are considered in order to provide context
for a teacher’s use of technology in the classroom. Next the literature review examines
previous research around Interactive Whiteboard technology and sets the stage for the
investigation of IWB user levels by contemplating Beauchamp’s Transition Framework
(G. Beauchamp, 2004; G. Beauchamp & Kennewell, 2013). The conceptual lens of
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Activity Theory is considered as a way for this researcher to investigate the Instrumental
Genesis of teachers in the mathematics classroom with IWB technology. Finally, the
psychometric properties of several scales was reviewed in order to set the foundation for
the development and analysis of the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory, which was
generated during the second phase of this study.
The primary research questions for this study, (1. How is instrumental genesis
with interactive whiteboard technology developed by secondary mathematics teachers? 2.
What types of operations, actions, and activities contribute to the development of
instrumentation (artifact to subject) and instrumentalisation (subject to artifact) for
teachers with IWB technology? 3. Does the developed measure of instrumental genesis
evidence adequate reliability and validity?) guided the examination of the literature and
served as the primary focus of this research.
Definition of Instrumental Genesis
The process of instrumental genesis is a two-fold process that is extremely
complex (Artigue, 2002; P Drijvers, Doorman, Boon, Reed, & Gravemeijer, 2010). The
transformation of a tool (artifact) into an instrument requires that the user to become
proficient with the technology while developing cognitive schemas to help orchestrate
her behavior with the tool (G. Beauchamp & Kennewell, 2013). Instrumentation of the
artifact shapes the way the user views and appropriates the tool and Instrumentalisation is
the process by which the user shapes the artifact, viewing and transforming its
potentialities for specific use (Artigue, 2002). Instrumental genesis for students has been
researched, predominantly through a qualitative lens, for graphing calculators with
Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) (Artigue, 2002), computers (Goos, Galbraith,
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Renshaw, & Geiger, 2003), assessments (Haapasalo, 2013), Dynamic Geometry Software
(Bretscher, 2009), and spreadsheets (Haspekian, 2005). It does not appear that any
research has been performed specifically on the instrumental genesis for teachers in
regard to Interactive Whiteboard technology. Thus, this study is timely and necessary.
Instrumental Approach
The theoretical framework of Instrumental Approach was developed in France
when researchers determined that constructivist frameworks were insufficient in
analyzing technology in the classroom (Billington, 2009) as there was not a way to
consider the asymmetric nature between an artifact and subject (Rabardel & Bourmaud,
2003). Researchers needed a way to analyze technology-mediated teaching and learning
and thus turned to the instrumental approach (Ruthven, 2014). The focus of this
approach, which was developed in order to study the cognitive ergonomics of individuals
making use of tools, is the process of instrumental genesis (Ruthven, 2014). Instrumental
genesis has been analyzed by investigating the teacher’s orchestration of mathematical
situations (P. Drijvers et al., 2010) where teachers arrange artifacts in their environment,
exploits didactical configurations, and modifies their actions while teaching in order to
deal with unexpected mathematical or technological situations (P Drijvers et al., 2010).
Consequently, research concerning the instrumental genesis of students using various
technologies has been conducted over the past decade. Additionally, investigating how
the subject interacts with the object of his/her activity through the lens of activity theory
has assisted researchers in their exploration (Rabardel & Bourmaud, 2003).
Graphing and symbolic calculators. Graphing calculators, and some symbolic
calculators, have been in mathematics classrooms since the 1980s and 1990s (Trouche,
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2005a). The use of computational tools in the math classroom was significantly
influenced by the evolution of the use of computational tools in society (Trouche, 2005a).
Teachers attended workshops, participated in professional development opportunities,
and discussed how to use the tools in the classroom setting. One of the challenges was
(is) in learning how to exploit the graphing calculator’s ability to visually represent
mathematical ideas to help students gain conceptual understanding (Guin & Trouche,
1998). In order to analyze how cognition evolves through interaction with the
environment (Verillon & Rabardel, 1995, p. 77) researchers turned to the examination of
students’ activities with the calculators (Guin & Trouche, 1998). This allowed
researchers to consider how the individual internalizes the process of instrumental
genesis.
One such activity was a problem-solving situation where students were examining
how tangent lines to a curve could be determined at a given point. Students utilized
successive zooms in order to modify the viewing window and gain access to the point of
tangency (Trouche, 2003). Students were able to deal with the calculator’s internal
constraint regarding the number of pixels in the viewing window. Additionally, students
employed a trial and error strategy to investigate how the coefficients a, b, and c
impacted the graph of the parabola whose general form was y = ax 2 + bx + c (Trouche,
2003). These activities for the students helped them to create conceptual meaning through
the visualization process. Thus, these are examples of how the artifact (graphing
calculator) shapes the subject (the student), which illustrate the process of
instrumentation. Other students who used a symbolic calculator were able to program the
calculator to find the derivative to the curve at a point, which is represented by the slope
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of the tangent line, and consequently demonstrated instrumentalisation – the process of
the subject (student) shaping/modifying the artifact (symbolic calculator) to perform a
specific task. These examples suggest evidence of the complexity of the process of
instrumental genesis; it is also imperative to consider the social elements of the
development of instrumental genesis.
Students and teachers learn and teach in a classroom; teachers learn about
technology through individual exploration that is often impacted by the social and
political dynamics of school culture and expectations. Thus, there is significant variation
regarding the process of instrumental genesis for individuals independent of the various
technologies employed (Trouche, 2003). This is one of the reasons that the conceptual
framework of Activity Theory will prove to be a sensible choice for analyzing individual
situations and activities. Previous research has considered how the social elements impact
technology integration.
A longitudinal study investigated the role of graphing calculators to support
students’ mathematical learning in relation to the social interactions within the classroom
setting (Goos et al., 2003). This particular study concluded that technology can facilitate
collaborative inquiry by impacting pedagogical practices (Goos et al., 2003). McCulloch
(2011) shared results from a qualitative study of six high school calculus students that
yielded graphing calculators helped students to problem solve if they had gone through
the process of instrumental genesis with the technology (McCulloch, 2011). Another
study at the college level offered that graphing calculators for students in college algebra
improved their spatial visualization ability and mathematical confidence (Cassity, 1997).
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Instrumentation and Instrumentalisation were considered in a different study with
students and the graphing calculator (Paul Drijvers, Godino, Font, & Trouche, 2013). The
researchers discerned that the “Calculate Intersect” menu option solves equations and
finds points of intersection between curves. When students learn how to use this artifact
to carry out this task they are demonstrating instrumentation (Paul Drijvers, Godino, et
al., 2013, p. 26). Alternatively, if a student programed the calculator to give solutions in
exact form (radical form) this would be an example of instrumentalisation (Paul Drijvers,
2002; Paul Drijvers, Godino, et al., 2013; Trouche & Drijvers, 2010). These researchers
conveyed how this process progresses.
The theory of instrumental genesis attributes a major role to artifacts that mediate
the human’s activity for carrying out a task. Learning, then, is seen as the
development, driven by the necessity of activity, of techniques for using artifacts
and of cognitive schemes that integrate pragmatic and epistemic knowledge (Paul
Drijvers, Godino, et al., 2013, p. 26).
Most of the studies regarding student instrumental genesis with graphing and
symbolic calculators observe student actions and work to make sense of classroom
situations by examining both the pragmatic and epistemic value of various techniques (J.B. Lagrange, 2005). This type of investigation is also prevalent in studies conducted with
Computer Algebra Systems (CAS).
Computer Algebra System. Computer Algebra Systems (CAS) represents
numerical and symbolic mathematical software such as DERVIVE, Mathematica,
Wolfram Alpha or Maples that can be utilized on a computer or handheld device such as
the TI-89, the TI-92, the TI-NspireTM CAS (models of Texas Instruments graphing
calculators that have CAS). Seminal research conducted by Michèle Artigue (2002) asked
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grade 11 students to consider the function defined by f ( x ) = x ( x + 7 ) +

9
on the TI-92
x

CAS calculator (Artigue, 2002, p. 250). The goal of this task was to witness how students
created framing schemas in order to deal with the window constraints given that this
particular calculator was new to the students who had previously worked with the
graphing calculator. Only two out of the seven students were successful in developing
different relationships with the new technology (Artigue, 2002, p. 252). This, with some
additional observations and intricate analysis, left the researcher with some specific
conclusions.
Artigue noted the complexity of the process of instrumental genesis. She also
considered how these technological tools had been developed to solve/do mathematical
tasks that were defined in the past, before most of the tools existed. Additionally, Artigue
articulated how the social and cultural values impact our relationship with technology
(Artigue, 2002). The intricacy of the mathematical learning environment motivated
Artigue and others (Defouad, 2000; Guin & Trouche, 1998) to investigate how
instrumental genesis occurred.
Defouad identified several phases in the instrumentation process (Artigue, 2002).
Students often used trial and error to consider various functions and often reverted back
to a graphical interpretation of the mathematics. Then, as students developed
instrumentation, they began to utilize the “HOME” key as a solving tool. In the final
phase, a particular student “developed specific and efficient instrumented schemes for
framing and variation analysis, by connecting the symbolic and graphical applications of
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the calculator” (Artigue, 2002, p. 258). Developing instrumentation using technology is
also seen with software designed to explore geometric concepts.
Dynamic Geometry Software. Dynamic Geometry Software (DGS) such as
Geometers Sketchpad and Cabri have been considered as researchers witness student’s
learning how to use the software in addition to developing instrumentation and
instrumentalisation with the software. This type of software has been considered one of
the most utilized for mathematics education as it supports guided exploration (Ruthven,
Hennessy, & Deaney, 2008). Some teachers seem to organize task situations that are stepby-step and very procedural in nature, thus not offering students the opportunity to
develop instrumentation while other teachers orchestrate tasks in such a way that
instrumentation is a possibility (Erfjord, 2011). For example, students who are asked to
simply construct a triangle using segments and dragging points are following procedural
steps while those asked to extend their thinking to explore the functional relationship to
tackle the problem of maximum area are making progress with instrumentation (J. B.
Lagrange, 2005) as the artifact is shaping their thinking.
Java applet and spreadsheets. The availability of technology can impact how a
teacher orchestrates mathematical learning situations and tasks (P Drijvers et al., 2010).
This particular study (P Drijvers et al., 2010) was designed to determine how a Java
Applet called Algebra Arrows could contribute to a teacher’s orchestration in the
classroom (Erfjord, 2011). The researchers found six orchestration types to be:
“Technical-demo, Explain-the-screen, Link-screen-board, Discuss-the-screen, Sport-andshow, and Sherpa-at-work” (P Drijvers et al., 2010, p. 219). An example of “Technicaldemo” is a teacher showing students how to draw a graph or scale the window. The
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relevance for examining this research has to do with understanding how teacher’s actions
and orchestrations can impact student learning and thus instrumental genesis. In order to
understand a teacher’s instrumental genesis with Interactive Whiteboard technology, one
must begin to understand the motivation and cognitive schemes behind such actions.
Previous research helps us to begin to comprehend how this might work in the classroom.
An exploratory experiment with grade seven students was conducted in order to
determine how the framework of instrumental genesis could illuminate the potentiality of
spreadsheets to impact students’ algebraic approach (Haspekian, 2005). The research, a
case study, examined how algebraic knowledge was connected to spreadsheet
functionality. The results indicated that while it is difficult to determine how instrumental
genesis is formed, one of the key considerations is the “distance” between the “paper and
pencil” work to that of the work using the technology, in this case, the formulas in the
various cells (Haspekian, 2005, p. 135). Spreadsheets were not originally designed for the
mathematics classroom and thus for teachers to be able to utilize them to orchestrate
mathematical tasks requires considerable time, effort, and attention. This is helpful
background information as it denotes the importance of the particular technology and
software that might be advantageous to use in the math classroom. While the Interactive
Whiteboard Technology (specifically SMART Boards and Notebook Software) was not
exclusively designed for educational purposes (as some businesses also employ this
technology) particular attention was and continues to be given to how to best design and
implement this technology in the classroom setting (SMART Technologies, 2009).
Challenges to instrumental genesis. While current research promotes the notion
that technology can help pragmatically, particularly with complex computational
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situations, there is concern that using technology in the classroom might compromise the
epistemic value of mathematics education (J.-B. Lagrange, 2005). Artigue (2002)
suggests that novice teachers do not tend to utilize technology “for their epistemic value
(as a support to understand mathematical objects) but only for their pragmatic value (to
produce results quickly and easily) within tests that are very similar to those given in
traditional paper and pencil tasks” (Haspekian, 2014, p. 263). This points to the key
characteristic that teachers play a central role in the successful integration of technology
in the classroom and thus supports the need for the current study (Tabach, 2011).
Additionally, one of the key considerations in the development of instrumental genesis is
the profound need for time combined with reality that the artifact has both inherent
potentialities and constraints (Trouche, 2004). In order to deconstruct the teacher’s role
with technology we turn to the TPACK framework.
TPACK
The TPACK framework (Mishra & Koehler, 2006) was developed in order to
analyze teacher’s technological, pedagogical, and content knowledge with various
technologies. Understanding how extremely complex technology integration is in the
real-world setting of the classroom, the framework extended to consider the various two
and three way interactions of technology, pedagogy, and content (Baran, Chuang, &
Thompson 2011). While the TPACK framework has been viewed as a valuable tool for
work with faculty and technology integration (Baran et al., 2011), it has also been
criticized for being a “simplistic model that hides a deep underlying complexity, in part
because all of the constructs being integrated are board and ill-defined” (Graham, 2011,
p. 1955). There certainly is an idyllic hope that a theory can be fully developed and
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applicable in the real world, the reality, I believe, is that classrooms are messy and
students and teachers are complex. Consequently, this framework was employed in this
study to help guide the researcher’s thinking within the context of the conceptual
framework of Activity Theory.
In order to assess the instrumental genesis of teachers with Interactive Whiteboard
technology, it was extremely helpful to review the literature regarding TPACK and
Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) Technology as well as TPACK and Graphing Calculators
(GC).
TPACK with IWB. Recently (2012) a study was conducted to examine the
relationship of the teacher’s TPACK knowledge with IWB technology. An IWB-based
TPACK questionnaire was developed and validated in the context of an elementary
school (Jang & Tsai, 2012). This study was conducted with in-service elementary
teachers in Taiwan. The questionnaire contained two parts: the first part investigated
background information and solicited information regarding teacher’s use with other
technologies; the second part examined their characteristics of TPACK. A statistical
analysis was performed to ensure the survey adhered to psychometric properties. Factor
analysis identified four new components and items where categorized into these
constructs. Out of 614 teachers who responded to the survey, 334 teachers regularly used
IWB technology and 280 teachers did not use IWB technology. An Independent Samples
t-Test was conducted to assess the differences among the two groups (IWB and non-IWB
teachers) and the results were statistically significant: t(612) = 7.385. p < 0.001.
“Teachers who used IWBs had a higher TPACK than teachers who did not use IWBs”
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(Jang & Tsai, 2012, p. 333). This research suggests that IWB use impacts TPACK
knowledge and thus will be part of how we can assess instrumental genesis for teachers.
TPACK with graphing calculators. Teachers and researchers alike are
interested in learning how to release the potentialities of technology and thus
understanding how TPACK impacts classroom practice is helpful. Thomas and Hong
hypothesis that a teacher must develop pedagogical technology knowledge (PTK) and be
able to transform a tool into an instrument (instrumental genesis) in order to utilize
technology to teach mathematics (M. Thomas & Y. Y. Hong, 2013). Research comprised
of two case studies examined graphing calculator (GC) use in teaching mathematics.
Interviews and observations were conducted, and surveys were completed. A
mathematics attitude questionnaire was disseminated and affordances and constraints
were considered. The results indicated that a teacher’s confidence level with the GC was
strongly impacted by the level of support from the department and school. Additionally,
strong confidence in one’s ability to teach with GC is linked to a more positive attitude
toward technology (M. Thomas & Y. Y. Hong, 2013).
The second case study revealed that a major factor of PTK for one specific
teacher resulted from “his lack of confidence in teaching with the GC, springing from a
lack of instrumentation” (M. Thomas & Y. Y. Hong, 2013, p. 75). Researchers found
evidence of this lack of instrumentation by observing the teacher procedurally pushing
buttons rather than using the technology to teach mathematical concepts. Conversely, a
different teacher in the study demonstrated her strong level of confidence by allowing
students to explore mathematics with the GC. This was illustrated by her comment to a
student: “if you’re not sure where the intercepts are, you can use the trace key,
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remember, and I want you to observe what is happening” (M. Thomas & Y. Y. Hong,
2013) which allowed her students to utilize the technology in a predictive and
investigatory manner.
The study went on to discuss several other teachers and offered that two in
particular had reached a point where they had strong instrumentation and
instrumentalisation of the technological tool (M. Thomas & Y. Y. Hong, 2013).
Researchers determined this by witnessing the teachers encouraging students to
generalize their mathematical understanding by using the GC to form conjectures about
the graphs of y = 2 x + k and y = k ⋅ 2 x (M. Thomas & Y. Y. Hong, 2013, p. 81). While
personal, school, and departmental factors influence a teacher’s use of technology in the
classroom, the procurement of instrumental genesis is something that can be witnessed
and quantified as seen in this particular study.
TPACK integration in IWB inventory development. In an effort to determine
the teacher’s Technological, Pedagogical, and Content Knowledge, items modified from
the TPACK survey (Denise et al., 2009) will be incorporated into the Adair Instrumental
Genesis Inventory. I believe that teachers do not develop instrumental genesis with IWB
technology in their mathematics classrooms if they do not have a general competency in
how technology impacts pedagogy, which supports their content knowledge. This
researcher was permitted to use items from the survey with permission (Schmidt, 2009)
in order to assess teacher’s technology knowledge. I will use only items from the survey
that pertain to mathematics teaching, technology, and pedagogy. Reliability of the Scores
(from Schmidt et al, 2009) is seen in Figure 5 below.
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Figure 5. Reliability of Scores (from Schmidt et al, 2009)

Interactive Whiteboard Technology
In order to successfully examine how a teacher might develop instrumental
genesis with Interactive Whiteboard technology, we first must have some sense of the
affordances, constraints, and obstacles involved in using technology in the classroom. As
teachers develop didactical activity which means “goal-directed actions in relation to
tasks which have been designed to bring about learning” (Steve Kennewell, 2001, p. 105)
they must consider affordances and constraints.
Affordances are the attributes of the setting, which provide potential for action;
the constraints are the conditions and relationships amongst attributes, which
provide structure and guidance for the course of actions. For example, a doorway
affords entrance to a room; a closed door constrains entry. Constraints are not the
opposite of affordances; they are complementary, and equally necessary for
activity to take place. (Steve Kennewell, 2001, p. 106)
The term obstacle is considered “anything that prevents an affordance-producing entity
from being in a classroom situation” (M. Thomas & Palmer, 2014, p. 72) and generally
speaking might include: available software and hardware; lack of training; lack of
confidence; and school, district, or governmental policies.
Affordances. The most basic affordance is the actual hardware (Interactive
Whiteboard, projector, and computer) and software (Notebook software for SMART
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boards) that allows teachers to consider the potentialities. When considering affordances
for Interactive Whiteboard technology, researchers have determined that benefits for
teaching with IWB technology include productive whole class instruction, engaging
demonstrations, and variety in representing mathematical ideas (Higgins et al., 2007).
IWB technology has been credited with improving student’s motivation and behavior
(Beeland, 2002) and revitalizing lessons to be more interesting and enjoyable thus
improving student’s attention (Smith et al., 2005).
Constraints. Potential constraints for IWB use in the classroom might include the
instrumental genesis of the teacher, lesson time availability, and curricular content (M.
Thomas & Palmer, 2014). The potential of IWB technology is not realized by simply
installing them in the classroom (Saville, Beswick, & Callingham, 2014); in fact, a lack
of technological skills and methodological training can frustrate teachers (Saville et al.,
2014) and sideline the technology. The complex variables of technological integration in
the mathematics classroom are dynamic and exponential in nature. Thus, in order to
allow the constraints to compliment the affordances, one must navigate and manage the
obstacles.
Obstacles. Education is bursting with multidimensional obstacles. From teacher
attitude to student frustration, from lack of funding to lack of physical space, obstacles
can be minor or major and can impede or flat out shut down the use of technology in the
classroom. To compound the problem, researchers and teachers alike are wise to question
if the technology is actually an educational tool for learning or simply an add-on to
appease political or societal pressures.
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Over a decade ago many parents, educators, and business executives suggested
that in order to graduate from high school, college, or earn a high paying job students
needed to be “technologically literate” (Cuban, 2000, p. 43).Today the landscape is about
preparing students to be globally competitive in the STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering, and Mathematics) fields and figuring out ways to make that happen (James,
2011). Rather than debate the desired educational objectives regarding the use of
technology in the classroom, it is wise to examine how obstacles can be mitigated in
order to enable technology to serve as a learning tool.
Researchers have determined that some obstacles can actually offer opportunities
for learning (Paul Drijvers, 2002). While the obstacles of time or curriculum
(Karasavvidis, 2009) may simply be obstacles teachers have to deal with, the obstacles of
instrumentation and personal perspective may be moderated through practice and
support. In a particular study Clark-Wilson observed a teacher using the GC in an
exploratory manner in order to get students to investigate how a parent function is
impacted when it is modified as follows: Parent function y = f ( x ) ; Modified function

y = f ( x ) ± a or y = f ( x ± a ) (Alison Clark-Wilson, 2014, p. 288). The goal of the
teacher was to have students learn the mathematical concepts of translation, reflection,
and transformation of various functions using the GC. Clark-Wilson witnessed students
experiencing minor obstacles such as instrumentation. Questions such as “where is the
squared key?” and “how do I insert a new page?” are examples of the student working
towards instrumentation with the GC. Clark-Wilson defined this type of obstacle to be a
“hiccup – which is an incident within the lesson where teachers experienced
perturbations, triggered by the use of technology, which seemed to illuminate
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discontinuities in their knowledge” (Alison Clark-Wilson, 2014, p. 287). Clark-Wilson
went on to observe and code these hiccups by observing the teachers actions in order to
document and analyze the teachers epistemological development with the technology.
One of the major obstacles with technology in education has been a “Lack of user
acceptance has long been a major roadblock to the success of information systems
efforts” (Davis, 1987, p. 1) The bottom line seems to be that if technology helps teachers
to teach mathematical content, then the obstacles can be fleshed out through the process
of instrumentation and instrumentalisation as a teacher develops instrumental genesis.
When a teacher believes a technological tool is useful and easy to use (Davis, 1987) then
they are likely to use it more regularly.
Effective use. One of the critical elements in using IWB technology in the
classroom is the supposition that a teacher must use it effectively. The challenge of this
statement comes from the fact that we struggle to define “effective” within this context.
There seem to be two key components to the discussion regarding effective use. First, we
must consider effective use of the actual technology, which includes technical skills with
the hardware and software. In order to investigate this element the Transition Framework
of Beauchamp (2004) will be considered. Second, we must consider effective use in
terms of a pedagogical perspective for mathematics teaching and learning. In order to
investigate this element the TPACK framework (Mishra & Koehler, 2006) will be
utilized.
Previous research (Somyürek, Atasoy, & Özdemir, 2009) suggests that effective
use of IWB technology requires certain non-negotiable factors such as training, support,
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maintenance, and digital educational resources. Other researchers noted that in schools
where mentoring and consistent support was offered there appears to be:
a more rapid progression from didactic to interactive teaching approaches and our
conclusion is that effective interactive whiteboard teaching requires continuing
professional development and specific personal coaching with a consideration of
both interactive whiteboard techniques and pedagogy (Miller & Glover, 2007, p.
319).
Measuring a teacher’s instrumental genesis with this technology will enhance the
understanding of how IWB technology is utilized most effectively.
Student engagement and achievement. Teachers work tirelessly each day to
motivate and deepen their students’ desire to learn. As a high school math teacher for the
past twenty-five years, this researcher has a strong understanding of how critical it is to
have students engaged in their own learning. Other practitioners concur and offer “When
students are actively engaged, they focus on what is being taught and better process new
information” (Lorain, 2014, p. 1). Research has been completed that verifies IWB
technology does promote student engagement (Beeland, 2002; Torff & Tirotta, 2010).
Students’ engagement was enhanced with IWB technology as they appreciated the “better
visual presentation” as well as the “multi-media use” of the technology (Şad & Özhan,
2012, p. 1189) While students’ motivation was enhanced, they did experience frustrations
with technical difficulties. Perhaps some of these difficulties result from a teacher’s lack
of instrumentation and/or instrumentalisation? Research on student achievement using
the IWB is somewhat mixed and warrants further review (Hancock, Knezek, &
Christensen, 2007; López, 2010). Successfully identifying why and how students achieve
is a complex and difficult pursuit and consequently outside the scope of this study.
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Pedagogy and learning environments. In order to promote student learning, the
teacher works to create an environment that is supportive and safe; they want to build a
community of learners who respect each other and the development of knowledge.
Teachers create engaging and interesting tasks in order to stimulate learning. IWB
technology can support this work if the teacher is able to capitalize on its potentialities.
“Teachers design tasks so as to optimize the opportunities for learning from the activity;
to orchestrate the affordances and constraints of the setting in order to provide just
enough potential for desired students actions” (S Kennewell & Beauchamp, 2007, p. 229)
which can result in conceptual understanding. As teachers work with students to create a
strong learning environment, it is clear they must improvise (Tanner, Beauchamp, Jones,
& Kennewell, 2010) in order to handle various constraints. This requires that teachers
have a strong pedagogical perspective.
In thinking about pedagogy in the classroom, one is motivated to think about how
orchestrations (organizing and arranging tasks and activities) and how they interact with
IWB technology. Research has determined that the synergistic lesson, with this
technology, has at its hub the IWB functions (G. Beauchamp & Kennewell, 2013).
Beauchamp Transition Framework (2004) has been developed as a way to analyze the
teacher’s use of IWB technology in the classroom. Yet it is Activity Theory that helps
researchers to understand the pedagogical implications of IWB use (R. L. Zevenbergen &
Lerman, 2007). “Within activity theory, signs and tools mediate learning, so, in our case,
the IWBs were seen as artifacts that shape the ways in which learning can occur” (R. L.
Zevenbergen & Lerman, 2007, p. 859). The IWB resources (such as pre-planned lessons,
protractors, rulers, and images) shaped the way that teachers worked with students
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(instrumentation) and allowed teachers to extrapolate learning to new situations
(instrumentalisation). In order to consider what some of these actions might look like we
turn to the Transition Framework for IWB use.
Transition Framework
Often there is an understandable sense among teachers and researchers alike that
the more capable a teacher is in using the advanced features of a technological tool, the
more effective and successful she is in using that tool as an instrument. This notion can
be both supported and argued from two different perspectives. In support of this
hypothesis, simply put, if a teacher does not have the technical skills to use the
technology in the classroom the obstacles are insurmountable. Thus, a certain level of
competency is required. However, simply knowing how to use advanced features will not
ensure successful implementation of said technology. For example, an automobile
mechanic simply by default, as a result of his expert knowledge of the engine, does not
mean he will be a good driver. One must be able to start the car, shift, and drive it, yet, it
is critically important to be mindful of those around you and their actions such as
pedestrians crossing the street, busses merging, traffic stopping and the like. Practitioners
and researchers alike must fight the impulse to believe that more is better – the classroom
is complex and students are even more complicated. Beauchamp’s 2004 qualitative study
with IWB technology in an elementary school setting helps us to operationalize teacher
growth with the IWB technology.
The two-year study allowed the researcher to observe teachers and their
progression with IWB use by identifying the common and different features that teachers
utilized (G. Beauchamp, 2004).
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These focused on the features if ICT used and their relationship with pedagogic
activity. Possible variables identified were generalized as relating to: operating
system use and file management (OS); mechanical skills (MC); program variables
(PV); and classroom management and pedagogy (CMP) (G. Beauchamp, 2004, p.
331).
Black/Whiteboard substitute. The black/whiteboard substitute uses the IWB
predominately to write and draw on. They have the technical skills to connect and turn on
the board but have not moved much beyond basic features. They typically to not save
their work and often struggle with the use of the pen as a writing tool compared to using
the pen as a mouse. There is no pedagogical impact for this teacher as a result of using
the IWB technology in this limited fashion. Research observation organized some of the
actions by the variables of interest: Writing and drawing on board (OS); Use of IWB pen
to navigate operation system – click and drag – in place of mouse (MS); Predominant use
of native IWB software (PV); Board used only by teacher (CMP) (G. Beauchamp, 2004,
p. 333).
Apprentice user. While lessons still proceeded in a linear fashion, the teachers
had a stronger and wider range of existing computer skills in the teaching context (G.
Beauchamp, 2004). As teacher’s confidence grew, they were able to import previous
knowledge and skills into the IWB environment. Additionally, they were more proficient
at using additional items, such as clip art and PowerPoint, to supplement their lessons.
Research observation organized some of the actions by the variables of interest: Use of
stored teaching resources (OS); Students learn to write on board (MS); PowerPoint
introduced (PV); Child use of board planned by teacher (CMP) (G. Beauchamp, 2004)
Initiate user. Having achieved a high level of technical competence, the Initiate
User begins to combine their skills with those of the IWB technology to impact
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pedagogical decisions. Lessons include multiple programs, connection to the Internet
occurs, and store pages (or slide) are prepared prior to class. Research observation
organized some of the actions by the variables of interest: Ability to navigate between
multiple opened programs (OS); Children select tools and input to IWB (MS); Use of
wider range of features such as graphics and sound files (PV); Growing use of external
resources (CMP) (G. Beauchamp, 2004, p. 340).
Advanced user. The Advanced User is a teacher who demonstrated technical
competency and move “beyond a fascination with technical capabilities, toward the
excitement of discovering their impact on teaching and learning” (G. Beauchamp, 2004,
p. 340). This teacher explores advanced features, inserts hyperlinks, and often adds
peripheral devices such as scanners to expand IWB use. Research observation organized
some of the actions by the variables of interest: Imported use of scanned images (OS);
Incorporation of other devices (MS); Use of video clips and sound files (PV); Use of
revised and improved versions of previous lessons (CMP) (G. Beauchamp, 2004, p. 342).
Synergistic user. The Synergistic User stage, according to Beauchamp, maintains
at its foundation the equality of teacher and pupil. Such an example might include a
teacher and student(s) creating a learning scenario together that allows for full
pedagogical freedom. Research observation organized some of the actions by the
variables of interest: High level of competence by pupils and teacher (OS, MS, PV);
Teachers demonstrate an intuitive interaction with technology which facilitate a fluid
lesson (CMP) (G. Beauchamp, 2004, p. 344). Rarely, it seems, do teachers consider
themselves synergistic users. This may well be the result of the obstacles and pressures of
using technology in the classroom such as time, curricular goals, and student/teacher
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variability. In order to investigate teacher’s instrumental genesis particularly within the
context of these stages, the conceptual framework of Activity Theory will be employed.
Activity Theory
Activity Theory is becoming more and more prevalent in educational research as
it offers a way for individuals to understand and react to their activities thus giving them
the power to change various situations and conditions (Roth, 2004). In addition, activity
theory has the ability to allow the researcher to investigate a variety of situations and
problems. From studying the various tensions in doctoral education (C. Beauchamp,
Jazvac-Martek, & McAlpine, 2009) to studying why technology has not disrupted
academics’ teaching practices in the college setting (Blin & Munro, 2008), activity theory
offers researchers and practitioners a way to investigate and understand operations,
actions, and activity. In addition, Activity Theory has recently been theoretically
connected to the TPACK framework by articulating that the “TPACK framework
explicates what knowledge the teachers draw upon to teach with technology while
activity theory aids in understanding how TPACK develops” (Terpstra, 2015b, p. 63).
This new lens of “TPACKtivity” coined by Terpstra, should help researchers to consider
what technology to consider and the how technological integration could be
accomplished in the classroom.
The figure below, revised from Engeström’s work with activity theory
(Engeström, 2008, p. 257) and Kuutti’s conceptualization of an activity (Kuutti, 1996, p.
28) , will be helpful in determining instrumental genesis for teachers with IWB
technology.
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Figure 6. Activity Theory employed to investigate Instrumental Genesis with IWB
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Operations. Operations occur at the initial level of activity theory and exemplify
conditions, which enable actions to develop. Operations are typically “routine processes”
(Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009, p. 62) that people are not aware of and thus are more difficult
to observe. At the beginning operations may be conscious actions such as turning on the
computer and IWB, orienting the board, connecting the computer to the board through
the USB connecter, inserting new pages, and creating diagrams; yet, as these operations
become more automatic, they merge and develop into actions.
Actions. Actions are perhaps the easiest to observe (of the three operations,
actions, activity) as they are objects that are directed toward conscious goals (Kaptelinin
& Nardi, 2009). Actions for teachers using IWB technology might include preparing a
lesson in the native IWB software (such as Notebook software for SMART boards) that
include diagrams, equations, links, and images. The actions of posting the class notes as a
pdf to an external website and/or adding additional pages within the lesson to respond to
student inquiry may allow this researcher to identify elements of instrumentation.
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Activity. The central element in Activity Theory is the idea of an activity. “An
activity is understood as a purposeful interaction of the subject with the world”
(Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009, p. 31) which represents a social process built on actions and
operations. Activities are closely connected to motives and thus represent the highest
level of the activity theory structure. Activity in the context of IWB use in the
mathematics classroom might enable the researcher to witness the instrumentalisation of
the teacher. A teacher that has technical competency with the tool (IWB) and a
pedagogical understanding of how to utilize the tool for problem solving, mathematics
exploration and investigation, will be able to orchestrate operations and actions that lead
to the activity of mathematics education. In order to examine instrumental genesis for the
teacher, it is helpful to understand the context and the social element that impact activity.
“Instrumental genesis thus both makes artifacts meaningful in the context of activity, and
provides a means by which users make meaning of that activity” (White, 2008, p. 3).
Once the qualitative phase of this study is completed and this researcher has a
stronger conceptual understanding of the operations, actions, and activities that promote
instrumentation and instrumentalisation thus resulting in instrumental genesis for the
teacher with IWB technology, an inventory will be developed. Consequently, it is
essential to review the literature on previously developed instruments in order to
understand some of how scale development can be accomplished within this context.
Instruments
A measure of a teacher’s level of instrumental genesis with an Interactive
Whiteboard would facilitate the opportunity to grow with regards to teachers’ own
technological integration in the classroom. Additionally, it would allow them to focus on
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various operations, actions, and/or activities that can help them to exploit the
technology’s potentialities while balancing the affordances and constraints. Scales need
to be thoughtfully developed rather than arbitrarily assembled (DeVellis, 2012) in order
to authentically measure the construct(s) of interest.
When technology first became a factor in education, many scales were developed
in order to determine a subject’s attitude toward that technology. Scales such as the
Technology Attitude Scale (TAS) (McFarlane et al., 1997) and the Mathematics and
Technology Attitudes Scale (MTAS) (Pierce, Stacey, & Barkatsas, 2007) were developed
and utilized as there was a profound belief that one’s attitude toward the technology in
question impacted use. Researcher’s continue to examine computer attitude scales as
there is an understanding that situations, context, and constructs change (Garland &
Noyes, 2008), thus requiring additional research in order to keep up with technological
advances.
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM). The Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) was developed by Fred Davis in the 1980s as a way to address why users accept
or reject information systems (Davis, 1987). This particular model seems to have
withstood the test of time; the model suggests that ease of use and perceived usefulness
are critical components in determining if a teacher will accept or reject technology. The
research Davis conducted resulted in the finding that “perceived usefulness was 50%
more influential than ease of use in determining usage” (Davis, 1987, p. 1). This makes
sense within the context of current classroom experience. If technology helps to teach
mathematical content then it is perceived as useful and if teachers are able to use the
technology with relative ease then it is likely it will be employed in the classroom.
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In the late 1980s Davis conducted a study in which he created a scale to help
predict a user’s acceptance of computers. The two variables of interest hypothesized to
impact user acceptance were: perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use. The
Technology Acceptance Model (TAB) is depicted in Figure 7 below (Davis, 1987, p. 3).
Figure 7. Technology Acceptance Model (TAM)

Davis created items for the scale that were intended to measure “Perceived
Usefulness” and “Perceived Ease of Use”. He defined perceived usefulness as “the
degree to which a person believe that using a particular system would enhance his or her
job performance” and perceived ease of use as “the degree to which a person believes
that using a particular system would be free of effort” (Davis, 1989, p. 320). The SMART
Notebook software was intentionally developed in order to operate under a “two-click”
system. Once you select an object, image, or text block (click one), the user then simply
right clicks (click number two) to access additional options and menus. This design, I
hypothesis, was an effort to make the software easy to use. Additionally, the menu items
and overall layout of the icons and toolbars aligns nicely with various other highly used
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software products such as word processing and spreadsheet software. In terms of
usefulness in the context of mathematical instruction, this study will, hopefully, provide
insight into how the teacher might view the technology as useful.
In this case, the use of the technology is directly related to mathematical
instruction. Thus, in an effort to examine how a teacher’s technological, pedagogical, and
content knowledge might affect instrumental genesis with IWB use, the TPACK
framework and corresponding scales are studied.
TPACK. There is acknowledgment among education professors and researchers
that in order for teachers to be successful in their careers “they need to develop
themselves in pedagogy, technology, and their content areas” (Ismail, 2011, p. 97).
Consequently, there have been several iterations of the TPACK survey developed in
order to assess levels of TPACK for pre-service teachers (Denise et al., 2009; JamiesonProctor et al., 2013; Yurdakul et al., 2012). In a TPACK survey for secondary
mathematics preservice teachers confirmatory factor analysis showed that the correlation
between Technology Knowledge (TK) and Pedagogical Knowledge (PK) was very low,
while the other factors had moderate correlations (Zelkowski, Gleason, Cox, & Bismarck,
2013). This is not particularly surprising as the preservice teachers had not had much
experience either teaching or in using technology to teach. Thus, examining their
instrumental genesis might shed some light as to why this correlation is low. There is
interesting research to be done in this arena; unfortunately, it is outside the scope of this
dissertation.
Interactive whiteboard technology. Scales for IWB use in the classroom have
been developed for student attitudes, student perceptions, and teachers’ beliefs. One study
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was performed in order to develop a valid and reliable measure to assess the attitude of
elementary students towards IWB use in the classroom (Şad, 2012). Another study
examined the attitudes of 10th grade students towards IWB technology (Tataroğlu &
Erduran, 2010). Results from this study suggested that students’ attitude “was at a
medium level and that student see the IWB as a tool which increases their interest and
facilitates learning” (Tataroğlu & Erduran, 2010, p. 2533). One additional survey was
developed to specifically measure students’ perception of IWB use as it related to the real
classroom setting (Türel, 2011) and a questionnaire was designed to ascertain information
about teachers’ beliefs regarding IWB use (Turel & Johnson, 2012). These scales have
adhered to psychometric properties for scale development and have been determined to
be both valid and reliable. Therefore, they will serve as foundational models for the
creation of the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory with IWB technology.
These particular instruments have been developed in order to study interactive
whiteboard technology in the classroom. However, it does not appear that any
quantitative instrument has been developed to assess the level of instrumental genesis that
a teacher has with interactive whiteboard technology. Thus, this particular study is
warranted. In order to proceed, it is imperative to begin to deconstruct what instrumental
genesis looks like for the teacher in the classroom setting with interactive whiteboard
technology. To do this, one must consider both conceptual and operational definitions of
instrumental genesis.
Conceptual Definition of Instrumental Genesis
Instrumental Genesis is a two-fold process, which requires instrumentation and
instrumentalisation (Artigue, 2002). The artifact, the interactive whiteboard, becomes an
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instrument through the teacher’s development of instrumental genesis. Previous research
has demonstrated how the capabilities of a tool, such as a graphing calculator, influences
“the ways the student carries out a task (instrumentation) and the student’s knowledge of
the tool in a sense shapes the tool” (Paul Drijvers, Godino, et al., 2013, p. 26). It seems
that as a person develops instrumental genesis with an artifact transforming it into an
instrument, their level of competency and automaticity with the tool increases. “Through
the process of instrumental genesis, technological artifacts that initially were at the center
of conscious attention (their exploration being the object of activity) gradually become
tools that are used automatically, and partially, an invisible background” (Ritella &
Hakkarainen, 2012, p. 246). The challenge for this study will be in determining how
instrumentation and instrumentalisation can be observed and quantified in the classroom
setting.
In order to develop an operational definition of instrumental genesis and thus be
able to gather qualitative data, the teacher’s evolution of cognitive schemes must be
considered. The interplay between acting and thinking when using technology can be
examined by investigating the utilization schemes that teachers develop (Paul Drijvers &
Gravemeijer, 2005). There are two utilization schemes: usage schemes that “relate
directly to the artifact” (IWB) and are basic in nature; and instrumented action schemes
that “focus on the transformation of the object” (IWB) for a specific activity (Paul
Drijvers & Gravemeijer, 2005, p. 167). These utilization schemes are connected to the
two-fold process of instrumental genesis: “Instrumentation is a process through which the
constraints and potentialities of the artifact shape the subject”; and “Instrumentalisation is
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the process directed by the subject which transforms the artifact” (Trouche, 2005b, p.
148).
In the instrumentation process the teacher examines how the artifact may inform
their operations and actions in the classroom; and in the instrumentalisation process the
teacher discovers and selects various relevant features while personalizing and
transforming the artifact to meet their needs (Trouche, 2005b). Given that it is difficult to
observe mental schemes, the observation protocol will prompt the research to examine
“Why, What, and How” (Nardi, 1996). This connects directly to the hierarchical elements
of activity theory, which include operations, actions, and activities. In order to derive an
accurate conceptual definition of instrumental genesis in this context, I will examine the
teachers operation, actions, and activities in clusters. “We can analytically separate the
categories of activity, action, and operation by asking why something takes play, what
takes place, and hoe it is carried out” (Nardi, 1996, p. 149).
Operational Definition of Instrumental Genesis
In order to determine what indicators contribute to the development of
instrumental genesis for teachers with the IWB technology, I will utilize the conceptual
framework of Activity Theory (Nardi, 1996). This theory has been employed in previous
research to determine how teachers interact with an object (artifact) in order to create
ideal conditions for technology use in the classroom (Karasavvidis, 2009). Activity
theory will be considered in order to observe, categorize, and organize a teacher’s efforts
with IWB technology in two ways. Instrumentation (how the IWB technology impacts
the teacher) can be examined by considering the operations that the teacher does during
the class and the actions that they perform with the IWB technology. Instrumentalisation
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(how the teacher transforms the artifact – IWB technology – into an instrument through
the development of cognitive schema) can be examined by considering the activities that
the teacher creates while using the board.
Prior to developing a way to categorize observations that will reflect how a
teacher acquires instrumental genesis in the classroom with interactive whiteboard
technology, it will be important to identify how activity theory might be related to the
process of instrumental genesis in terms of both instrumentation and instrumentalisation.
I believe that the operations and actions of a teacher with IWB technology can contribute
to the development of the instrumentation process and corresponding activities may
contribute to the instrumentalisation process. The figure below (see Figure 8) is modified
from Trouche’s work with the symbolic calculator regarding the process of instrumental
genesis (Trouche, 2005b, p. 144) and will be used in this study.
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Figure 8. Instrumental Genesis with IWB connected to Activity Theory

The alignment of the conceptual definition with the operational definition of
instrumental genesis with IWB technology will be enhanced after observing and
interviewing the teachers. The interview (Appendix C) and observation (Appendix D)
protocols have been developed in an effort to determine how teachers’ perceived use of
and ease of use of IWB technology impacts their practice in the classroom. Additionally,
it is hoped that the observations will help to illuminate the cognitive schemes that help a
teacher to develop instrumental genesis. In examining the teachers’ operations, actions,
and activities with the IWB technology, it is important to have some understanding of
their technical competency and thus we examine previous assessment examples.
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Technological Competency for Teachers with IWB
A recent meta-analysis was conducted on previous IWB research literature in
order to investigate how IWB technology has been used in the mathematics classroom to
help students develop mathematical understanding and knowledge. The investigation
confirmed that IWB technology enhances the didactic practices in the classroom thus
improving the interactions and mathematical understanding (De Vita, Verschaffel, &
Elen, 2014a). It was recognized, in this study, that greater attention must be paid to how
the pedagogy should influence IWB use in the classroom. Previous research also
recognizes that a teacher’s digital literacy is paramount in utilizing technology
successfully in the classroom. Teachers must make the journey from “digitally unaware
and incompetent” to “highly digitally aware and competent” (Krumsvik, 2009, p. 178) in
order to consider how technology, pedagogy, and content knowledge (Mishra & Koehler,
2006) impact their teaching and thus student learning. Many surveys and checklists have
been developed in an effort to understand how teachers use IWB technology in the
classroom. Yet, many of these tools seem to simply be a way to evaluate how many
features a teacher can/does use rather than examining how and why they elect to use such
features and for what pedagogical purposes. A brief examination of some of these
checklists follows.
Interactive whiteboard competency assessment examples. In order to
thoroughly examine and research how instrumental genesis is developed with IWB
technology in the mathematics classroom, I must look beyond the scholarly articles, peer
reviewed journals, and prestigiously conducted research. It is imperative to consider how
practitioners and technological companies partner with colleges and universities in order
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to categorize effective IWB use in the classroom. There seems to be a substantial trend to
create checklists for observation and evaluation (see Table 2 below for examples) in
order to determine how efficient and effective the teacher is with IWB use. The problem
with this approach stems from a lack of understanding regarding the cost associated with
utilizing unnecessary technological features. There is a negative impact on teaching when
a “teacher spends time concentrating on getting the technology to work rather than on
teaching her class” (Slay, Siebörger, & Hodgkinson-Williams, 2008, p. 1330). As
technology advances, the list of features expands. Yet, many of us appreciate that we
only use a fraction of the available features on our mobile phones and cars, for example.
This does not limit our effective or efficient use of these devices, rather, it indicates an
intellectual awareness of what we need versus what we want when driving or making a
phone call. Some of the following resources almost promote a sense of “more is better”
which is not necessarily the case in education. We as educators and technologists “should
be striving to identify where technology can assist” our efforts while “managing the
perception of need versus want” (Spencer, 2014, p. 7).
Table 1. Examples of SMART Board Competencies
SMART Board
Competency
Advanced SMART
Board Competency
SMART Board
Certification Plan
SMART Products
and Notebook
Software Teacher
Observation

Bowling Green State University
http://www.bgsu.edu/content/dam/BGSU/education/documents/
smartboard-basic-skills.pdf
Ben Carrigan – Harding University
http://huscience.pbworks.com/w/file/fetch/71035473/Advanced
%20SMART%20Board%20Competency.pdf
Texas Wesleyan University
https://txwes.edu/media/twu/content-assets/documents/titleiii/SmartBoardCertificationPlan.pdf
Dr. Jennifer King – Florida Southern College &
SMARTtech.com
https://www.google.com/webhp?sourceid=chromeinstant&ion=1&espv=2&ie=UTF59

Best Practices for
Using SMART
IWB technology
and Notebook
Software

8#q=SMART%20Products%20and%20Notebook%20Software
%20TEacher%20OBservation
Lehman College & SMARTtech.com 2008
http://www.lehman.edu/academics/education/educationaltechnology/documents/Notebook_10LWB_L2-reduced.pdf

While these checklists and observation forms can indeed be helpful in
determining which features of IWB technology and corresponding software a teacher can
use, they do not address how competent use of these features impacts student
understanding or engagement. Consequently, developing a means to quantify and
evaluate a teacher’s development and level of instrumental genesis will add substantively
to previous research efforts.
Background for Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory Development
In order to help understand how a teacher develops instrumentation and
instrumentalisation, the two key elements in acquiring instrumental genesis, this study
will use previous research as a foundation for creating items that represent
instrumentation and instrumentalisation. The Transition Framework (G. Beauchamp,
2004) identifies five levels of IWB technology use: Black/Whiteboard Substitute;
Apprentice User; Initiate User; Advanced User; and Synergistic User. Research resulted
in Beauchamp identifying four variables of interest that were observable at each of the
above-mentioned levels. They included: Operating System Use and File Management
(OS); Mechanical Skills (MS); Program Variables (PV); and Classroom Management and
Pedagogy (CMP) (G. Beauchamp, 2004, p. 331). These variables connect nicely to the
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TPACK framework which is utilized to investigate how technological, pedagogical, and
content knowledge impacts teachers use of technology (Mishra & Koehler, 2006).
In an effort to expand on this research in order to examine instrumental genesis,
this study will use the conceptual framework of Activity Theory. IWB technology use
will be organized by examining a teacher’s operations, actions, and activities. In order to
answer the primary research question: “How do teachers develop instrumental genesis
with IWB technology?” teacher use of the IWB SMART board will be examined as
operations and actions which may result in instrumentation (how the artifact/IWB
impacts the user/teacher) and activities which may result in instrumentalisation (how the
user/teacher transforms the artifact/IWB). It is the belief of this researcher that a teacher’s
operations will relate to the Beauchamp’s level of Black/White Board Substitute and
Apprentice User; a teacher’s actions will relate to Beauchamp’s level of Initiate User; and
a teacher’s activities will relate to Beauchamp’s level of Advanced User and Synergistic
User (see Table 2 below).
Table 2. Theoretical Connection between Instrumental Genesis and elements of the
Transition Framework through the lens of Activity Theory
Instrumental
Genesis Element
Instrumentation

Activity Theory

Transition
Framework Level
Black/Whiteboard
Substitute

Operation

Apprentice User
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IWB Task
Turn on
computer;
Connect to IWB;
Orient Board;
Open Software;
Write on Board;
Save a File;
Typing text;
Limited
connectivity to
web;
Few

graphics/images
Instrumentation

Action

Initiate User

Instrumentalisation

Activities

Advanced User

Instrumentalisation

Activities

Synergistic User

Change pen
properties, color;
Resize objects;
Copy objects;
Import objects;
Copy pages;
Email file as pdf;
Insert images;
Move objects
from on page to
another;
Customize themes
Import resources
such as previous
documents,
images, scanned
files;
Use of hyperlinks;
Students use
board;
Interactivity and
Animation
activities;
Use of SMART
view Graphing
Calculator;
Use of other
devices such as
document camera
and student
response units
All of above and
Spontaneous
extensions and
adaptations to the
lesson;

In determining which IWB tasks fall into which categories, it is helpful to
examine how operations, actions, and activities are considered in Activity Theory. The
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three are examined in a hierarchical way where operations lead to actions, which develop
into activities. At the activity level, the highest level, the subject (teacher) is motivated to
accomplish a certain objective (using the IWB successfully in the classroom). In order to
accomplish this, the teacher must create operations (which happen under certain
conditions) in order to develop actions (which represent certain goals), which build to
activities. The hierarchical structure of an activity is illustrated in Figure 9 below
(Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012, p. 28).
Figure 9. The Hierarchical Structure of Activity
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The following describes one example in a Calculus class where operations led to
actions, which developed, into a learning activity. Using IWB technology and

!##"
Geometer’s Sketchpad, the class investigated how the slope of the secant line PQ
approximated the slope of the tangent line at point P as the distance between point P
and point Q became negligible ( h = Δx ≈ 0 ). In order to consider graphically how the

⎡ f ( x + Δx ) − f ( x ) ⎤
formal definition of a derivative ( f ′ ( x ) = lim ⎢
⎥ ) is developed, the
Δx→0
Δx
⎣
⎦
students used an animated activity (created by Audrey Weeks from:
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http://www.calculusinmotion.com/) from Geometer’s Sketchpad. Figure 10 below
illustrates how the secant line slope is not especially close to the tangent line slope as the
distance between the two points is large. Figure 11 below illustrates how the secant line
slope begins to more closely approximate the tangent line slope as point Q moves closer
and closer to point P . This activity allows students to investigate how the slope of a
tangent line is determined. The activity was presented on an IWB and students could
view, pause, and replay as they worked to develop an understanding of the derivative.
Example: Find the derivative for f ( x ) = bx 3 + cx 2 + dx + e at the point where

x = 2.914 (given certain values for the coefficients and constant).
Figure 10. Animated activity on IWB with h ≠ 0
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Figure 11. Animated activity on IWB with h → 0

In order to present this lesson to students, the teacher (me in this case) had to go
through the process of creating operations that led to actions, which developed into the
activity. The goal of the activity was to enable students to gain a conceptual
understanding of the derivative of a function at a point. The following figure (see Figure
12) illustrates how Activity Theory can be utilized to examine the operations, actions,
and activity from a theoretical perspective.
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Figure 12. Derivative Activity on IWB with Geometer’s Sketchpad examined through
Activity Theory
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Adair Instrumental Genesis inventory development with IWB technology.
In order to develop an instrument that assesses a teacher’s level of instrumental
genesis with IWB technology, I examined the four phases of instrument development
which include: Planning, Construction, Quantitative Evaluation, and Validation (Benson
& Clark, 1982, p. 790). Benson’s flow chart is complemented by Gable (1993) who
offers the following steps: 1. Develop Conceptual Definitions; 2. Develop Operational
Definitions; 3. Select a Scaling Technique (I will use the Rasch Model); 4. Conduct a
Judgmental Review of Items (content experts will help review content validity and
determine if items align with the conceptual definitions); 5. Select a Response Format (I
employed a Likert Scale); 6. Develop Directions for Responding; 7. Prepare Draft of the
Instrument and Gather Preliminary Pilot Data; 8. Prepare the Final Instrument; 9. Pilot
the Instrument; 10. Analyze the Pilot Data; 11. Revise the Instrument; 12. Conduct a
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Final Pilot Study; 13. Produce the Instrument; 14. Conduct Additional Validity and
Reliability Analyses; 15. Prepare a Test Manual (Gable & Wolf, 1993, p. 238).
The scaling approach of item response theory (IRT) was utilized, as it allowed the
researcher to examine the level of instrumental genesis that a teacher achieved. “Item
Response Theory (IRT) models show the relationship between the ability or trait
(symbolized θ ) measured by the instrument and an item response” (DeMars, 2010, p. 3).
The ability, or trait, that we are trying to measure is the instrumental genesis of
mathematics teachers with respect to IWB technology. The Rasch model “incorporates a
method for ordering persons according to their ability, and ordering items according to
their difficulty” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 10). IRT places both the item difficulty and
person ability on the same scale by converting person ability and item difficulty to a logit
position. This information can be referenced to understand how items fit the model, how
the scale is working, and how various individuals perform or endorse the latent construct.
The scale can also be used for other samples since IRT is sample free. As the statistics
are not dependent on the test situation that generated them, they can be used more
flexibly. IRT is always done at the item level and we can separate person and item
characteristics, a hallmark benefit of the models.
Ability measure of person n is found by calculating the ratio of the person’s
percentage correct ( p ) over percentage incorrect (1 – p): Bn =

p
. Taking the natural
1− p

log of these odds then becomes the person ability estimate: ln ( Bn ) . The procedure is the
same for items where Di (the difficulty of item i ) is found by taking the natural log of
the ratio of the percentage of people who answered that item correctly over the
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percentage of people who answered the item incorrectly. Both Bn and Di are log odds,
or logit values. Next, the probability of correctly answering an item can be expressed
mathematically by: Pni ( x = 1) = f ( Bn − Di ) . We can represent this alternatively with:

⎛
⎞
1
e( Bn −Di )
Pni ⎜ xni = , Di ⎟ =
(Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 278). Item characteristic curves
Bn
⎝
⎠ 1− e( Bn −Di )
(ICC) help us to interpret the items and the item-person map helps us to understand item
difficulty and person ability (or rater position) (Benjamin D. Wright, 1977).
The Rasch model, the simplest IRT model, will be employed. The Rasch model
has three assumptions: dimensionality, local independence, and correct model
specification. The dimensionality assumption requires that the items all tap into the
unidimensional construct – the notion that the items in a scale measure only one latent
construct. The construct of interest is the level of instrumental genesis that a mathematics
teacher possesses with IWB technology. Factors of instrumentation and
instrumentalisation (Paul Drijvers, 2002) impact the level of instrumental genesis the
teacher develops. A common process is to begin by using exploratory factor analysis with
parallel analysis to approximate the number of factors to retain. Next, for each item group
(or factor) using WINSTEPS software we can determine dimensionality again and also
generate infit and outfit mean square (MNSQ) fit statistics for items and persons to
determine if responses differ from what is predicted by the model. “Fit indices help the
investigator to ascertain whether the assumption of unidimensionality holds up
empirically” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 35). As a guideline, (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 243)
advise that a 0.7 to 1.3 MNSQ suggests adequate fit. We will consider overall fit and
examine the chi-square test statistics. We want non-significance, which will indicate the
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data do fit the model. Additionally, we can (and should) perform a principal components
analysis of residuals. This will enable us to determine if a second dimension is likely.
“Local independence requires that the success or failure on any item should not
depend on the success or failure of any other item” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 172). The
theoretical framework and contextual understanding of the latent construct will help the
researcher to consider this assumption. With dichotomous items we can group items
together into “superitems” or “testlets” in order to deal with redundant items and local
dependence. We can examine a residual correlation matrix in order to investigate local
independence. This assumption is critical, yet it may be satisfied when unidimensionality
is achieved. “When the assumption of unidimensionality is true, local independence is
obtained” (Hambleton, Rogers, & Swaminathan, 1991, p. 11).
Correct model specification can be determined by assessing whether or not the
data fit the model. In the Rasch model the one parameter, the difference between the
person ability and item difficulty, is assessed at the item level and plotted on an interval
scale. The researcher can examine a person’s ability estimate independent of the
particular items used (sample free), which allows researchers to extrapolate results across
various contexts. The graph of the Rasch model follows an s-shaped curve (a logistic
function) that represents “a probabilistic relation between any item’s difficulty and any
person’s ability” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 277). Figure 13 below shows an item
characteristic curve (taken from: http://easttlehelp.vln.school.nz/reports/the-rasch-modelin-e-asttle).
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Figure 13. Rasch Model of Ability Level versus Probability of Correct Responses

The equation demonstrating that “the function expressing the probability of a successful
response consists of a natural logarithmic transformation of the person ( Bn ) and the item
( Di ) estimates” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 278) is provided in Figure 14 below.
Figure 14. Rasch Model Probability Function

⎛
⎞
1
e( Bn −Di )
Pni ⎜ xni = , Di ⎟ =
Bn
⎝
⎠ 1− e( Bn −Di )
Challenges
Numerous challenges impact mathematics teaching in today’s classroom. The
educational landscape is loaded with competing priorities and the tension between the
“old” and the “new” is ever present. Stakeholders highlight the potential of digital
technology in this setting (Paul Drijvers, 2013) and the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) suggests that technology is “an essential tool for learning
mathematics in the 21st century” (Mathamtics, 2008). In addition, teachers are faced with
students who want differentiated instruction that is applicable and technologically
relevant and yet colleges still retain the hope that students have acquired specific
mathematical competencies and technical standards. Teachers and students must continue
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to labor together in order to blend and balance all the technological tools available for
learning mathematics, from pencil and paper technology to IWB technology, the work
continues.
Summary
In summary, research over the past several decades has examined the perceived
implications of technological change in mathematics education. The difficult questions
remain: What is the potential for ICT in learning mathematics, how does the teacher’s
role impact technology’s use, what do we mean by “effective” and “working” and how
do we continue to grow and develop as teachers in the face of a technological explosion
that seems to have no bounds? (Paul Drijvers, 2013). Cuban wisely reflects: “We found
that access to equipment and software seldom led to widespread teacher and student use”
(Cuban et al., 2001, p. 813). Additionally, Abboud-Blanchard notes:
Integrating technology is not an easy task for teachers who have to cope with an
increasing complexity in preparing lessons and managing classrooms while taking
into account several features going beyond familiar formats and routines in a
paper and pencil environment (Abboud-Blanchard, 2014, p. 298).
Consequently, there is a profound need for this study. In order to understand a
teacher’s level of instrumental genesis with Interactive Whiteboard Technology, an
exploratory sequential mixed method design will permit this researcher to determine the
factors and constructs involved in instrumentation and instrumentalisation. This
knowledge will support the development of a quantitative instrument to measure
instrumental genesis. Item response theory (Rasch model) for analysis should enable the
researcher to access the various constructs and levels of instrumental genesis.
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Chapter Three: Method
Introduction
In order to determine the specific components that impact instrumentation and
instrumentalisation resulting in instrumental genesis with IWB technology, I conducted
this study following an exploratory sequential mixed methods design. The qualitative
phase consisted of interviews and class observations of high school mathematics teachers
using the IWB technology in order to develop an Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory
and to address research question one (How is instrumental genesis with interactive
whiteboard technology developed by secondary mathematics teachers?). The
observations and interviews allowed me to determine and refine my conceptual and
operational definitions of instrumental genesis, and to create items that align with those
definitions. Research question two (What types of operations, actions, and activities
contribute to the development of instrumentation and instrumentalisation for teachers
with IWB technology) was guided the class observations and interview conversations.
An inventory to measure a teacher’s level of instrumentation and
instrumentalisation was constructed in order to determine mathematics teachers’ level of
instrumental genesis with IWB technology. During the quantitative phase exploratory
data were collected to evaluate the psychometric properties of the inventory. Analysis of
these data allowed the researcher to consider research question three (Does the developed
measure of instrumental genesis evidence adequate reliability and validity?).
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This chapter contains a description of two studies needed in order to develop such
an inventory. The qualitative strand, study one, included the planning and construction of
the inventory. The quantitative strand, study two, included quantitative evaluation,
including reliability estimation and item analysis on pilot items and the examination of
results of exploratory factor analysis, and validation, including assessing dimensionality,
scale use, fit, reliability, and convergent validity and interpreting items based on
difficulty ratings.
Study Timeline
This study was a complex and multifaceted endeavor, which required careful
planning and flexible timing. Thus, an outline of the proposed timeline of the study
helped the researcher to complete the study. A comprehensive literature review was
conducted in June and July of 2014. In August 2014 the first three chapters of this
dissertation were drafted. After a thoughtful completion of the revision of the first three
chapters, the following timeline was proposed for the study.
Table 3. Research Study – Proposed Timeline
Development
Phase:
Study I – Phase I
Planning
Study I – Phase I
Planning
Study I – Phase II
Construction
Study I – Phase II
Construction

Study Component:
Prepare IRB forms, begin development
of Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory
items; develop construct map
Secure IRB Approval and refine item
development
Observe six classes; conduct teacher
interviews; develop content review item
protocol
Create items and distribute to experts
for review; delete or revise items;
consider psychometric properties of
scale development in order to ensure the
creation of a strong scale; conduct
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Timeframe:
November &
December, 2014
January – March,
2015
March – May,
2015
June - July 2015

Study II – Phase I
Quantitative
Evaluation

Study II – Phase II
Validation

cognitive interviews
Pilot the inventory (participants will
likely include math teachers at
Independent College Preparatory
schools in Colorado; estimate
reliability; conduct item analysis;
conduct exploratory factor analysis;
conduct field administration and
corresponding modification and
evaluation
Determine convergent validity for the
instrument; consider the responses of
the teachers compared to experts;
interpret items based on difficulty; field
administration data will be examined to
determine inventory reliability and
validity

July - September
2015

October November 2015

Study Design
While much research has been conducted to determine how the IWB technology
is used in the mathematics classroom (Cherian, 2012) and additional research has been
performed to ascertain how students achieve instrumental genesis with various
technologies, such as the graphing and symbolic calculators (Guin & Trouche, 2002),
there does not appear to be any research that examines the instrumental genesis of the
teacher in using IWB technology. Due to the complicated nature of the instrumentation
and instrumentalisation processes, it is critical to interview and observe teachers in order
to determine what specific variables impact instrumental genesis. In order to measure a
teacher’s level of instrumental genesis an instrument was developed and evaluated.
Consequently, an exploratory sequential mixed method design was an appropriate choice
for this study.
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According to Creswell and Plano Clark (2011), an exploratory sequential mixed
methods study “begins with the collection and analysis of qualitative data in the first
phase” (John W Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011, p. 71). In the second phase the researcher
developed a quantitative instrument and used it to investigate the instrumental genesis for
teachers in the field. The figure below represents the exploratory sequential mixed
methods design (John W Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011, p. 69).
Figure 15. Exploratory Sequential Mixed Methods Design

The first stage of study one included semi-structured interviews with three current
high school mathematics teachers. Participant views and class observations helped to
inform the development of a qualitative scale to measure instrumental genesis. The
school is an independent college preparatory school that serves grades 6 – 12 and is
located in the Rocky Mountain Region. The targeted population for the inventory will be
high school mathematics teachers who employ the IWB technology. Additionally, it is
worthy to note that at this particular school there is strong departmental and
administrative support for the use of IWB in the mathematics classrooms. As the
mathematics department chair, from 1998 to 2014, I provided regular training and
professional development for IWB technology for department members. I fully
acknowledge that the targeted population is a sample of convenience and thus will limit
generalizability. I sacrificed potential generalizability in order to work with a sample that
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is reasonably proficient with IWB use in order to specifically study and identify some of
the nuances involved in the various levels of instrumental genesis. Based on my own
work with this technology and my years of experience in observing other teachers as they
learn the technology, I believe I have notable contextual knowledge regarding
instrumental genesis acquisition.
While the specific teachers selected for this study had been using the technology
for several years, I anticipated that there are some practices regarding their use of the
technology that would illuminate various levels of instrumentation and
instrumentalisation. The teachers selected for this study had differing levels of
competency with the technology and use it in varying ways for different lessons. At the
time of the study, they taught different courses which included: Algebra I, Geometry,
Geometry Honors, Algebra II, Pre-Calculus, and AP Statistics. Thus, I gained insight into
the various levels of instrumentation and instrumentalisation that these teachers
experienced with IWB technology in different classes and courses. The collection of
these data was imperative since the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory was developed
in an effort to capture varying levels of instrumental genesis; the scale should reflect both
extremes – from low levels of instrumental genesis to high levels of instrumental genesis.
As a previous department chair and professional development trainer with IWB, I have
experience in working with teachers with little to no knowledge of or experience with the
technology. Consequently, I considered my previous experiences and knowledge in order
to clarify and capture maximum variation of instrumental genesis with IWB technology.
The first stage of this study was critical in helping to solidify the definition of
instrumental genesis with IWB technology.
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The second stage of study one included scale development including item
construction and content validation by experts. The experts assessed item difficulty and
items were modified as necessary (see Table 11). The construction of the instrument
followed standard protocol and incorporated best practices in instrument design and
development (Bond & Fox, 2007; DeVellis, 2012). During the initial creation of the
instrument, I investigated the construct of interest, instrumental genesis, by reexamining
the literature in order to modify the conceptual definition, aligning it with the operational
definition presented above. In addition, participant interviews and class observations
provided illuminating and confirmatory support of the conceptual and operational
definition of instrumental genesis.
The first stage of study two consisted of providing the instrument to sample
respondents via pilot administration. With a small pilot group, reliability was assessed
and item analysis was performed on pilot items and the scale was revised accordingly.
The second stage of study two consisted of administering the inventory to a field sample
and assessing the validity of the instrument. Items were interpreted based on difficulty
ratings and the items were examined through the lens of the experts and the respondents.
The instrument was examined and evaluated regarding its potential for future field
administrations. The design and order of the two studies is represented with the diagram
in Figure 16 below.
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Figure 16. Study Design and Order

Study One
Study One had two specific purposes: First, to qualitatively explore how the
operations, actions, and activities of teachers in the math classroom contributed to the
development of instrumentation and instrumentalisation with the IWB technology;
second, to construct an Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory for pilot administration.
Study One Phase I: Planning. This study was designed to construct a
quantitative measure to assess the instrumental genesis of mathematics teachers who use
the IWB technology. After an extensive literature review, it was determined that there
was not currently any such inventory to assess instrumental genesis with interactive
whiteboard technology for mathematics teachers. The target population was high school
mathematics teachers who use IWB technology in their teaching. Results hopefully help
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to identify the operations, actions, and activities that teachers create and use as they work
to develop instrumentation and instrumentalisation – the two components required for the
procurement of instrumental genesis. These data could be used to help define
instrumentation and instrumentalisation with IWB technology so that researchers could
help teachers to understand their own level of instrumental genesis with this technology
and technologies of the future.
Study One Phase II: Construction. Construction of the inventory was
accomplished through the interpretation and analysis of the qualitative data. According to
Benson and Clark (1982), the four phases of instrument development and validation are:
Planning, Construction, Quantitative Evaluation, and Validation (Benson & Clark, 1982).
Benson and Clark’s flowchart for Instrument Develop (1982, p. 790) was complimented
by Gable’s (1993, p. 238) steps in affective-instrument development. Most of these steps
were applicable and helped to guide this researcher in the development of the scale.
Pertinent steps include: Revise conceptual and operational definitions (this was
guided by the literature review and teacher interviews); select a scaling technique (a
Likert scale was used); conduct a judgmental review of items (content experts reviewed
content validity and determined how well items aligned with conceptual definitions);
select a response format (the Likert scale had five options); develop directions for
responding (email and pdf directions accompanied the link to respond); prepare a draft
instrument and collect pilot data; prepare the final instrument; analyze the pilot data;
revise the instrument; produce the instrument; conduct validity and reliability analysis
(Gable & Wolf, 1993, p. 244).
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Phase II of Study One consisted of the construction of the Adair Instrumental
Genesis Inventory. This section describes the process for determining the construct of
interest by explaining how the qualitative data were collected. The results of the
examination of the qualitative data through thematic analysis are considered in chapter 4.
The subsections of this phase include: Teacher interviews, class observation, domain
definitions, item pool generation, item format, content expert review of quantitative
instrument, cognitive interviews, and scale development.
Teacher interviews. Semi-structured interviews with three mathematics teachers
were conducted as the initial step in the qualitative data collection. The goal for the
interviews was to gather data that would contribute to the conceptual and operational
definitions of the variables of interest – specifically how teachers acquire instrumental
genesis. The interviews were semi-structured and open (John W. Creswell, 2014, p. 194)
and did require a few additional follow up conversations.
Participants. Three mathematics teachers were selected for their general open and
thoughtful perspective on IWB use in the classroom. While they had differing levels of
general expertise with technology, they all were considered competent users of computers
and IWB technology. These three teachers are passionate about mathematics, enjoy
teaching, and work collaboratively with colleagues. Additionally, all three participated
regularly in professional development, as PD is both a departmental and school priority.
Teacher “A” has seven years of teaching experience and one and a half years of
teaching full time with the IWB technology. She is well versed in social media
technologies, graphing calculators, and computers. Teacher A seeks out professional
development opportunities by applying for funds to attend conferences (NCTM) and
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appreciates and enjoys having conversations about pedagogy, curriculum, and
technology.
Teacher “B” has been teaching for 21 years and has been working with IWB
technology, on a daily basis, for about eight years. He is a thoughtful educator who is
critical of new technologies in the classroom. His skepticism comes from his vigilant
examination of how technology might impact pedagogy and content. As an AP Statistics
teacher, Teacher B has recently started using Fathom® Dynamic Data Software, a
dynamic tool used to teach and analyze data in conjunction with his IWB technology.
Teacher “C” has been teaching for 40 years. She was a mathematics teacher in a
large public high school in the Rocky Mountain region for about 31 years and then
decided to retire. After completing a long-term substitute position, Teacher C joined our
school as a permanent faculty member. She has been teaching, part time, two to three
classes per year, for the past seven years. Teacher C was selected in order to include
someone who was hesitant to learn how to use the IWB technology. Originally, as a longterm substitute, she declined the invitation to learn the technology. The following year,
when she was hired as a permanent faculty member, she was willing to learn the
technology but was somewhat resistant. She is well versed in using the technology for
specific tasks (writing on the board, sending home the corresponding daily lesson notes)
yet is not overly experienced in using additional features of the board in a dynamic way.
Her contribution to the study will allow me to consider how the hierarchical levels of
activity theory may impact the development of instrumental genesis.
Instrument. A teacher interview protocol (Appendix C) was developed to in order
to determine what operations, actions, and activities the three mathematics teachers
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typically conduct with IWB technology. A semi-structured interview approach was
determined to be the best structure for this study as a result of its flexible nature. The
design of the protocol was motivated by my desire to “uncover the essence of an
individual’s experience” (Merriam, 2002, p. 93) regarding instrumental genesis with IWB
technology.
Procedure. A request to conduct the research at this particular school was
prepared and approved by the Head of School (Appendix B). The University Institutional
Review Board was contacted through the IRBnet website in order to request permission
to do this study. Appropriate consent forms and protocols were uploaded and various
questions were answered in order to gain IRB approval for this study. The University of
Denver Institutional Review Board approved the study and granted “Exempt Status” for
the full scope of the study. The Informed Teacher Consent Form/Information Sheet
(Appendix A) was given to the three teachers, in person, prior to the beginning of the
study.
The individual teacher interviews were scheduled for a convenient time and were
conducted on site. Individual interviews took place in a small conference room in the
hallway where the math teacher offices are located. The interviews took approximately
one hour and followed the interview protocol. Extensive field notes were taken, by hand,
during the interview in order to conduct coding with the data in an effort to determine
themes (Saldana, 2013). In addition, the interviews were recorded (with participants’
permission) using the iPhone and DropVox recording app (audio only). The recordings
were transferred electronically to my computer via Dropbox software. The interviews
were transcribed using instructions and best practices found in NVIVO texts (Bazeley &
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Jackson, 2013; Edhlund, 2012). Data were analyzed using NVIVO Qualitative Research
software. A few follow up conversations occurred, as additional clarification was needed
and as the teachers thought of additional ideas they wanted to share.
Class observations. After the teacher interviews were complete, class
observations were conducted. The class observations allowed the researcher to
investigate what operations, actions, and activities occur with the IWB technology. An
examination of the teachers’ operations and actions that impact instrumentation in
addition to examining how teachers’ activities impact instrumentalisation helped to detect
instrumental genesis with IWB technology.
Participants. The two teachers selected for class observation were teachers A and
B (mentioned above). These teachers were two of the teachers selected for the interview
phase of this study. The corresponding class observations helped the researcher to
investigate how the teachers’ comments/responses from the interview phase matched or
aligned with their actions in the classroom. The third teacher was willing to be observed
but scheduling conflicts prevented the observations from taking place.
Instrument. A classroom observation protocol (Appendix D) was created in order
to help the researcher to record the behaviors of the teacher. The protocol allowed the
researcher to record general classroom information including layout, technology
available, and lesson plan. The protocol was developed to investigate: 1. The levels of
acceptance with the technology (Technology Acceptance Model) (TAM) (Davis, 1987);
2. The teachers’ technological, pedagogical, and content knowledge (Mishra & Koehler,
2006); 3. The placement of the teacher on the Transition Framework (G. Beauchamp,
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2004); 4. The instrumental genesis of the teacher through the lens of Activity Theory
(Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009; Trouche, 2005c).
Procedure. I observed three full lessons for one teacher and two full lessons for
another teacher for a total of five class observations (one of the observations was an
extended block). This number of observations proved to be satisfactory as I had observed
these two teachers numerous times in previous years as a result of IWB training and
professional development goals. I have also observed numerous other mathematics
teachers (including teacher C from the interview phase) using IWB technology over the
years as a result of my professional development work as a trainer for IWB in our
department. Thus, the observations for this study could be acutely focused on
instrumentation and instrumentalisation of these teachers. Each observation was one hour
in length and did result in some additional follow up conversations in order to clarify
teacher actions and/or intentions that I witnessed. The observations were scheduled for
specific class periods during the week. The specific date and times for the observations
was coordinated between the teacher and the researcher. The observations occurred in the
spring of the year. While these were high school mathematics classes and thus students
were present, the researcher was primarily interested in the operations, actions, and
activities of the teacher. Extensive field notes were taken; no audio or video recordings
were taken. The field notes were thoroughly examined and analyzed.
Domain definitions. The Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory was constructed
to measure the teacher’s level of instrumental genesis with the interactive whiteboard
technology in the mathematics classroom. It hopes to assess the level of instrumentation
(how the IWB technology shapes the teacher) and the instrumentalisation (how the
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teacher shapes the IWB technology) and so is designed to assess two separate constructs.
The development of instrumentation and instrumentalisation are key components that
help to define instrumental genesis (Artigue, 2002; Trouche, 2005c). Responses from
teacher interviews and data collected from class observations were utilized to create
specific domains in order to consider content validity (DeVellis, 2012). Once initial
domains were determined, item pool generation was conducted. A continued careful
examination of the literature guided the modification of the domain definitions as the
study progressed. Domain definitions remained intact, yet items were revised once the
expert review panel analyzed the measure.
Item pool generation. Items were written in an effort to examine the level of
instrumental genesis that the mathematics teacher has acquired with the IWB technology.
Thoughtful attention was given to the desired psychometric properties of the instrument
in order to create an inventory that successfully assesses instrumental genesis. Items were
created in an effort to avoid positive or negative wording, double barrel questions, overly
redundant items, and ambiguous responses.
Item format. A 5-point Likert response format (strongly disagree, disagree,
neither agree or disagree, agree, strongly agree) was utilized and deemed appropriate
given the purpose of the instrument and the age and educational standing of the
participants (Benson & Clark, 1982; DeVellis, 2012). Since the level of instrumental
genesis with IWB technology is being measured from low to high levels of acquisition,
this response format provides the respondents with clear distinctions between choices.
Content expert review of quantitative instrument. Once items were generated,
four experts in the field examined the inventory in an effort to help the researcher
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determine how well the inventory measured instrumental genesis. Item clarity and
difficulty were assessed by these experts to address content validity of individual items
and the overall scale (Bond & Fox, 2007; DeVellis, 2012). This process enabled the
researcher to modify items and add or remove items as necessary.
Participants. Experts 1 and 2 were both technology directors (coordinators) in a
large public school district in the Rocky Mountain Region. After retiring from that
position, they formed an educational training organization and have been creating and
delivering workshops to teachers for the past several years. They are both considered
experts in IWB technology and have expanded into mobile technology as well, such as
iPads in the classroom.
Expert 3 is a former employee of the SMART Corporation and is considered an
expert user of IWB technology – both hardware and software. She has served as an
Education Consulting Manager for the past decade and prior to that was a middle school
teacher. Currently Expert 3 is a trainer and educational consultant for BrightBytes – a
company that helps schools to determine how innovative technology can improve
education. Expert 3 will be consulted primarily to address content validity of the
inventory.
Expert 4 is a Professor at the University of Denver Morgridge College of
Education and was the Department Chair of the Research Methods and Information
Science Department. Internationally recognized, Expert 4 is considered an expert in the
Rasch model and has frequently served as an item reviewer. She has taught psychometric
theory for over 30 years. Her expertise is evidenced by her work as one of the reviewers
for the seminal text: Applying The Rasch Model – Fundamental Measurement in the
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Human Sciences (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. xv). Table 4 provides additional information
about the content experts.
Table 4. Content Expert Panel – Sample Size and Percentage of Sample by Demographic
Variables
Variable
Gender
Female
Total
Years In Education
16-20
21-25
26-30
30+
Education Level
Bachelors Degree
Masters Degree
Doctorate Degree
I work in (state)
Colorado

n

%

4
4

100.0

1

25.0

3

75.0

1
2
1

25.0
50.0
25.0

4

100.0

Instruments. A Content Expert Invitation Letter was drafted to solicit expert
participation (Appendix E) and an Inventory Evaluation including survey questions
(Appendix F) was created. An item content review protocol was developed (Appendix
G). An item difficulty-rating checklist was created (Appendix G) to address validity of
individual items and the overall scale. The difficulty of these items was designated as
easy, medium, or hard. (Benson & Clark, 1982; DeVellis, 2012).
Procedure. Permission from the University Institutional Review Board was
requested and obtained to conduct this study. Four content experts were invited to review
the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory for validity. Experts 1 and 2 were able to meet
with the researcher together at a coffee shop that was centrally located. Prior to beginning
the meeting, informed consent forms were presented, read, and signed by the experts. The
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researcher spent approximately thirty minutes giving a power point presentation about the
research, methodology, and research questions in order to help the experts gain insight
into the purpose of the study. The evaluation protocol and difficulty-rating sheet
(Appendix G) were examined and discussed. The experts asked a few clarifying
questions. Once they felt comfortable proceeding, they examined the inventory, item by
item, and completed the difficulty-rating sheet.
After the thoughtful examination of each item, the experts and researcher had a
conversation about specific wording of several items, the deletion and inclusion of some
items, and general alignment with the construct of interest. Discussion results (and
modification examples) will be considered in chapter 4. A few days later, both experts
independently emailed the researcher to offer their continued support and appreciation for
this work.
Expert 3 was contacted via email to set up a meeting time and was able to meet
with the researcher at a local restaurant over lunch the following week. After the brief
power point introduction regarding the research, the expert examined the difficulty-rating
sheet and completed an item-by-item examination of the inventory (consent form was
read and signed at the beginning of the meeting). After the expert had completed the
rating sheet, a general conversation about the inventory took place and some additional
suggestions regarding various items were presented (see chapter 4 results).
Expert 4 is a member of my dissertation committee and a Professor, an expert in
psychometric theory; thus, no introduction to this study was necessary, as she had already
examined the research. Consequently, the consent form, protocol, and difficulty-rating
sheet were emailed to her. She examined the inventory and completed the item difficulty88

rating sheet electronically and emailed the results back to me that same day. She also
offered a few suggestions and comments.
Cognitive interviews. After the experts reviewed the instrument and the
researcher modified the inventory by accepting, revising, or removing items (results
presented in chapter 4), five cognitive interviews were conducted. The teachers invited to
participate were all representative of the target group and the Adair Instrumental Genesis
Inventory was administered to them. They were asked for their suggestions regarding
measure length, clarity of instructions, and item clarity (Appendix I).
Participants. Five teachers were asked to complete the cognitive interview. They
were selected as a result of their exposure to and experience with IWB technology. In
addition, all five teachers have taught extensively in both public and private schools. All
of the teachers have master’s degrees. One teacher in particular was selected for
participation as a result of his/her lack of IWB use in the classroom. Table 5 provides
additional information about these participants.
Table 5. Cognitive Interview Panel – Sample Size and Percentage of Sample by
Demographic Variables
Variable
Gender
Male
Female
Age Category
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
60+
Number of Years Teaching
6-10
11-15
16-20

n

%

1
4

20.0
80.0

1
2

20.0
40.0

1
1

20.0
20.0

1
2

20.0
40.0
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21-25
26-30
30+
Ethnicity
White
Education Level
Masters Degree
Primary Role
Teacher
Department Chair
Primary Age Taught
High School
Use of IWB in classroom
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Much of the Time
Everyday
I teach in (state)
Colorado
Comfort Level (Computer)
Comfortable
Very Comfortable
Internet Use
Daily
Type of IWB used
SMART Board

1
1

20.0
20.0

5

100.0

5

100.0

4
1

80.0
20.0

5

100.0

1

20.0

1

20.0

3

60.0

5

100.0

2
3

40.0
60.0

5

100.0

5

100.0

Instruments. The Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory – Cognitive Interview
Protocol (Appendix H) was developed to help the researcher determine how the
instrument might be improved. The Cognitive Interview (Appendix I) was developed in
order for the teachers to take the inventory and offer their perspective and feedback on
the instrument.
Procedure. Permission from the University Institutional Review Board was
obtained to conduct this study. Teachers were selected based on a convenience sample
and their willingness to participate in the study. The researcher was able to meet with
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four of the teachers at an off site location as they were preparing to leave for a math
conference. The researcher distributed consent forms and explained the purpose of the
study. Protocols and the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory were given to the teachers
(hard copies). Once the teachers had completed both forms (Appendix H; Appendix I)
they were returned to the researcher. The researcher discussed the inventory with each of
the teachers during the following week when all were attending a mathematics
conference. The fifth teacher completed the cognitive interview (evaluation)
electronically and mailed a hard copy of the consent form to the researcher.
Scale development. Following the teacher interviews, class observation, expert
review, and cognitive interviews, a revised inventory was developed for the pilot study.
This scale was used in the pilot administration outlined in Study Two below.
Study Two
Study Two had two primary purposes: First, to test the structure and reliability of
the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory, and second, to examine the validity of the
instrument.
Study Two Phase I: Quantitative Evaluation. Phase I of Study Two consisted
of the quantitative evaluation of the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory. The purpose
of this study was to address the research question: Does the developed measure of
instrumental genesis evidence adequate reliability and validity? This section describes the
process for assessing the reliability and validity of the Adair Instrumental Genesis
Inventory. Pilot study data were used to determine how well the items reflect the specific
definitions associated with the development of Instrumental Genesis. In order to evaluate
item difficult and item discrimination, item analysis was examined using SPSS statistical
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software. The subsections of this phase included: Pilot administration, reliability test and
item analysis on pilot items, item administration to development sample, and
dimensionality and scale use along with reliability assessment using Rasch modeling.
Pilot administration. The Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory was
administered to a small sample of teachers in the mathematics departments at two local
independent high schools. The data from the pilot survey were analyzed for internal
consistency and reliability. Item analysis was conducted to identify any non-performing
items.
Participants. Mathematics teachers at two local high schools were selected for
participation in Study Two Phase I – Pilot Administration. The two schools are
independent college preparatory schools that serve grades 6 – 12 and are located in the
Rocky Mountain Region. Both schools have been the recipients of grant funding for IWB
technology. Participation was voluntary and the target sample size was approximately
fifteen teachers. Twenty participants began the survey and eighteen teachers completed
the survey. Table 6 provides additional information about these participants.
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Table 6. Pilot Administration Participants – Sample Size and Percentage (rounded) of
Sample by Demographic Variables
Variable
Gender
Male
Female
Neither
Age Category
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60
60+
Number of Years Teaching
0-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
31- 40
40+
Ethnicity
White

n

%

10
8
0

56
44
0

1
5
5
5
2

6
28
28
28
11

1
3
2
4
2
2
4

6
17
11
22
11
11
22

18

100.0

Education Level
Bachelors
Masters Degree
Primary Role
Teacher
Department Chair
Administrator
Mentor
Primary Age Taught
Middle School
High School
Use of IWB in classroom
Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Much of the Time
Everyday
I teach in (state)
Colorado

6
12

33
67

14
1
2
1

78
6
11
6

7
11

39
61

4

22

3
2
9

17
11
50

18

100.0
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Comfort Level (Computer)
Comfortable
Very Comfortable
Internet Use
Daily
Type of IWB used
SMART Board

2
3

40.0
60.0

18

100.0

18

100.0

Instruments. A request to conduct research letter was crafted to determine if the
local schools will permit the administration of the pilot survey (Appendix J). An
informed consent form for the pilot survey was written (Appendix K) and was distributed
after permission was granted (both schools and University IRB approved the study). The
revised Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory – Pilot Survey was crafted and
administered to the participants with an email request for participation and an
accompanying link to Qualtrics survey software.
Procedure. School permission to conduct this research was requested and granted
and the University Institutional Review Board was contacted for permission to perform
this research. Once permission was secured, the researcher emailed an invitation to
participate to the teachers in the mathematics departments. Once participation interest
was indicated, the researcher distributed the pilot survey electronically using the
Qualtrics (http://www.qualtrics.com/) software package through the University of
Denver. Data were collected and the teachers were given identification codes (by the
software program Qualtrics) in order to protect the confidentiality of their responses.
Field administration. The Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory was revised after
pilot administration based on psychometric properties. It measured two constructs,
instrumentation and instrumentalisation, which are components of instrumental genesis.
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Participants. Mathematics teachers who are members of the professional
organizations of National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM) and the
corresponding local organization of Colorado Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(CCTM) and International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) were invited to
participate in the study. An electronic invitation containing a link to the Adair
Instrumental Genesis Inventory was distributed. Additionally, mathematics teachers at
independent schools in the Colorado area and nationally were invited to participate.
Schools targeted were ones that belong to the Association of Colorado Independent
Schools (ACIS) and the National Association of Independent Schools (NAIS). These
invitations were based on my work with these particular schools over the last several
decades. I know many of the teachers and department chairs and thus invited them to
participate in the study as well. Additional public schools teachers were invited to
participate based on my previous professional relationships with teachers I have met at
conferences over the years who were or are connected to the professional mathematics
teaching organizations described above. Most invitations were conducted electronically
(some invitations occurred in person at various conferences) and participation was
completely voluntary. Approximately 2035 emails were sent with an invitation to
participate (additional teachers may have been invited to participate in the study as
several teachers passed along the link to the study to various colleagues). Consequently,
it is difficult to calculate an accurate response rate. However, of the 462 respondents that
clicked the survey link, 369 passed the qualifying question (I have used Interactive
Whiteboard Technology – or have seen it used – to teach mathematics in secondary
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education), and 300 participants completed the survey without missing data. Thus, a high
estimate for response rate could be estimated at 14.7% (300/2035).
All teachers who were invited to participate were explicitly informed that
participation was completely voluntary and information regarding the study including
consent and IRB approval was shared with the survey link. While a sample size of three
hundred was the target, “One helpful component of Rasch measurement is an ability to
consider the interplay of persons and items” (Boone, Staver, & Yale, 2014, p. 360) and
thus this number may be negotiable. There were 462 individuals that elected to start the
survey, 8 did not respond to the qualifying question, 55 responded “no” to the qualifying
question, and 399 responded, “yes” to the qualifying question.
There were 135 participants who reported where they lived: 95.5% reported living
in the United States and 4.5% reported living abroad. Table 7 provides additional
information about these participants.
Table 7. Field Administration Participants – Sample Size and Percentage (rounded) of
Sample by Demographic Variables
Variable
Qualifying Question
Yes
No
Consent for Participation
Yes
No
Gender
Male
Female
Neither
Age Category
21-30
31-40
41-50
51-60

n

%

399
55

88
12

368
3

99
1

141
217
0

39
61
0

61
107
100
61

17
30
28
17
96

60+
Number of Years Teaching
0-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21-25
26-30
30+
Ethnicity
American Indian/Alaska
Native
Asian
Black/African American
Hispanic/Latino
White
Multiracial
Native Hawaiian/Pacific
Islands
Race/Ethnicity Unknown
Education Level
High School Graduate
Bachelors
Masters Degree
Doctorate Degree
Post Doctoral Work
Primary Role
Teacher
Professor
Department Chair
Other
Administrator
Instructional Coach
Educational Consultant
Mentor
Primary Age Taught
Elementary
Middle School
High School
College Undergrad
College Graduate
Use of IWB in classroom
Never
Rarely
Sometimes

28

8

51
67
72
54
46
25
43

14
19
20
15
13
7
12

0

0

15
5
10
313
9
1

4
1
3
88
3
<1

4

1

1
97
241
13
5

<1
27
67
4
1

317
1
23
2
8
5
1
0

89
<1
6
1
2
1
<1
0

5
70
277
1
0

1
20
78
<1
0

57
29
32

16
8
9
97

Much of the Time
Everyday
I teach in (state)
Arkansas, Indiana,
Maine, South Caroline,
South Dakota, West
Virginia, Wisconsin,
Hawaii
Arizona, Delaware,
Mississippi, Montana,
Rhode Island
District of Columbia,
Illinois, New Mexico,
Washington
New Hampshire,
Oregon, Utah
Connecticut, Minnesota,
New Jersey, Tennessee
Maryland, Missouri,
Texas
Georgia, Michigan
Ohio
Florida
Virginia
Pennsylvania
New York, North
Carolina
California
Massachusetts
Colorado
I do not reside in the
United States
Comfort Level (Computer)
Not at all comfortable
Not very comfortable
Somewhat comfortable
Comfortable
Very comfortable
Internet Use
2-3 Times per month
Once a week
2-3 Times per week
Daily
Type of IWB used
SMART Board

36
202

10
57

1 each

<1%

2 each

1%

3 each

1%

4 each

1%

7 each

2%

8 each

2%

10 each
13
14
16
17
20 each

3%
4%
4%
5%
5%
6%

31
40
54
16

9%
11%
15%
5%

0
1
7
78
271

0
<1
2
22
76

1
1
3
352

<1
<1
1
99

273

76
98

Promethean
Mimio
Hitachi
PolyVision
Other
Access to IWB in classroom
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Neither Agree/Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Using IWB for about
Less than one year
Two – Three years
Four – Five years
Six – Seven years
Eight – Nine years
Ten years or more

43
10
1
4
26

12
3
<1
1
7

39
32
16
72
198

11
9
5
20
55

44
77
82
67
45
39

12
22
23
19
13
11

Instruments. The field administration instrument was constructed based on
revisions from the pilot study and analysis. Items were revised or removed as appropriate.
Participants were asked in the study (at the end) if they wanted to participate in one of
three raffles: MathType6.9 Equation Editor software; Algebra in Motion or Calculus in
Motion Geometer Sketchpad Animations created by Audrey Weeks; or a TI-84 Plus C
(color) Silver Edition Graphing Calculator. If they responded yes, they were able to enter
an email address, if they answered no; they were thanked for their participation and the
survey ended with no personal data collected.
The Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory field survey assessed the level of
instrumentation and instrumentalisation for secondary mathematics teacher with
Interactive Whiteboard Technology. There were a total of 67 items (42 instrumentation
items and 25 instrumentalisation items). The instrumentation scale comprised three
subscales: Instrumentation – Operation, Instrumentation – Action, and Instrumentation –
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Activities, which initially contained 25, 13, and 4 items respectively. Additionally, 21
items from the TPACK inventory (permission was requested and granted – see Appendix
N) were included in the field administration of the survey to estimate convergent validity.
Procedure. The field instrument was administered to a sample of mathematics
teachers from the invited participant groups mentioned above electronically through
Qualtrics software. A qualifying question was asked at the beginning of the survey to
determine if the respondent was a high school mathematics teacher who uses (or had
used) interactive whiteboard technology. If the answer was no, the survey went to an exit
window where the participant was thanked for their time. If the answer was yes, the
survey continued to the next window where an explanation of the study and
corresponding consent information was presented. If the participant gave consent, the
survey continued, if the participant answered no (did not want to participate), the survey
went to an exit window where the participant was thanked for their time. The researcher
distributed the inventory electronically using the Qualtrics (http://www.qualtrics.com/)
software package through the University of Denver. Data were collected and the teachers
were given identification codes (automatically in Qualtrics) in order to protect the
confidentiality of their responses. The data were downloaded to the researcher’s personal
computer. SPSS and WINSTEPS software were utilized to analyze the data.
Rasch Model. As I investigated the level of instrumental genesis for teachers
using IWB technology, it was imperative to have a way to measure their level of
instrumental genesis acquisition. “The Rasch model incorporates a method for ordering
person according to their ability, and ordering items according to their difficulty” (Bond
& Fox, 2007, p. 12). How well the data met the assumptions of dimensionality, local
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independence, and correct model specification was examined. Dimensionality and fit
statistics were analyzed, and scale use and instrument reliability was examined by infit
and outfit mean squares, and item and person separation was considered. This helped to
determine the how the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory accurately measured the
constructs of interest.
The Rasch Model “is a mathematical formula that allows specifies the form of the
relationship between persons and the items that operationalize one trait” (Green &
Frantom, 2002, p. 7). Instrumental Genesis with Interactive Whiteboard Technology is
the two-fold process of developing instrumentation and instrumentalisation for
mathematics teachers. Thus, the inventory was designed and developed in order to assess
the level of instrumentation and instrumentalisation for mathematics teachers who use
IWB technology. The Rasch model takes into account the item “difficulty and
discrimination” (DeMars, 2010, p. 3) in order to assess the particular inventory and place
items and people, based on logit position, on the Wright item-person map.
There are three main assumptions for the Rasch model: dimensionality, local
independence, and correct model specification. In order to employ Rasch analysis,
unidimensionality, the notion that the items in a scale measure only one latent construct,
must be established. EFA analysis provided evidence that unidimensionality exists for
instrumentation (for each subscale) and instrumentalisation. Using WINSTEPS software,
infit and outfit mean square (MNSQ) fit statistics for items and persons were examined to
determine if responses differ from those predicted by the model. “Fit indices help the
investigator to ascertain whether the assumption of unidimensionality holds up
empirically” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 35). A guideline from Bond and Fox (2007, p.243)
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advises that a 0.7 to 1.3 MNSQ for multiple choice (run of the mill) and a 0.6 to 1.4
MNSQ for rating scale (Likert) suggests fit. Overall fit and the chi-square test statistics
were examined where non-significance indicated the data did fit the model.
The assumption of local independence requires that the performance on one item
is independent of other items. We need to confirm that no sets of items are more
correlated than other sets of items after controlling for ability. The theoretical framework
and contextual understanding of the latent construct helps the researcher to examine this
assumption. With dichotomous items we can group items together into “superitems” in
order to deal with redundant items and local dependence. We can examine a residual
correlation matrix in order to investigate local independence. This assumption is critical;
it may be satisfied when unidimensionality is achieved. “When the assumption of
unidimensionality is true, local independence is obtained” (Hambleton et al., 1991, p. 11).
Finally, the graph of the Rasch model follows an s-shaped curve (a logistic
function) that represents “a probabilistic relation between any item’s difficulty and any
person’s ability” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 277). Rasch supporters believe the model is key.
If the data do not fit the model, we replace the data. Additionally, in the Rasch model the
one parameter, the difference between the person ability and item difficulty, is assessed at
the item level and plotted on an interval scale. We can examine a person’s ability
estimate independent of the particular items used (sample free), which allows us to
extrapolate results across various contexts.
Study Two Phase II: Reliability and Validation. Phase II of Study Two
consisted of the examination of the reliability and validity of the Adair Instrumental
Genesis Inventory. The subsections of this phase include: Construct validity assessment,
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content validity assessment, convergent validity, and interpretation of items based on
difficulty ratings.
Construct validity. Construct validity was considered by determining if the scale
adequately assesses the theoretical concept of instrumental genesis via measures of
instrumentation and instrumentalisation. Construct validity was assessed by computing
the correlations between the TPACK score and the Instrumentation and
Instrumentalisation person logit positions on the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory.
Content validity. Content validity was considered by determining if the items on
the inventory actually test the level of instrumental genesis that the teachers have
acquired. Content validity was assessed by expert review and also by examining the
association between the expert ratings of the difficulty of the items compared to the
item’s logit position. (Bond & Fox, 2007).
Interpretation of items based on difficulty rating. In order to determine if the
subscales of instrumentation and instrumentalisation are suitable for Rasch analysis, the
inventory was reviewed regarding overall fit and separation indices. Items were examined
to determine if a reasonable spread of items exists that aligns with the person’s position
on the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory. A goal for the field administration was to
investigate if there was “matching between early expert reviewer difficulty ratings and
the item level difficulty” (Green & Frantom, 2002, p. 26).
Summary
As the study progressed, the qualitative data were influential in helping the
researcher to create, modify, and enhance the inventory for the qualitative part of the
study. The methodology of the study remained aligned with the original goals.
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Additionally, there were some modifications regarding how to distribute the survey,
given the technological elements of social medial and professional learning communities
for teachers. The results, presented in the next chapter, were interesting and helped
connect the “logical arguments and empirical evidence” (Taylor, 2013, p. 20) in order to
consider validity and validation.
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Chapter Four: Results
Results
The study was conducted in order to answer three central research questions: 1.
How is instrumental genesis with interactive whiteboard technology developed by
secondary mathematics teachers? 2. What types of operations, actions, and activities
contribute to the development of instrumentation (artifact to subject) and
instrumentalisation (subject to artifact) for teachers with IWB technology? 3. Does the
developed measure of instrumental genesis evidence adequate reliability and validity?
This chapter includes the examination of results for Study One: Planning and
Construction, and Study Two: Quantitative Evaluation and Validation. The qualitative
data were explored extensively by thoroughly reading and rereading the interview
transcripts, class observation field notes, and analytical memos written during the data
collection process. The data were “coded, divided into small phrases, and grouped into
themes” (John W Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011, p. 208). Triangulation of the data was
studied as the interviews, class observations, and researcher’s personal experience with
IWB technology was considered. The quantitative data were explored by examining the
psychometric properties through the use of statistical software packages of SPSS and
WINSTEPS.
The following subsections include narrative reflections on the qualitative findings,
statistical analysis of the quantitative findings, and an examination of the connection
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between the theoretical and empirical evidence in the study. The researcher continued to
investigate recent thoughts and opinions on the use of this technology in the educational
setting by following various twitter feeds, tracking research on sites such as academia.edu
and researchgate.net.
Study One: Phase I - Planning. The planning of the study progressed as
anticipated. A thoughtful and iterative review process of the literature allowed the
researcher to examine previous research on IWB technology in the mathematics
classrooms as well as current practices as presented in recently published dissertations,
academic journals, and postings through organizations such as the American Educational
Research Association (AERA).
Study One: Phase II - Construction. The original interest in this study resulted
from a class project that I produced for a Research Methods and Statistics class titled
Psychometric Theory. I was interested in how teachers become “successful” in using the
IWB technology and spent time grappling with what it means to be “successful.” Many
previous studies considered how many features teachers use (J. A. Thomas, 2014), how
engaged students become (Morgan, 2008), and how student achievement is improved
(Lutz, 2010) with IWB technology. However, my research interest was in regards to how
teachers developed instrumental genesis with IWB technology. Thus, given my own
learning with and use of IWB technology, I decided an exploratory sequential mixed
methods approach would be advantageous. This would allow me to talk with other users,
observe classes, develop an inventory, and administer it to the population of interest.
Meeting with teachers one-on-one was the first critical step in the study.
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Teacher interviews. Semi-structured open interviews were conducted. Audio
recordings were transcribed into NVIVO software and a comprehensive examination of
the data was performed.
Data analysis. Each interview was recorded (audio) using the iPhone 6 and
recordings were uploaded to the computer via DropVox (app) software. The audio files
were imported into NVIVO for Mac version 10.2 and the researcher proceeded to
transcribe the interviews. Each audio file was analyzed several times to ensure the
accuracy of the transcript. The researcher then read through each transcript carefully,
thoroughly, and comprehensively (numerous times) in order to glean out thematic ideas
and concepts.
Once the researcher felt confident regarding the content of the recordings, data
coding was initiated. The researcher first performed manual coding by examining the
transcripts and field notes and making “tentative ideas for codes” (Saldana, 2013, p. 21)
in the margins. Next the researcher began electronic coding with INVIVO software. Each
of the interviews was examined using the features of the software such as “text
searching” and “word frequency.” The coding process was ongoing and was refined after
each stage of the analysis. Initial codes were developed, modified, enhanced, and
examined for connections to the theoretical frameworks.
Results. Each teacher was initially asked about his or her history with technology
in mathematics education and then the subsequent questions from the interview protocol
were considered. Initial codes were developed and the following were considered:
Historical Perspective; IWB Helpful to Teaching; Features; and Applications. As the
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analysis progressed, the codes were modified. See Table 8 (below) for coding
development.
Table 8. Initial Coding – Progressive Development
Initial Coding
Historical
Perspective
Steps for Use
Problem
Examination
Helps with
Teaching

Modification 1
NA

Modification 2
NA

Skills
Interaction with
IWB
Benefits of
IWB

Operations
Actions
Activity

Final Coding
Historical
Perspective
Instrumentation
Instrumentalisation
Instrumental
Genesis

The NVIVO software allows text queries and thus the researcher spent time
investigating various phrases, sentences, and text combinations. The software was able to
identify and quantify various textual series. For example, the word “features” was
investigated and came up with 1, 4, and 5 hits for the three teachers whereas the word
“think” was considered and came up with 29, 42, and 41 hits respectively. This
exploration was completed during several stages of the research process and is too
expansive to list here. Additionally, word frequency was examined and reported in
several ways. The word cloud below (see Figure 17) illustrates the approximated
magnitude of the frequency of various words based on the physical size of the word in the
word cloud. This example is meant to serve as an illustration of some of the data analysis
that was performed.
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Figure 17. Word Cloud – Teacher Interview Word Frequency

The teachers’ historical perspective (highlights) in using technology in the
mathematics classroom is captured in Table 9 below.
Table 9. Teacher Interview – Historical Perspective on Technology
Teacher & Years
Teaching
Teacher A (7 years)

Hardware/Software

Comments

SMART Board; TI-84;
TI-Nspire; Poll
Everywhere; TISmartView

I learn by trial and error and
tend to jump on the
bandwagon with new
technologies. I appreciate
technology, like the TI-84, that
has the power to help me teach
mathematics. I don’t like
things that feel gimmicky – if
it is cumbersome or unhelpful
I won’t use it. The IWB helps
make my lessons more
dynamic. For me, I need to
test the technology to see if it
really helps me to teach.
SMART board has been
awesome.
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Teacher B (21 years)

SMART Board; TI-84;
Overhead projector;
Fathom; Geometer’s
Sketchpad, Excel, TISmartView

Teacher C (40 years)

SMART Board; TI-84;
Overhead projector (not
too long ago), TISmartView

The TI-84 and Geometer’s
Sketchpad is where I started
with technology. I remember
the overhead transparencies I
used to use. Then the SMART
board came along and it
opened up everything on the
internet – some good and some
bad. The SMART board has
been a positive impact – it
opens up infinitely many
possibilities and makes me
reexamine everything I do in
the classroom.
I use the TI-84 and the
SMART board. I did not want
to learn how to use the
SMART board 6 years ago and
now I could not live without it.
I use it every single day –
every class. It is easy to
forward notes to students, print
materials, and it saves time as
the problems are already
written on the SMART board.
PowerSchool has been helpful
too. Students are able to see
their grades.

In listening to the teachers during the interview process and then working to
properly capture the data into categories and specific themes, it became apparent that all
three teachers have explored the IWB technology from both a practical and pedagogical
perspective. Their responses, certainly driven by the interview questions, seem to fall into
the following categories, which helped in the creation of items for the Adair Instrumental
Genesis Inventory. The following table is reasonably comprehensive, though not
exhaustive; it is meant to be informative in nature.
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Table 10. Teacher Interview – Categorical Responses – Item Development
Category
Operation

Action

Interview
Question
6. Do you believe
IWB is easy to
use? Useful?

Teacher Response
Easy to use and
useful. User
friendly. Super easy
to use.

9. What features
of IWB do you
use and why?

Shade feature,
colored pens,
highlighter, box.

4. What features
or functions do
you use?

I save notes
electronically and
email to students.

8. Key
characteristics to
use the IWB as
more than a
whiteboard?

Draw arrows from
words to equations;
change the font;
background color.

10. Software
features that were
difficult that are
now automatic?
15. Features that
help make your
teaching more
dynamic?

Resulting
Survey Item
I can connect
computer to
IWB. I can
orient the board.
I can write and
draw on board;
copy objects,
move objects.
I can copy
pages;
reorganize the
order of pages;
save as file as
pdf and email.
I can customize
background
theme; insert
images and
graphics.

Connecting
computer and
orienting board;
print notes;
I can change the
spotlight, magic pen. pen width with
properties tool; I
Using Fathom to
can use the
examine sampling
highlighter.
variability; Venn
Diagram; connection
between algebra and I can work from
graph with
several different
SmartView.
open files; I
create my
lessons in
Notebook; I use
additional
resources – like
applets and
internet links.
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Activity

Instrumentation

12. Describe your
evolution of IWB
use.

I think about my
lessons – how to
assess knowledge at
a deeper level.

14. Give an
example of a
particular lesson
(activity) where
IWB was critical.
2. Has IWB been
a positive
addition to your
teaching?

Fathom for
examining chisquare tests;
geometer’s
sketchpad.
Yes. Helps me to
reflect on everything
I do.

3. What types of
activities can you
do now with IWB
that you could not
previously do?
5. Has IWB
changed your
pedagogical
perspective on
teaching?
7. How proficient
do you consider
yourself with
IWB?

I use geometer’s
sketchpad. I use
hyperlinks; I can
show videos; use
animations.
I can reorganize
pages in my
lesson to
respond to
My presentations are student
more organized and questions.
precise. Use of
I can move
applets to investigate items from page
ideas.
to page. I can
use additional
Yes. IWB opens up
effects such as
lesson to be more
sound in the
dynamic.
lesson.
Fairly. Very.

It is exciting – so
many more tools.
Graphs are precise.

13. How has IWB
changed your
content priorities?
Instrumentalisation 11. What
motivates you to
use certain
features of the
IWB?
16. Can you offer
additional

I think about
teaching math
differently since
I have IWB.

Time saver; more
organized lesson;
student focus and
attention.

I can use the
internet on IWB.
My students can
use IWB.
I feel confident
using IWB. I can
troubleshoot
when IWB not
working.
I can draw and
navigate lessons.
I believe my
students are
engaged in math
since IWB.

Very helpful in
connecting to the
My teaching has
world – NY Times
improved with
baseball article and a IWB. There is
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insights regarding matched pairs
IWB use and your design.
teaching?

great
educational
value resulting
from IWB use.

The teachers shared examples of how they used IWB in their classrooms. One of
the teachers discussed one use of the IWB technology that proved to be extremely
valuable and powerful for her students. In a Pre-Calculus class, when she is teaching
how to use the Law of Sines:

sin A sin B sinC
, to find out the length of a missing
=
=
a
b
c

side of a triangle, she often has her students draw out the problem and attempt to solve
with paper and pencil. The teacher presented the problem to her students: Given angle

∠A = 30o and side lengths of b = 9 and a = 3 , can we make a triangle? (See Figure 18).
Her students quickly realized the answer is “no” – the side length for a is too small (or
the angle measure for ∠A is too large). Students realized this but struggled with how to
proceed.
Figure 18. GeoGebra Triangle – Initial Question
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This is when the teacher said she typically turns to an applet called GeoGebra
(https://www.geogebra.org/) and pulls up the interactive lesson on her SMART Board. In
this situation, one must consider the ambiguous case. This particular topic is challenging
to teach on a traditional whiteboard (blackboard), as it is hard for students to visualize
what could take place. Given the angle measure and side lengths, the side length for side

a must be longer. When the side is lengthened, there are two triangles (see Figure 19
below), which will correspond to this information. Once side a is extended to a = 5.1 ,
two triangles are produced (https://www.geogebra.org/m/5349). This teacher commented
on how the IWB technology allowed her students to gain conceptual understanding in a
matter of minutes given the dynamic nature of the animation and her ability to manipulate
the sliders on the board with her finger whereas previously they would discuss,
investigate, and grapple with the concept and often many students would not gain
conceptual understanding.
Figure 19. Geometric Consideration – The Ambiguous Case Teacher Example
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The interviews were extremely helpful in exploring how instrumentation and
instrumentalisation is developed for teachers in the mathematics classroom. The teachers
identified how the IWB technology allows them to promote curiosity, while the software
offers them a place to organize all the resources for a lesson. In addition, the teachers’
acknowledged the visual and dynamic nature of the technology. Teacher C commented,
“Being able to preciously draw a graph with different colors for the lines and the ability
to label the functions, allows us as a class to check answers, investigate problems, and try
various solutions” (see Figure 20 below). This type of precision and dynamic interaction
was witnessed during the class observations.
Figure 20. Linear Functions – Graphical Representation Teacher Example

Class observations. Observing classes was interesting and helped me to identify
some of the operations, actions, and activities that the teachers discussed during the
interviews. Each lesson was independent and occurred on separate days. The classes
observed were Geometry Honors, Geometry, and AP Statistics. The classroom
observation protocol (Appendix D) was followed and extensive field notes were taken.
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No recording of any kind took place. Students were present but not the focus of the
research and thus their actions and comments were not recorded or documented.
Data analysis. Teacher “A” from the interview phase was observed three times;
each observation was a full period and took one hour and was a Geometry Honors class
(two different sections). Teacher “B” from the interview phase was observed twice; one
observation was a full period (one hour) and the second observation was a longer block
(75 minutes). The classes observed for this teacher were AP Statistics and Geometry. I
have observed both of these teachers numerous times in previous years as a result of
professional development efforts and professional learning communities in our school.
Each of the observations, during this study and in previous years, has included the use of
IWB technology.
The Classroom Observation Protocol (Appendix D) was used to record field notes
during the observations. The room layout and available technology was documented, the
Technology Acceptance Model (Davis, 1987) was considered, elements from TPACK
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006) were investigated, and Beauchamp’s Transition Framework
for IWB technology (G. Beauchamp, 2004) was examined. Finally, the researcher
recorded the observed tasks of the teacher in order to study the teacher’s level of
instrumental genesis with IWB technology through the lens of Activity Theory
(Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009; Trouche, 2005c; Verillon, 2000).
Teacher “A” and teacher “B” have similar classroom layouts. There is a SMART
Board on the front wall and traditional whiteboards on the sides of the SMART board at
the front of the room. Each teacher is encouraged to arrange the room in a configuration
that makes sense for them and their classes (along with other teachers who teach in the
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same room during other periods of the day). It was evident that both room layouts offered
the teacher the ability to move from student to student and group to group during the
lesson. Teacher “A” had arranged tables in pods (see Figure 21 below) and teacher “B”
had arranged the tables in a U-shaped configuration (see Figure 22 below).
Figure 21. Classroom Layout – Teacher “A”
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Figure 22. Classroom Layout – Teacher “B”

In terms of available technology, each classroom was equipped with SMART
Boards and speakers; students had either a TI-84 graphing calculator or a graphing
application on their laptop or iPhone. There was (and is) an expectation that each student
has access to a graphing calculator each day. The teachers both have laptops (MAC) and
have TI-SmartView software installed as well as SMART Notebook software. The AP
Statistics teacher (teacher “B”) also has Fathom (software) installed.
Results. In observing both teachers in all the classes and in examining the ratings
from the TAM and TPACK scales (Appendix D), it is evident that the teachers are both
comfortable with the IWB technology and seem to appreciate its useful nature. This will
be illustrated below with the presentation of several examples (namely the Baldwin
example, the chi-square – Fathom example, and the Euclid’s Postulate - Great Circle
example). In examining the behaviors of the teacher that connect to the TPACK
framework, both teachers scored high (4s and 5s) on the Likert scale provided in the
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observation protocol sheet (Appendix D). The researcher examined the fields notes
carefully and on several different occasions and then compared these results to previous
studies (Baran et al., 2011) to confirm the findings that both teachers seem to understand
how technological, pedagogical, and content knowledge impact their daily lessons.
In considering Beauchamp’s Transition Framework (G. Beauchamp, 2004) during
the observations and data analysis, based on observed tasks and teacher statements, it
seems that both teachers could and should be categorized as “Advanced Users” of the
IWB technology. This categorization is based on the lessons they taught, the seamless
integration of various resources during the lesson (Fathom, the Internet, GeoGebra
applets) and the comments the teachers made both during class and in follow up
conversations. For example, one teacher opened one lesson with a review of right triangle
trigonometry and specifically “SOHCAHTOA”. Her students were a bit distracted so she
utilized the screen shade to direct their attention while offering them the directions
verbally that were also printed on the Notebook software page. The other teacher offered
the following comment to me several days after one particular class observation in
response to my thank you: “I'm glad you could make it. As always, I find our
conversations on teaching to be inspirational and rejuvenating. I do love teaching, and
our conversations remind me of that fact.” After analyzing the field notes from a
theoretical perspective, using TAM, TPACK, and the Transition Framework, I analyzed
how the teachers’ actions in the classroom helped to delineate various elements of
instrumentation and instrumentalisation, which combine to shape instrumental genesis
with IWB technology.
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In each class the teacher immediately connected their laptop to the SMART
board, oriented the board, and opened the lesson for the day. They did this with
automaticity as they got the class started and answered several individual student
questions. It was clear that they were both quite comfortable with the operational
elements of IWB technology. Both teachers use the SMART board for every lesson every
day, yet both teachers also used the whiteboards (dry-erase) on the sides of the SMART
board. It was interesting to observe what they elected to put up on the traditional
whiteboard versus what was on the SMART board. When I asked about this in follow up
conversations, they both reflected that they tend to put information on the traditional
board that they want students to be able to reference for the entire lesson. For example,
the relationship and notation for inverse trigonometric functions: If sin ( A ) = x then
sin −1 ( x ) = A . The other teacher sketched the normal probability density function and

corresponding z scores and percentages.
Some of the observed tasks included: connecting the board to the computer, use of
screen shade, color coding of the lesson – definitions in bold with examples in red,
importing images from the Internet, using MathType equations, linking to Fathom (and
other software), drawing images, extending the page, producing various shapes (like
triangles), and using applets like GeoGebra. After analyzing pages and pages of field
notes, there are three particular examples that help to illuminate the teacher’s acquisition
of instrumental genesis with the IWB technology.
The first example comes from one of the Geometry lessons. The teacher was
working with the students to understand the relationship between sides and angles (right
triangle trigonometry). In an effort to discuss the example, she had the students look up
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how to calculate the “percent-grade” of a road – specifically, Baldwin Street in Dunedin
New Zealand. The teacher had several images of the street in her lesson and the class
watched a short video clip on the Cadbury Jaffa race down the street (mini chocolate race
for the Make a Wish Foundation). In discussing this with the teacher later, she explained
how the visual images and animations helped her students with both motivation and
context for the lesson. After the class, in teams, determined the grade of the street
(approximately 38%), one student asked about Lombard Street in San Francisco (27%)
and then someone else wondered about the steepest street in Colorado (a street in Gold
Hill – 20%). As I watched the lesson unfold, the objectives of the lesson were met and
yet student curiosity was able to be a key component. The teacher’s instrumentation (she
used the features of the board such as the ability to insert a graphic image) and
instrumentalisation (she used the board to help answer a student’s extension question by
linking to the internet and capturing an image of a particular street in Gold Hill Colorado)
with the IWB seemed to allow the lesson to flow dynamically. The technology was an
integral part of the lesson but ran in the background with student learning and
mathematical content in the foreground.
The second example comes from an AP Statistics lesson I observed. The teacher
introduced the lesson by passing out wooden blocks (six-sided number cubes) that he had
made and his children had numbered. He suggested to his students that he had not been
careful in cutting the wooden blocks and thus wanted to investigate if they should be used
in a game of Yatzy. He gave one number cube to each student and posed the question,
“How can we determine if these are fair?” After a brief discussion regarding possible
ways to answer the question, the students threw the number cubes sixty times each and
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recorded their results. The class then totaled the data and the teacher drew the start to a
dot-plot on the whiteboard. They discussed the null hypothesis and Type I and Type II
errors. Then the teacher went to the SMART board and went to Wikipedia for a brief
explanation of χ 2 (chi-square) and then had each student make a pencil and paper bar
graph. They discussed the law of large numbers and students offered explanations
regarding what their bar graphs should look like. The teacher then opened up the Fathom
software on his computer (on the SMART board) and performed a simulation with an
animated dot plot. With the IWB technology, the teacher was able to help the students
gain conceptual understanding of the test statistics and process. From the tactile
experience of rolling of the number cubes to the pencil and paper graphing to the
connection to the Internet to the animation in Fathom software, the lesson progressed
easily and productively. It seemed that the teacher demonstrated instrumentation with the
IWB by using some of the usual features such as connecting to the Internet to search for
information as well as instrumentalisation with the IWB by running Fathom animations
that beautifully connected to the activity at the beginning of class. I believe that this
teacher has developed instrumental genesis with the IWB technology in his work as a
mathematics teacher. It seems that one of the key components of developing instrumental
genesis is learning when and how to best utilize technology to support student learning
and when to step away from technology in favor of complimentary activities.
The final example came from a Geometry class that I observed. We teach a
Euclidean Geometry course but this particular teacher wanted his students to explore,
briefly, Non-Euclidean geometry. He talked about the Euclid’s postulates and the parallel
postulate then he had his students trace the flight path from Toronto to Tokyo on a map
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on the SMART board (see Figure 23 below). They discussed great circles and were able
to consider how the flight path was impacted by this concept. The teacher facilitated the
discussion and a few students had some previous knowledge.
Figure 23. Flight Path from Toronto to Tokyo

The teacher also talked for a few minutes about saddle geometry. His students (9th
graders) were able to gain some conceptual understanding into these technical topics
thanks in part to the visual representation that was captured on the SMART board. Each
image helped to illustrate a point and the teacher’s ability to facilitate the conversation
with his students through the organization of the lesson and the dynamic nature of the
technology enabled the lesson to flow and promote students’ interest and curiosity (based
on the questions that the students asked). I could offer many additional examples and
further document the findings, however, the class observations aligned nicely with the
teacher interviews and thus helped me to develop the items for the inventory. The expert
review of the items offered additional evidence of the connectivity between
instrumentation and instrumentalisation – the two components that combine to form
instrumental genesis.
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Content expert review of quantitative instrument. Four experts in the field
examined the inventory in order to determine how well the inventory measured
instrumental genesis with interactive whiteboard technology. Item clarity and difficulty
were assessed by these experts to address the content validity of individual items and the
overall scale. After examining the survey and completing the Item Difficulty Rating
Sheet (Appendix G), additional suggestions regarding item modifications where shared
and recorded (extensive field notes were taken no audio recording was performed) and
item modification was executed.
Data analysis. Each expert was asked to examine the inventory and complete the
difficulty-rating sheet. The researcher provided clarification as needed (regarding
instructions) and was available to answer questions. After the difficulty-rating sheet was
completed and the experts made their own notes and comments on the Expert Content
Review Protocol sheet, the researcher and experts discussed the clarity of directions,
specific items, word choice, and the order of the items. The researcher took extensive
notes during these conversations. The notes from the sessions were transferred to a
research journal where analytic memos were created in order to “document and reflect on
the data” (Saldana, 2013, p. 41).
In order to utilize Item Response Theory, and specifically the Rasch Model, we
must be able to assess the individual’s level of instrumental genesis with IWB
technology. This happens as a result of the “difficulty” of an item combined with the
person’s ability. If a person only needs a low level of the attribute (instrumental genesis)
to “pass” the item then it would be considered “easy”. If a person needs a higher level of
the attribute in order to “pass” the item (survey question) then the item would be
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considered “hard”. For example, if we were trying to assess the level of depression the
two items below would be different in their difficulty rating. “Item #1: I sometimes feel
sad; Item #2: I feel that life is not worth living.” On the continuum of
“sadness/depression” agreement with the first item would represent a lower level of
depression whereas agreement with the second item would represent a higher level of
depression” (DeVellis, 2012, p. 161).
The experts reported that the inventory was clear and seemingly comprehensive
regarding the underlying construct of instrumental genesis. Several helpful and specific
suggestions for various items were conveyed (see Table 11 below) and the difficulty
rating for instrumentation, instrumentalisation, and instrumental genesis was tallied. The
inventory included 21 TPACK items, 45 items suggesting instrumentation, and 43 items
suggesting instrumentalisation. The researcher created a table to record each expert’s
review of every item categorizing it as: easy, medium, or hard.
Results. The experts did not rate the demographic items for difficulty as those
items are not attitude items and were not included in the Rasch analysis. The TPACK
items where partially rated in order for the experts to rehearse the process of rating. The
four experts collectively rated items into the following categories: Instrumentation (Easy
– 86; Medium – 39; Hard – 9) and Instrumentalisation (Easy – 47; Medium – 51; Hard –
30). The researcher revisited the literature to examine how the difficulty rating of the
items aligned with the conceptual and operational definitions of instrumental genesis
(Guin, Ruthven, & Trouche, 2005; Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009) and determined that the
items appear to qualitatively capture instrumental genesis.
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The experts were extremely helpful in the modification of various items to make
them both more concise and easier to interpret. In addition, some items were moved in
order to align with instrumentation and instrumentalisation and some additional items
were suggested in order to capture higher levels of instrumental genesis with IWB
technology. Table 11 illustrates some such modifications.
Table 11. Expert Review – Item Modification Examples
Item #
2.4

Original
Ethnicity

Suggestion
Add “Race”

2.6
2.7

Primary role in
education
Age you typically teach

Add – instructional
coach, mentor
Allow multiple
answers

4.1

Do not get frustrated

Difficult wording

4.2

I have saved equations
to my content folder
Using IWB has forced
to think about
I tend to use external
resources

Add “math” equations
to clarify.
Typo: add “me”

I can upload files to the
internet.

Too vague – add
“cloud storage”

5.1
5.1

5.1

Too vague – add
examples of resources
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Modification
Examined and
followed federal
guidelines
Change was made
to gain coverage
No change as
primary target is
high school math
teachers
When technology
doesn’t work I
typically get
frustrated (will
need to recode)
Change made
Change made
Modified to: I
often use
additional
resources such as
the Internet,
applets,
Geometers
Sketchpad,
Fathom (or
others) in the
teaching of my
lesson.
Change made

5.1

I believe IWB helps the
lesson to be more
dynamic.

Explain dynamic – too
subject to
interpretation –
perhaps explain

6.1

I use hyperlinks in my
lesson
I have used GeoGebra
on the IWB

Add “am able to use”

6.1

6.1
6.1

6.1

6.1

6.1

Add Item
Add Item

Add Item

Add Item

I would not want to
teach with out
My students can use
IWB

Change to be
consistent with
grammar: I use
GeoGebra on IWB
Typo: without

Change to “are able
to” which indicated
pedagogical not just
skill based question
I can “successfully”
Eliminate the word
use…
“successfully” from
numerous questions –
it is unnecessary
I can change the order of This is more a “skill”
the lesson by moving
or instrumentation
pages in the file
question so move item
up in inventory
I can show videos on
Consider adding
IWB
“embed and show” in
order to elevate level
of difficulty of item
I am now using my IWB Example of
in ways I never
instrumentalisation
imagined
I have strong support
Examines the context
from administrators for
and culture of use
IWB use
which is key for
Activity Theory
I believe the IWB
Considers the
technology is more than connection between
a tool
instrumentation and
instrumentalisation –
instrumental genesis
The IWB had helped me Adds an item for
to think deeply about
instrumental genesis
pedagogical decisions
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No change made
– as individuals
can define within
their own context
of teaching
Change made
Change made

Change made
Change made

Changes made

Change made

Change made

Item added
Item added

Item added

Item added

Cognitive interviews.
Data analysis. The data from the cognitive interviews were collected and
analyzed. Five teachers participated in the cognitive interviews, four of which took the
survey by hand (hard copy) as a result of a lack of Internet where the interviews took
place and the fifth teacher was able to take the survey electronically. They answered the
questions from the Cognitive Interview Protocol (Appendix C).
Results. The teachers each recorded their response time (see Table 12 below),
which resulted in an average response time of 17.73 minutes. In designing the survey
initially, I was hopeful that the response time would be between 15 to 20 minutes. Thus, I
was especially interested in how the actual time played out.
Table 12. Cognitive Interview – Survey Response Time
Teacher
1 (paper & pencil)
2 (paper & pencil)
3 (paper & pencil)
4 (paper & pencil)
5 (electronic)

Start Time
10:55am
10:55am
10:50am
10:34am
9:15am

End Time
11:19am
11:11am
11:04am
10:50am
9:34am
Average Response

Duration
24 minutes
16 minutes
14 minutes
16 minutes
18min 40
seconds
17.73 minutes

The teachers answered the questions on the cognitive interview protocol sheet and
offered a few additional suggestions and remarks. The teachers reported that the
directions were clear and concise; the format of the survey was easy to follow; the
questions were clear and concise; the order of the questions seemed logical and
reasonable; and the length of the survey was appropriate. In follow up conversations, the
teachers remarked on the comprehensive nature of the survey and did not have any
additional items to add. There were two typos (one extra word and one missing word) on
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the survey (which were corrected prior to the pilot administration) and one teacher
suggested breaking the pages differently in order to get the entire question on one page.
This was addressed, as it was only an issue on the hard copy version of the survey. When
the survey is completed electronically, the computer (Qualtrics software) breaks the
pages in appropriate and visually pleasing ways. There were some additional suggestions
regarding order and wording of various items and minor modifications were made.
Study Two: Phase I – Quantitative Evaluation. Phase I of Study Two consisted
of the quantitative evaluation of the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory. The purpose
of this study was to address the research question: Does the developed measure of
instrumental genesis evidence adequate reliability and validity? Pilot study data were
used to determine how well the items reflect the instrumentation and instrumentalisation
constructs associated with the instrumental genesis. In order to evaluate the difficulty of
each item and item discrimination, item analysis was examined using SPSS statistical
software. The subsections of this phase included: Pilot administration, Field
administration, and dimensionality and scale use along with reliability assessment using
Rasch modeling.
Pilot administration. The pilot administration of the inventory was conducted
electronically using Qualtrics software. The pilot study allowed the researcher to
investigate the overall structure and reliability of the inventory. Item analysis was
conducted and the inventory was reduced from 91 total items to 67 total items (42 items
for instrumentation and 25 items for instrumentalisation) prior to the field administration.
Participants. Demographic information is provided in Table 6 above. Eighteen
math teachers participated in the pilot study, 55.5% females and 44.5% males. Age
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categories included: 21 – 30 years old (1 participant – 5.5%), 31 – 40 years old (5
participants – 27.8%), 41 – 50 years old (5 participants – 27.8%), 51 – 60 years old (5
participants – 27.8%), 60+ years old (2 participants – 11.1%). Teachers had a variety of
teaching experience. Of the eighteen participants, 6% had been teaching for 0-5 years,
17% had been teaching for 6 – 10 years, 11% had been teaching for 11 – 15 years, 22%
had been teaching for 16 – 20 years, 11% had been teaching for 21 - 25 years, 11% had
been teaching for 26 – 30 years, and 22% had been teaching for 31-40 years.
Instruments. The Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory pilot survey assessed the
level of instrumentation and instrumentalisation for secondary mathematics teacher with
Interactive Whiteboard Technology. There were a total of 91 items (53 instrumentation
items and 38 instrumentalisation items). Additionally, 21 items from the TPACK
inventory (permission was requested and granted – see Appendix N) were included in
both the pilot and field administration of the survey.
Procedure. Permission to conduct this research was requested and granted from
both of the independent schools’ administration (see Appendix B and J) and the
University of Denver’s Institutional Review Board.
Math teachers at the two schools were invited to participate in the study via a link
to the survey sent in an email. The email included an introduction to the study and an
invitation to participate. In addition, a handout with study information was attached,
which included the dissertation abstract, research questions, a study design flow chart,
background information, theoretical and conceptual frameworks, conceptual and
operational definition of instrumental genesis, and references. Two weeks after the initial
email was sent, a follow up reminder was sent to all potential participants. The email
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thanked math teachers who had participated and requested completion of the survey for
any teachers who had not yet participated but had an interest in the study.
Data analysis. Reliability statistics for instrumentation and instrumentalisation
were assessed in SPSS. In order to determine overall reliability for the two constructs of
interest, instrumentation and instrumentalisation, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated. For
the instrumentation items (N = 53 items) Cronbach’s alpha was α Instrumentation = 0.99 and
for the instrumentalisation items (N = 38 items) Cronbach’s alpha was

α Instrumentalisation = 0.97 ). Since Cronbach’s alpha was larger than 0.90 for both
instrumentation and instrumentalisation, DeVellis suggests shortening the scale
(DeVellis, 2012, p. 109). In order to consider which items might be removed, the item
total statistics, in SPSS, were examined for both instrumentation and instrumentalisation.
In order to determine non-performing items, Cronbach’s alpha if item was deleted
was examined for all items and the corrected item total correlation was considered for
each item. If the corrected item total correlation was low, this might indicate that the item
is not as aligned with the overall scale as other items. Thus, examining the item closely
and connecting it back to the conceptual and operational definitions of instrumentation
and instrumentalisation allowed for the decision to be made between deletion and
retention of the item. Initial item examination is reflected in Table 13 below (Scale
column represents whether items were Instrumentation items (A) or Instrumentalisation
items (B).
Table 13. Item Deletions, Rationale, and Reliability Statistics for Pilot items.
Scale
A or B

Item

Deletion
Status

Rationale
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Corrected
ItemTotal
Correlatio

Cronbach’s
alpha if
deleted

A
A

A

B
B
B
B

B

B

When technology
doesn’t work I get
frustrated.
I can use other devices
in my lesson such as
document cameras or
student response units
(clickers).
Using features like the
screen shade or
highlighter helps my
students to focus.
There is a culture in our
school that believes in
IWB technology.
I have used GeoGebra
on the IWB.

Deleted

I have strong support
from the administration
regarding my IWB use.
There is an expectation
(from our department or
school) that we should
use IWB technology.
I often use additional
resources such as the
Internet, applets,
Geometers Sketchpad,
Fathom (or others) in the
teaching of my lesson.
I talk with other teachers
about how to use IWB
technology in the
classroom.

Deleted

Retained

Item total
correlation not
inline.
Aligned with
conceptual
definition

n
-0.10

0.99

0.46

0.99

Deleted

Not aligned
with teacher
focus

0.64

0.99

Deleted

Item total
correlation not
inline.
Aligned with
conceptual
definition
Item total
correlation not
inline.
Item total
correlation not
inline.

-0.09

0.97

0.21

0.97

0.20

0.97

0.46

0.97

Retained

Aligned with
conceptual
definition

0.39

0.97

Deleted

Not aligned
with
conceptual
definition

0.69

0.97

Retained

Deleted

After these six items were removed, the Cronbach’s alpha was recalculated. For
the instrumentation items (N = 51 items) Cronbach’s alpha was α Instrumentation = 0.99 and
for the instrumentalisation items (N = 34 items) Cronbach’s alpha was

α Instrumentalisation = 0.98 .
For the next step in the analysis, the Rasch model was used. IRT allows the
“researcher to establish certain characteristics of items that are independent of who is
completing them” (DeVellis, 2012, p. 159). Given the small sample size and large
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number of items, analysis at this level was examined carefully. In order to investigate
potentially redundant items, Rasch model software WINSTEPS (Linacre, 2015) was
utilized and item and person maps were generated in order to determine item fit.
Initial examination of person and item separation was measured to determine if
the instrument could be considered valuable. “Separation measures the spread of both
items and person in standard error units. For an instrument to be useful, separation should
exceed 1.0, with higher levels of separation representing greater spread of items and
persons along a continuum.”(Green & Frantom, 2002, p. 8). Figure 24 (Instrumentation
items) and Figure 25 (Instrumentalisation items) evidenced strong item and person
separation.
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Figure 24. Instrumentation Items – Separation

Figure 25. Instrumentalisation Items – Separation
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Prior to examining the individual items, it is critical to understand how the model
works and how fit statistics are calculated.
Fit statistics provide the indices of fit of the data to the model and usefulness of
the measure. Fit statistics include the average fit (mean square and standardized)
of persons and items, and fit statistics reflecting the appropriateness of rating
scale category use. The fit statistics are calculated by differencing each pair of
observed and modeled-expected responses, squaring the differences, summing
over all pairs, averaging, and standardizing to approximate a unit normal ( z )
distribution. The expected values of the mean square and standardized fit indices
are 1.0 and 0.0, respectively, if the data fit the model. Fit is expresses as “infit”
(weighted by the distance between the person position and item difficulty) and as
“outfit” (an unweighted measure). Infit is less sensitive than outfit to extreme
responses. (Green & Frantom, 2002, p. 7).
Item logit position and Infit MNSQ values were inspected as potential item
deletion was considered. Generally speaking, Infit and Outfit MNSQ values that fall in
the 0.7 – 1.3 range are considered productive for use (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 243).
Instrumentation scale. Nine instrumentation items were removed as a result of
similar logit position (see figure 26 below) resulting in redundancy. Table 14 reflects
item number, item description, logit measure, Infit MNSQ and ZSTD for the items that
were removed from the scale.
Table 14. Additional Instrumentation Item Deletions, Rationale, and Reliability Statistics
for Pilot items.
Item ID

Item

A_2A

I can reorganize the
order of pages in my
Notebook file.
I can move items from
one page to another.
I can copy pages

A_28
A_29

Deletion
Status
Deleted

Logit
Position

ZSTD

-

Infit
MNSQ
0.59

-

0.59

-1.1

-

1.03

0.2

-

1.05

0.3

-

0.74

-0.5

0.

0.46

-1.6

-1.1

0.77
Deleted
0.27
Deleted
0.15

A_2C
A_36
A_3M

I can save Notebook
files as a pdf.
I feel confident using
the features on the IWB
that I use.
I can import objects

Deleted
0.15
Deleted
0.06
Deleted
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A_30
A_25
A_3O

into Notebook
software.
I feel competent using
the IWB.
I have saved math
equations to my content
folder.
I have determined how
to personalize the IWB
software to meet my
needs.

29
Deleted

0.

0.34

-2.2

1.

2.19

2.8

1.

0.5

-1.7

40
Deleted
01
Deleted
17

Figure 26. Instrumentation Items – Item Map

In addition to considering the individual items, it is important to examine how the
rating scale and categories are behaving. While the pilot study data are limited,
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examining the thresholds and category fit seems appropriate. According to Linacre (Bond
& Fox, 2007, p. 224) the thresholds should increase by around 1.4 logits in order to have
distinction between categories. The category “9” seems to be a bit under performing (see
figure 27 below) so the category thresholds will be examined more closely following the
field administration of the inventory.
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Figure 27. Instrumentalisation Items – Category Thresholds

Instrumentalisation scale. Nine instrumentalisation items were also removed as a
result of similar logit position (see figure 27 below) resulting in redundancy. In addition,
several of the removed items were focused on the student rather than the teacher, which
does not align with the intended focus of the questions. Table 15 reflects item number,
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item description, logit measure, Infit MNSQ and ZSTD for the items that were removed
from the scale.
Table 15. Additional Instrumentalisation Item Deletions, Rationale, and Reliability
Statistics for Pilot items.
Item
ID
A_2Q
A_22
A_2L
A_2R

A_31

A_2M
A_3I

A_38

A_3T

Item
The touch element of IWB
makes the lesson more
interactive.
I IWB allows me to face
students as I teach.
Using the IWB technology
has forced me to think about
my lessons.
Preparing lessons in the IWB
software allows me to
interact with students during
the lesson.
I feel that my use of the IWB
and notebook software is
effective as I teach various
lessons.
IWB technology helps
students to focus on the
lesson.
The IWB helps my students
to consider the conceptual
not just procedurally
elements of a problem.
I believe my students are
engaged with mathematics as
a result of using IWB
technology in my lessons.
IWB impresses me as a result
of its functions and features.

Deletion
Status
Deleted

Logit Position

ZSTD

-0.80

Infit
MNSQ
1.34

Deleted

-0.55

1.61

1.7

Deleted

-0.55

1.01

0.2

Deleted

-0.55

0.7

0.9

Deleted

-0.54

0.67

-1.0

Deleted

-0.43

1.03

0.2

Deleted

-0.02

0.31

-1.0

Deleted

0.24

0.89

-0.2

Deleted

0.24

0.66

-1.0
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1.1

Figure 28. Instrumentalisation Items – Item Map

Again, the category “9” seemed to be a bit under performing (see figure 29
below) so the category thresholds were examined more closely following the field
administration of the inventory.
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Figure 29. Instrumentalisation Items – Category Thresholds

Instrumental genesis. Instrumental genesis is a process, which is developed by
teachers as they learn how to utilize the IWB and as the IWB impacts their classroom
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efforts. The qualitative data and pilot study data appear to be aligned with the theoretical
framework and both the conceptual and operational definition of instrumental genesis.
Field administration. The field administration of the inventory was conducted
electronically using Qualtrics software. The field study allowed the researcher to
investigate if the developed measure of instrumental genesis evidenced adequate
reliability and validity.
Data analysis. The field study was conducted in order to determine if the
developed measure of instrumental genesis evidenced adequate reliability and validity.
Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA). Exploratory factor analysis is a statistical
technique applied to a single set of variables in an effort to determine relationships
between a smaller number of unobserved latent constructs. In order to conduct EFA the
sample size must be sufficient. A general rule of thumb suggests at least 300 cases
(Tabachnick & Fidell, 2006, p. 613) which was accomplished during the field
administration where 462 responses were recorded and approximately 300 cases reflected
completion of all survey items. In order to determine the number of factors present in the
Instrumentation scale and the Instrumentalisation scale when examining results of an
exploratory factor analysis, parallel analysis was conducted using syntax in SPSS.
EFA - Parallel Analysis. Given the conceptual and operational definition of
instrumental genesis and the conceptual framework of Activity Theory, it was indicated
potential subscales existed for Instrumentation: Operation, Action, and Activities. Parallel
analysis using syntax in SPSS was conducted to “provide a more objective criterion than
the scree plot and a less arbitrary criterion than the eigenvalues-greater-than-one rule for
whether a particular factor constitutes more than noise in the data” (Fabrigar & Wegener,
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2012, p. 58). The syntax in SPSS produces an analysis that “compares the eigenvalues
from the reduced matrix with eigenvalues that would be expected to emerge from a
reduced matrix produced by random data” (Fabrigar & Wegener, 2012, p. 112).
In order to determine how many factors are present for Instrumentation, the
parallel syntax was run in SPSS and Figure 30 (below) indicates that three factors were
potentially present. There are three factors that produce larger eigenvalues in the real data
than their corresponding eigenvalues from random data (Fabrigar & Wegener, 2012, p.
59), which represent the subscales of: Instrumentation – Operations, Instrumentation –
Actions, Instrumentation – Activities.
Figure 30. Parallel Analysis for Instrumentation Items
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Similarly, the SPSS syntax for parallel analysis was run for the
Instrumentalisation items and it was determined that there was only one factor present,
see Figure 31.
Figure 31. Parallel Analysis for Instrumentalisation Items

Principal Components Analysis (PCA). The goal of PCA is “to extract maximum
variance from the data set with each component” (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2006, p. 635).
Before performing the exploratory factor analysis, the Bartlett’s test of sphericity and
Kaiser–Meyer–Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy were used to assess the
factorability of the items on the instrumentation subscales and the 25 items on the
instrumentalisation scale. Exploratory factor analysis using principal components
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analysis as the mode of extraction was conducted by using SPSS software. Initial results
are provided below in Table 16.
Table 16 demonstrates that KMO estimates suggest sampling adequacy and
statistically significant Bartlett’s chi-square estimates indicate factor analysis was
appropriate for the three subscales for Instrumentation and the Instrumentalisation scale.
The results from the KMO and Bartlett’s test indicate that the correlation matrix is
factorable.
Table 16. Field Administration – Sampling Adequacy (KMO) and Bartlett’s Sphericity
Test Results for Instrumentation Subscales and Instrumentalisation (after item deletion)
Scale

KMO

Degrees of
freedom
105

p-value

0.96

Bartlett’s
Chi-Square
5749.08

Instrumentation –
Operation
Subscale
Instrumentation –
Action Subscale
Instrumentation –
Activities Subscale
Instrumentalisation

0.92

1700.14

21

p < .001

0.85

1079.39

6

p < .001

0.95

4649.96

105

p < .001

p < .001

The Internal consistency reliability was examined for the instrumentation
subscales and the instrumentalisation scale. Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for the
instrumentation operation subscale items (N = 15 items) Cronbach’s alpha was
α Instrumentation Operation = 0.97 , the instrumentation subscale action items (N = 7 items)

Cronbach’s alpha was α Instrumentation Action = 0.93 , the instrumentation subscale activities
items (N = 4 items) Cronbach’s alpha was α Instrumentation Activities = 0.93 , and for the
instrumentalisation items (N = 15 items) Cronbach’s alpha was α Instrumentalisation = 0.97 .
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Measurement structure. The field data were examined using principal components
extraction in order to determine the number of components indicated by the items in the
instrumentation and instrumentalisation scales. In addition, scree plots were considered
for the three subscales for instrumentation (Figure 32) and instrumentalisation (Figure
33).
Figure 32. Instrumentation Scree Plot for subscales Operations, Actions, and Activities
Instrumentation – Operation Subscale

Instrumentation – Action Subscale
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Instrumentation – Activities Subscale

Figure 33. Instrumentalisation Scree Plot

Further analysis for the three subscales (operation, action, and activities) for
instrumentation indicated that only one component (per scale) had eigenvalues over
Kaiser’s criterion of 1.0 and explained 68.50%, 68.00%, and 82.44% respectively of the
variance (see Figure 34). Similarly, only one component for instrumentalisation had an
eigenvalue over Kaiser’s criterion of 1.0 and explained 69.23% of the variance.
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Figure 34. Instrumentation Subscales of Operation, Actions, and Activities and
Instrumentalisation Scale – Total Variance Explained

Instrumentation – Operation Subscale

Instrumentation – Action Subscale

Instrumentation – Activities Subscale
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Instrumentalisation – Scale

Item loadings were examined for each Instrumentation subscale and for the
Instrumentalisation scale and are recorded in Figure 35. The items for the three subscales
of instrumentation and the instrumentalisation scale were interpretable as all items
reflected a loading greater than the rule of thumb .32 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2006, p.
649).
Figure 35. Factor Loadings for Instrumentation Subscales of Operation, Actions, and
Activities and for the Instrumentalisation scale
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Rasch Model. The Instrumentation subscales and the Instrumentalisation scale
were examined at the item level, which is discussed below, to determine if any items
should be removed from the inventory based on poor performance as evidenced by misfit
to a Rasch model.
Instrumental Genesis - Dimensionality. Dimensionality establishes the notion
that a single latent trait is being measured by the specific set of items. Dimensionality is
indicated by the PCA analysis above. Next, results of a principal components analysis of
residuals (PCAR) were examined for both instrumentation (all three subscales) and
instrumentalisation.
Instrumentation subscales. After EFA and parallel analysis, it became clear that
there were three subscales present. The conceptual framework of Activity Theory
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indicated that the subscales for Instrumentation were Operation, Actions, and Activities.
The Operation subscale originally included 25 items and was reduced to 15 items after
poor performing items were removed (see Table 18 below). The Action subscale
originally included 13 items and was reduced to 7 items after poor performing items were
removed (see Table 18 below). The Activities subscale originally included 4 items and all
were retained after item analysis was performed.
Dimensionality. When investigating the dimensional structure of a set of items we
first consider a principal components analysis of residuals. This helps the researcher to
examine patterns in the data that are not explained by the Rasch dimension. Linacre
(2007) suggests that the variance explained by the dimension should be > 40% and the
eigenvalue of the 1st construct should be <3.0.
For the instrumentation subscales, the raw variance explained by measures was
63.7% for the Operation subscale, 60.6% for the Action subscale, and 70.4% for the
Activities subscale (see Figure 36), with first contrast eigenvalues of 2.53, 1.72, and 1.56
respectively.
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Figure 36. Instrumentation Subscales Dimensionality – PCAR
Instrumentation – Operation Subscale

Instrumentation – Action Subscale

Instrumentation – Activities Subscale

Overall fit. In order to consider overall fit, the model overall mean MNSQ fit was
examined. “It is essential that our data fit the model in order to achieve invariant
measurement within the model’s unidimensional framework” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p.
235). Wright suggests, “If the data fit the model, we have evidence of unidimensionality”
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where fit is considered sufficient if the overall MNSQ ≈ 1 , SD < 2, and overall
standardized fit ≈ 0 , SD < 2. Linacre adds, “values between .5 and 1.5 are considered to
be productive of measurement” (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 243). Since the infit MNSQ for
the instrumentation subscales was 1.08, 1.03, and 1.00 (see Figure 37), this indicates that
there was approximately 8%, 3%, and 0% more variation in the observed data than the
Rasch model predicted (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 239). This is not uncommon given that the
new inventory is in its initial stages of development.
Figure 37. Instrumentation Subscales Items – Infit and Outfit Statistics
Instrumentation – Operation Subscale

Instrumentation – Action Subscale
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Instrumentation – Activities Subscale

Reliability. “Person and item separation and reliability of separation assess
instrument spread across the trait continuum” (Chiang, Green, & Cox, 2009, p. 267). The
spread of persons and items is measured by separation. “Separation should exceed 2.0 for
an instrument to be useful” (Chao & Green, 2013, p. 571). Person separation for all three
Instrumentation subscales (Operation, Action, and Activities) was 2.66, 2.20, and 2.02,
which exceeded 1.0. The reliability of person separation was 0.88, 0.83, and 0.80
respectively, which represents adequate reliability. Item separation for all three
Instrumentation subscales (Operation, Action, and Activities) was 3.90, 4.05, and 1.75,
which exceeded 1.0. The reliability of item separation was 0.94, 0.94, and 0.75
respectively, which represents adequate reliability.
Use of response scale. The five-point rating scale, 6 (strongly disagree), 7
(disagree), 8 (neither agree or disagree), 9 (agree), and 10 (strongly agree) was examined
using Rasch-Andrich thresholds (Chiang et al., 2009, p. 267). Given a priori knowledge
of the interests and skills of the mathematics teachers solicited to participate in the study,
it is not surprising that only 5% responded, “Strongly disagree” for the operation subscale
of instrumentation as most teachers taking the survey have reasonable computer and IWB
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experience. Yet, it is important to examine how the rating scale and categories functioned
in the field administration data.
According to Linacre (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 105), the response category
thresholds should increase by around 1.4 logits in order to have a distinction between
categories. The category “8” seems to be a bit under performing (see Figure 38 below) on
the operations and action subscale based the Andrich thresholds, thus the inventory
would need additional modification and perhaps collapsing of categories might be
advised in future research. However, the increase in logit positions for the subscales does
demonstrate evidence of expected category structure and order. Thus, response categories
were deemed to reflect adequate functioning.
Figure 38. Instrumentation Subscale Items – Category Thresholds
Instrumentation – Operation Subscale
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Instrumentation – Action Subscale
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Instrumentation – Activities Subscale
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Item fit statistics. When considering item fit, infit MNSQ was examined, as it is
less sensitive than outfit to extreme responses (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 224), in order to
determine which items, if any, were non-fitting. There were misfitting items for the
subscales of operation and action. All instrumentation item fit statistics (for all three
subscales) are described in Figure 39 below. Excluding the items described in Table 17,
all other items have infit MNSQ values that fall between values of 0.66 and 1.43, which
Linacre (2007) considers productive of measurement. Items in Table 17 were removed
from the subscales due to poor item fit. Five items represented in Table 17 with infit
MNSQ values in the productive range were also removed based on simplicity or
ambiguity (NA—not applicable) given the population of interest.
Table 17. Field Administration – Instrumentation Misfitting items.
Scale

Item

Infit MNSQ

Instrumentation Operation

I have saved images/pictures
to my content folder.

1.64
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Item
Removed
Yes

Instrumentation Operation
Instrumentation Operation
Instrumentation Operation
Instrumentation Operation
Instrumentation Operation
Instrumentation Operation
Instrumentation Operation
Instrumentation Operation
Instrumentation Operation
Instrumentation Action
Instrumentation Action
Instrumentation Action
Instrumentation Action
Instrumentation Action
Instrumentation Action

I can turn on my computer
and IWB.
I can use the Internet on the
IWB.
I can change the pen width
with the properties tool.
I can use other pens like the
highlighter.
If my IWB is not working I
spend time trying to figure it
out.
I can connect my computer
to the IWB.
I can orient the IWB.

1.33

Yes

1.57

Yes

1.55

Yes

1.56

Yes

1.54

Yes

1.2 - NA

Yes

1.11 - NA

Yes

I feel confident writing on
the IWB board with various
pens.
I can draw pictures and
figures on the IWB.
I sometimes use TI-84
SmartView (or other
graphing calculator software)
with the IWB.
I sometimes use Geometer’s
Sketchpad with UWB.
I typically create my lessons
in Notebook (IWB) software.
I can use other devices such
as document camera or
student response units
(clickers).
I use the IWB to explore
applets or animations with
students.
I use simulation on the IWB
to help students learn and
understand the material.

1.05 - NA

Yes

1.05 - NA

Yes

2.51

Yes

2.21

Yes

1.84

Yes

1.53

Yes

1.54

Yes

1.30 - NA

Yes
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Figure 39. Instrumentation Subscale Items – Item Fit Statistics
Instrumentation – Operation Subscale

Instrumentation – Action Subscale
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Instrumentation – Activities Subscale

Targeting and person-fit statistics. The item-person map (see Figure 40 below) is
critical in helping the researcher to determine how items differentiate based on logit
position and how the persons separate based on ability level for instrumentation. The
items (Figure 40 below) for the Instrumentation subscales of Operation and Action are
not sufficiently spread along a continuum. It is clear that the inventory should be
enhanced; in the next version the inventory should include items that are easier and more
difficult to agree with in order to differentiate persons with weak and with stronger
instrumentation for instrumental genesis with IWB technology.
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Figure 40. Instrumentation Subscale Items – Item-Person Map
Instrumentation – Operation Subscale
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Instrumentation – Action Subscale
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Instrumentation – Activities Subscale

Instrumentalisation Scale. The instrumentalisation scale for Instrumental Genesis
with IWB contained 25 items, which was reduced to 15 items based on non-performing
items (see Table 18 below).
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Dimensionality. When investigating the dimensional structure of a set of items we
consider a principal components analysis of residuals (WINSTEPS – Table 23). This
helps the researcher to examine patterns in the data that are not explained by the Rasch
dimension. Linacre (2007) suggests that the variance explained by the dimension should
be > 40% and the eigenvalue of the 1st construct should be <3.0. For the 15-item
instrumentalisation scale, the raw variance explained by measures was 67.9% (see Figure
41) with a first contrast eigenvalue of 2.80.
Figure 41. Instrumentalisation Dimensionality

Overall fit. In order to consider overall fit WINSTEPS table 3.1 was examined.
Since the infit MNSQ for instrumentation is 1.03 (see Figure 42), this indicates that
approximately 3% more variation in the observed data than the Rasch model predicted
(Green & Frantom, 2002, p. 8). Again, this seems reasonable given that the inventory is
in the early stages of development.
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Figure 42. Instrumentalisation Items – Infit and Outfit Statistics

Reliability. Reliability of person separation was examined and deemed adequate.
Person separation was 3.84 and the reliability of person separation was 0.94. Item
separation for Instrumentalisation was 8.72, which exceeded 2.0. The reliability of item
separation was 0.99, which represents adequate reliability.
Use of response scale. The five-point rating scale, 4 (strongly disagree), 5
(disagree), 6 (neither agree or disagree), 7 (agree), and 8 (strongly agree) was examined
using Rasch-Andrich thresholds (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 239). Given a prior knowledge of
the mathematics teacher solicited to participate in the study, it is not surprising that only
5% responded, “Strongly disagree” as most teachers taking the survey have reasonable
computer and IWB experience. Yet, it is important to examine how the rating scale and
categories are behaving now that the field administration data are collected.
According to Linacre (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 105) the thresholds should increase
by around 1.4 logits in order to have distinction between categories. The categories seem
to be a bit performing reasonably well (see Figure 43 below) based the Andrich
thresholds. The increase in logit position demonstrates evidence of expected category
structure and order. A more definitive “peak” for category “5” would demonstrate
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stronger category separation and should be examined more closely before this inventory
is utilized in the future.
Figure 43. Instrumentalisation Items – Category Thresholds
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Item fit statistics. When considering item fit, infit MNSQ will be examined as it is
less sensitive than outfit to extreme responses (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 224) in order to
determine which items, if any, are non-fitting. There were nine items that misfit, thus
they were removed from the inventory and one item that was redundant and vague (“flow
seamlessly” is difficult to interpret). The items that were removed are documented in
Table 18 below. All instrumentalisation item fit statistics are described in Figure 44
below. Excluding the ten items described in Table 18, all other items have infit MNSQ
values that fall between values of 0.68 and 1.41, which represent productive
measurement (Linacre 2007).
Table 18. Field Administration – Instrumentalisation Misfitting items.
Item
I have used GeoGebra on the IWB.
I often use additional resources such
as the Internet, applets, Geometer's
Sketchpad, Fathom (others) in the
teaching of my lessons.
I use (import) current events
(pictures, blogs, links) to help
illustrate a mathematical idea.

Infit MNSQ
3.32
2.05

Item Removed
Yes
Yes

1.53

Yes

I can change the direction of my
lesson based on student questions and
comments.

1.64

Yes

Using the IWB has helped me to be
more mathematically precise and
accurate in my teaching as I know
there may be a public record of the
lesson.
My students are able to use the IWB.

1.80

Yes

1.63

Yes

The IWB offers an efficient way to
organize resources (such as applets,
other software, images, sound clips,
video, etc.) for the lesson.
When planning a lesson, I
instinctively think about how to use

1.61

Yes

1.57

Yes
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technological resources (such as the
IWB) in the lesson.
I believe the IWB is easy to use.
IWB technology helps my lessons to
flow more seamlessly.

1.58

Yes

0.73 (redundant on
item map and
ambiguous).

Yes

Figure 44. Instrumentalisation Items – Item Fit Statistics

Targeting and person-fit statistics. The Item-Person map (see Figure 45 below)
was examined in order to determine item separation and person placement based on logit
scores. It is clear that the inventory should be expanded to include additional items to
capture higher and lower levels of instrumentalisation for instrumental genesis with IWB
technology for mathematics teachers.
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Figure 45. Instrumentalisation Items – Item-Person Map

Study Two: Phase II – Reliability and Validation. Phase II of Study Two
consisted of the examination of the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory. The purpose of
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this study was to further address the research question: Does the developed measure of
instrumental genesis evidence adequate reliability and validity?
Reliability and validity. Interest in measuring mathematics teachers’ level of
instrumentation and instrumentalisation for IWB motivated the creation of an inventory
to assess instrumental genesis. Developing scale items that are both reliable and valid is
critical in assessing the construct of interest. Additional research must be performed in
order to demonstrate that the construct of instrumental genesis, made of up
instrumentation and instrumentalisation, has been captured using this scale, yet the
current results provide this researcher with hope.
Reliability. Internal consistency is considered a measure of reliability and
represents the “homogeneity of items within a scale” (Green & Frantom, 2002, p. 8).
Reliability statistics for instrumentation items were assessed in SPSS. In order to
determine overall reliability for the constructs of interest, Cronbach’s alpha was
calculated for the instrumentation operation subscale items (N = 15 items) Cronbach’s
alpha was α Instrumentation Operation = 0.97 , the instrumentation subscale actions items (N = 7
items) Cronbach’s alpha was α Instrumentation Action = 0.93 , the instrumentation subscale
activities items (N = 4 items) Cronbach’s alpha was α Instrumentation Activities = 0.93 , and for
the instrumentalisation items (N = 15 items) Cronbach’s alpha was α Instrumentalisation = 0.97 .
Construct and content validity. To provide evidence of construct validity,
information is elicited regarding how well a scale behaves compared to its theoretical
foundations. Evidence of content validity is obtained in information regarding the extent
to which a set of items reflects a content domain (DeVellis, 2012, p. 34).
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Construct validity. The construct validity of the Adair Instrumental Genesis
Inventory was considered from a theoretical perspective based on the literature review.
While there currently are no other inventories that assess instrumental genesis for
teachers using IWB technology, there are studies, which examine instrumental genesis
for students with the graphing calculator (McCulloch, 2011). Instrument correlations with
the TPACK scale were examined across the three subscales for Instrumentation and with
the Instrumentalisation scale in order to support construct validity. Correlation estimates
with the validation measure, TPACK, and the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory
scales were all statistically significant with low to moderate correlations. The highest
correlation was between the Instrumentation subscale Action ( r = 0.55, p < 0.01 ) and
the TPACK scale, followed by the Instrumentation subscale Operation (

r = 0.48, p < 0.01 ) and the TPACK scale, followed by the Instrumentation subscale
Activities ( r = 0.34, p < 0.01 ) and the TPACK scale, and finally the Instrumentalisation
scale ( r = 0.30, p < 0.01 ) and the TPACK scale.
These results are in line with expectations. Teaching with technology is a
complicated task with numerous variables in play. “At the heart of good teaching with
technology are three core components: content, pedagogy, and technology, plus the
relationships among and between them” (Koehler & Mishra, (2009), p. 62). The complex
process of Instrumental Genesis acquisition with IWB technology supports this
viewpoint. “The interactions between and among the three components, playing out
differently across diverse contexts, account for the wide variations seen in the extent and
quality of educational technology integration” (Koehler & Mishra, (2009), p. 62). The
scales of Instrumentation – Operation, Instrumentation – Action, Instrumentation –
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Activities, and Instrumentalisation reflect the intersectional nature of content, pedagogy,
and technology, while discerning how the teacher’s ability and perspective influence their
development with IWB use.
Group differences. In order to consider potential differences based on gender, the
means of the scales were examined and it was determined that the mean values for males
versus females were not significantly different. Males were slightly higher on the
Instrumentation Operation (0.06) and Action (0.10) subscales and women were higher on
the Instrumentation Activities subscale (0.21), the Instrumentalisation scale (0.10), and
the TPACK scale (0.02).
Independent samples t-tests were conducted across all subscales by gender.
Levene’s test for Equality of Variances indicated that males and females did not differ
significantly from each other in variability for any of the scales (

FInstrument Operation = 1.28, p = .26 , FInstrument Action = 0.36, p = .55 ,
FInstrument Activities = 0.64, p = .43 , FInstrumentalisation = 0.29, p = .59 and FTPACK = 4.13, p = .04 ).

Instrumentation and Instrumentalisation, as well as TPACK, results did not differ
significantly between males and females for any of the scales (Instrumentation Operation:
t 307 = .53, p = .60 , Instrumentation Action: t 307 = .80, p = .43 , Instrumentation Activities:
t 307 = −1.43, p = .15 , Instrumentalisation: t 307 = −.96, p = .34 , and TPACK:
t 307 = −.35, p = .73 ).

A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted by age for each of the
four scales. Equal variances on age were revealed by considering Levene’s test of
Homogeneity of Variance (HOV) for each scale ( FInstrumentation Operation = 1.78, p = 0.13 ,
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FInstrumentation Action = 0.50, p = 0.74 , FInstrumentation Activities = 0.91, p = 0.46
FInstrumentalisation = 0.51, p = 0.73 , and FTPACK = 0.91, p = 0.45 ). ANOVA results revealed no

evidence of significant differences between age and respondent’s level of instrumental
genesis as measured by all scales ( FInstrumentation Operation [ 4, 330 ] = 1.19, p = 0.31 ,

FInstrumentation Action [ 4, 329 ] = 0.80, p = 0.53 , FInstrumentation Activities [ 4, 329 ] = 0.94, p = 0.44 ,
FInstrumentalisation [ 4, 310 ] = 1.02, p = 0.40 , FTPACK [ 4, 305 ] = 0.60, p = 0.66 ).
Based on the theoretical framework and the item and person fit statistics
documented above, there appears to be sufficient, though not exceptional, evidence of
construct validity. Validation is an iterative process and thus further examination is
advised.
Content validity. Content validity was considered through expert review of the
inventory structure and item difficulty ratings. Correlations between the expert review of
item difficulty (the judges’ ratings were average) and the empirical item difficulty (logit
item position) for the four scales was computed. The correlations were moderate in
strength and two proved to be statistically significant. The highest correlation was
between the Instrumentation Action subscale and the expert review, which was
statistically significant ( r = 0.75, p < 0.05 ), followed by the Instrumentation Operation
subscale, which was statistically significant ( r = 0.55, p < 0.05 ), followed by the
Instrumentalisation scale ( r = 0.46 ), followed by the Instrumentation Activities subscale
( r = −0.41 ). This particular negative correlation was unexpected, yet given the limited
number of items in this scale (4), and the minimal variation between the items, this result
was not surprising. A further examination of the response percentages was conducted
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(see Appendix P) in order to confirm reverse coding was not present. This result will be
discussed in the following chapter. Given that this particular line of research is in the
initial stages of development, there appears to be reasonable content validity.
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Chapter Five: Discussion
Introduction
This study was guided by three central research questions: 1. How is instrumental
genesis with interactive whiteboard technology developed by secondary mathematics
teachers? 2. What types of operations, actions, and activities contribute to the
development of instrumentation (artifact to subject) and instrumentalisation (subject to
artifact) for teachers with IWB technology? 3. Does the developed measure of
instrumental genesis evidence adequate reliability and validity? These three questions
were successfully investigated and answered during the course of this study. Questions
one and two were answered during Study One – Phase II: Construction. Question three
was answered during Study Two – Phase II: Reliability and Validity. As with most
studies, the need for additional research is recommended, yet the results appear
promising.
Technology use in mathematics education has been and will continue to be a
complicated and challenging endeavor (Laborde & Sträßer, 2010). What to use, how to
use it, when to use it, and who should use it are questions that administrators, teachers,
parents, students, and politicians will grapple with for years to come as they determine
how technologies create both obstacles to and opportunities for learning (M. Thomas &
Palmer, 2014). In order to be able to have productive and meaningful conversations
regarding those particular questions, it is critical to gain a better understanding of how
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teachers actually learn, employ, and perceive the technology at hand. Interactive
Whiteboards, like most technologies, seem to have a limited life span for some teachers,
while other teachers employ them with ease and a power that is profound (Ayhan, Ince,
& Kaya, 2015; De Vita, Verschaffel, & Elen, 2014b). Findings from this study indicate
that perhaps it is the acquisition of instrumental genesis that enables some teachers to
thrive with the technology.
The two-fold process of instrumentation (how the technology impacts the user)
and instrumentalisation (how the user impacts the technology) enables the teacher to
develop instrumental genesis with IWB technology (Hoyles & Lagrange, 2010). This
study considered how the operations, actions, and activities of the mathematics teachers
impacted their development of instrumental genesis with Interactive Whiteboard
technology. Additionally, the developed measure of instrumental genesis did evidence
adequate reliability and validity.
While the study certainly had limitations (discussed later in this chapter) and the
inventory will need further refinement prior to future use, this research does contribute to
the general understanding of how technology can be employed productively in the
classroom by allowing researchers to have insight into how teachers develop instrumental
genesis with technology. In addition, this current research supports and extends previous
research which investigated instrumental genesis with students and symbolic calculators
(Trouche, 2005b), computer algebra systems (Paul Drijvers & Gravemeijer, 2005), and
the individual and social aspects of instrumental genesis (Trouche, 2005c). Also, this
research extends and supports the connection between the process and development of
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instrumental genesis with the conceptual theoretical framework of activity theory
(Abboud-Blanchard & Vandebrouck, 2012).
Major Findings
The two goals of this study were to investigate how teachers develop instrumental
genesis with interactive whiteboard technology and to create, pilot, field test, and
determine the reliability and validity of an inventory to assess teachers’ level of
instrumental genesis acquisition. The first goal was accomplished through the qualitative
strand of the study, which included teacher interviews, class observations, and
conversations with experts. The second goal of the study was accomplished through the
quantitative strand of the study where data were collected in order to determine the
reliability and validity of the developed inventory. Major findings are discussed in this
chapter and outlined below in Table 19 based on each research question with
corresponding literature identified. The following highlight the major findings organized
by each research question.
Question 1: How is instrumental genesis with interactive whiteboard technology
developed by secondary mathematics teachers? The findings from this study indicate that
in order for teachers to develop instrumental genesis with IWB technology they must be
technologically competent, demonstrate pedagogical curiosity, and possess strong
mathematical content knowledge.
Question 2: What types of operations, actions, and activities contribute to the
development of instrumentation (artifact to subject) and instrumentalisation (subject to
artifact) for teachers with IWB technology? The findings from this study show that
instrumentation and instrumentalisation can be defined and assessed when examined
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through the lens of Activity Theory based on items created to capture the operations,
actions, and activities that teachers perform in the mathematics classroom with IWB
technology. Additionally, the findings suggest that writing items to successfully capture
the ends of the continuum for instrumental genesis with IWB technology is difficult.
Question 3: Does the developed measure of instrumental genesis evidence
adequate reliability and validity? The findings from this study reveal that the inventory
does evidence adequate reliability and validity. In addition, the inventory reflects a
reasonable correlation to the TPACK inventory items, thus indicating that the findings
from question one, noted above, align with and extend previous research on the use of
educational technology in the mathematics classroom.
Table 19. Major Findings – Organized by Research Questions.
Research Key Findings
Question
One
Technical competency with IWB
technology is critical.

One

Pedagogical curiosity is essential.

One

Strong mathematical content
knowledge is required.

Two

Instrumentation inventory items
reflect three factors that represent a
teacher’s operations, actions, and
activities with IWB technology.
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Literature
Connection
(Artigue, 2002)
(Trouche, 2014)
(G. Beauchamp, 2004)
(Miller & Glover,
2007)
(M. O. J. Thomas &
Y. Y. Hong, 2013)
(Campbell & Kent,
2010)
(R. Zevenbergen &
Lerman, 2008)
(Davis, 1987)
(P. Drijvers et al.,
2010)
(Abboud-Blanchard,
2014)
(R. L. Zevenbergen &
Lerman, 2007)
(Kaptelinin & Nardi,
2009)
(Kaptelinin & Nardi,

Two

Two

Three

Three

Three

2012)
(Celik, 2012)
Instrumentalisation inventory items
(Trouche, 2005c)
reflect one factor that represent how a (Paul Drijvers &
teacher’s beliefs about the technology Gravemeijer, 2005)
and their developed cognitive schema (Kaptelinin & Nardi,
impact their IWB use.
2012)
Scale development and item creation (Tabach, 2011)
to capture the entire continuum of
(Fuglestad, Healy,
instrumental genesis for math
Kynigos, &
teachers with IWB technology is
Monaghan, 2010)
difficult due to the complex and
(Wong, Teo, & Goh,
highly personalized nature of the
2014)
process.
(Türel, 2011)
The inventory for measuring
(Şad, 2012)
instrumental genesis with IWB
(Benson & Clark,
technology does evidence adequate
1982)
reliability.
The inventory for measuring
(Green & Frantom,
instrumental genesis with IWB
2002)
technology does evidence adequate
(DeVellis, 2012)
validity.
The inventory for measuring
(Jang & Tsai, 2012)
instrumental genesis with IWB
(Terpstra, 2015a)
technology does reflect a reasonable
correlation to previous items on the
TPACK inventory, thus confirming
and extending previous research.

It is appropriate to note, however, that the findings of this study represent the
initial stages of the investigation into this particular research area. Teachers are complex,
technology is sophisticated, and mathematics is ubiquitous.
Responses to Research Questions
The following sections will be organized by research question, pertinent findings,
corresponding connections to current research, and potential implications of the results.
The first question will be examined by considering the qualitative strand of the study
(Planning, Construction, Instrument Development, Expert Review of Items, and
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Cognitive Interviews). The second question will be examined by considering the first
phase of the quantitative strand of the study (Evaluation, Pilot Administration, and Field
Administration). The third question of the study will be examined by considering the
second phase of the quantitative strand of the study (Reliability, Validation, Construct
Validity, and Content Validity).
Research question one: Findings. In answering the first research question in the
study (How is instrumental genesis with interactive whiteboard technology developed by
secondary mathematics teachers?), it is clear from this study that in order for teachers to
be able to develop instrumental genesis, they must be technologically competent,
pedagogically curious, and possess strong content knowledge.
Key findings – question one. Developing instrumental genesis with technology is
a difficult and time-consuming process (Artigue, 2002). It requires that the teacher learn
the technical skills necessary to use the tool and they must also consider the relationship
between the tool and the mathematical content (Trouche, 2014). Teachers must view the
IWB technology, as more than an artifact, it must become an instrument that has been
developed through the process of instrumentation and instrumentalisation. The instrument
is constantly being adapted and used in new ways as the teacher develops cognitive
schemes to help them promote student learning. The findings from this study indicated
that in order for teachers to develop instrumental genesis with IWB technology they must
be technologically competent, be pedagogically curious, and possess strong mathematical
content knowledge.
Technological competency. Teachers who do not possess a minimal level of
technological competency and confidence will often find minimal use for or even ignore
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the technology in the room. Previous research has considered the various stages and
levels of technological competency for teachers with IWB (G. Beauchamp, 2004) and
noted that one can progress through the levels. This study confirmed that research by
examining the practices of the teachers during class observations.
Teachers who appear to possess instrumental genesis interact with the technology
on a level that demonstrates automaticity with the technical elements such as connecting
the computer to the IWB and orienting the board. They can do these tasks while
answering student questions and responding to other student needs. When (if) the
connection was interrupted, the teacher was able to handle the disruption and get back
“on line” with apparent ease.
For all three teachers who were interviewed and observed teaching with the IWB
technology, it was clear that they had developed technological competency with the
instrument. They were at ease with the hardware and software, had selected specific
features that would help them to highlight key mathematical concepts, and they were
thoughtful regarding when and when not to use the technology. Technological
competency might be the most critical finding of this study. Simply put, if a teacher does
not know how to use the tool, the tool will never develop into an instrument, regardless of
good intentions, personal motivation, and external pressures. Previous research, which is
confirmed by the findings of this study, suggests that the most critical elements in
developing technical competency is on going professional developing with personalized
coaching and support (Miller & Glover, 2007).
Pedagogical curiosity. Procedural and conceptual knowledge about technology is
often followed by pedagogical thinking (M. O. J. Thomas & Y. Y. Hong, 2013). Once a
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teacher knows how to use a tool, they must begin thinking about employing that tool in
the context of their class, discipline, and as a resource to their students. Previous research
confirmed, with student teachers, that pedagogical skills must be taught in order for IWB
use to be effective (Campbell & Kent, 2010) The finding from this study indicated that
pedagogical curiosity with the IWB technology is a required component in the
development of instrumental genesis.
The teachers’ pedagogical curiosity was revealed as several teachers considered
alternative methods for explaining complicated mathematical concepts. For example, one
teacher employed GeoGebra on the IWB in order to consider the trigonometric
ambiguous case (see Figure 18 above) and another teacher used Fathom on the IWB to
illustrate the law of large numbers through animation. In all class observations and
interviews, it was apparent that these teachers possessed strong pedagogical knowledge,
which was expected given that the teachers selected for the study had all been teaching
with IWB technology for quite some time and were all three master teachers (as they had
advanced degrees in mathematics education and had been teaching for years).
Previous research has indicated that there is a strong connection between the
beliefs of the teacher, regarding how students best learn mathematics, and their
pedagogical practices (R. Zevenbergen & Lerman, 2008). This tension can be seen when
a teacher is required, or expected, to use a technology that is not perceived as useful or
helpful to student learning. Findings from this study indicated that a teacher’s strong
mathematical content knowledge and curricular objectives, with technological
competency with IWB technology, can allow them to determine how best to utilize the
artifact as an instrument, thus, indicating a level of instrumental genesis.
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Strong mathematical content knowledge. Teachers with strong mathematical
content knowledge and a clear vision of curricular goals and objectives can determine
how best to organize and present lessons in order to promote student learning. It is these
teachers who are often most savvy and often most critical of new technologies, and
rightly so. If a technology does not help to promote and enhance student learning, it is
rarely effective. Previous research captures the essence of this perspective beautifully.
Technology that is easy to use and useful (Davis, 1987) can impact education in a
positive and productive way.
The teachers involved in the qualitative potion of this study have strong
mathematical content knowledge as evidenced by decades of teaching and master’s
degrees in mathematics education. Findings from this study confirm that strong
mathematical content knowledge is a critical element in the development of instrumental
genesis. Without that particular knowledge, teachers would struggle to decide when and
how to use the technology as they would not tend to be as confident in their curricular
objectives.
During this study, teachers made remarks and performed actions that exemplified
both instrumentation and instrumentalisation with the IWB. For example, during
interviews several teachers noted that they believed the IWB was both useful and easy to
use, which resonated with previous research on the Technology Acceptance Model
(TAM) (Davis, 1987). One teacher (a 42 year master teacher) was hesitant to learn how
to use the IWB six years ago, as she believed it would be too difficult. She later described
that she regretted not learning how to use it sooner as it was easy to use and helps her to
be more effective and efficient as a teacher. Another teacher noted that the IWB
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technology has helped her to be more dynamic in her teaching and it has helped her
students to learn more deeply. This corresponds to previous research in instrumental
genesis with dynamic geometry software (Bretscher, 2009).
During interviews and class observations, I found that the three teachers
commented on how the IWB “allows you to open up the lesson” and makes the “lessons
more dynamic.” They noted that the presentation of notes was more efficient and students
could “engage with the material on a deeper level.” During class observations I observed
the teachers’ focus was on the students and the mathematics while the technology was
utilized as a rich resource. Rather than count the number of advanced features used (from
screen shade to color to graphics), it became evident that the power of the instrument was
in the flexible and dynamic way that the teachers were able to individualize their use
based on their own instrumental genesis with the IWB technology.
The teacher’s use of the IWB and beliefs about it were directly connected to their
views of mathematics education. Previous research has shown that in order to create
cognitive schemes, which are required in transforming an artifact into and instrument,
(and aid in the development of instrumental genesis), the teacher must have technical
knowledge that becomes intertwined with domain specific knowledge (P. Drijvers et al.,
2010).
The teachers in this study were technologically competent, balanced in their
pedagogical perspectives, and demonstrated strong mathematical content knowledge as
evidenced by data collected in interviews and class observations. These findings support
and extend previous research, which reflect that it is the teacher who is most influential in
successfully navigating the use of technology in the mathematics classroom (Abboud185

Blanchard, 2014).This was particularly evident as I witnessed the intersection of
technological, pedagogical, and content knowledge, which supported previous research
on TPACK (Baran et al., 2011).
The major finding for this portion of the study resulted in the understanding that
developing instrumental genesis is a process that requires a determined effort and
substantial time. Teachers who operated with a high level of instrumental genesis were
the ones who had experience in using the IWB technology and had demonstrated the
desire to think about how its use impacted student learning. The literature and previous
research supported this perspective. “For these teachers the mathematics rather than the
technology has come to the foreground, and the technology has been integrated into
lessons and the didactic contract as a way to improve mathematical understanding”
(Alison Clark-Wilson et al., 2014, p. 85).
Research question two: Findings. In answering the second research question in
the study (What types of operations, actions, and activities contribute to the development
of instrumentation (artifact to subject) and instrumentalisation (subject to artifact) for
teachers with IWB technology?) the development of the inventory and corresponding
statistical analysis of the items proved invaluable. Based on previous research using
Activity Theory (R. L. Zevenbergen & Lerman, 2007), it was hypothesized that the
operations, actions, and activities of the teacher with IWB technology would help to
define instrumentation and instrumentalisation thus allowing for the researcher to write
items that would reflect instrumental genesis. This belief resulted from personal
experience with the IWB and an examination of the transitional framework (G.
Beauchamp, 2004) which identifies the progression a teacher can make in becoming a
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synergistic user paired with the cognitive development associated with using the IWB use
as it relates to Activity Theory (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012).
Key findings – question two. The three major findings resulting from this
question revealed the components of instrumentation for IWB technology, the
components of instrumentalisation for IWB technology, and the difficult nature in
developing items for the inventory that would capture the ends of the continuum for
instrumental genesis with the IWB technology. Understanding and quantitatively
assessing a teacher’s level of instrumental genesis with IWB technology is an interesting
and challenging endeavor. Previous research suggests the difficult nature of capturing this
attribute as the process is individual and yet has social aspects in addition to taking
significant time to accomplish (Artigue, 2002; Trouche, 2005b, 2005c).
Instrumentation with IWB technology. The first major finding was that the items
reflecting instrumentation for use with IWB technology for teachers could be categorized
appropriately into the three subscales of operations, actions, and activities. The
instrumentation scale mathematically factored into three subscales (Operation, Actions,
and Activities), which aligned directly to the theoretical framework of Activity Theory
where the interaction between the subject and the object can be examined and analyzed
(Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009).
This particular finding extends previous research that suggested that teachers go
through a process of technology adoption and pedagogical interactivity that requires
competency. A previous inventory was designed and administered that identified teacher
confidence and performance attributes. This particular study determined that items fell
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into two factors, “common tools” and “specific attributes” (Celik, 2012), which supports
the current findings that reflect the elements of instrumentation for IWB technology.
At the operational level, items are associated with concrete tasks that are often
“automatized” and required conditions of successful use. The items that reflected the
operation subscale for instrumentation, and their corresponding loadings, are illustrated
below (see Figure 46 below).
Figure 46. Instrumentation Operation Subscale Items

At the action level, items are associated with specific tasks and goals that are
often a combination of operation tasks. These items are more complex in nature and tend
to illuminate a higher level of use and competency with the technology at hand. The
items that reflected the action subscale for instrumentation, and their corresponding
loadings, are illustrated below (see Figure 47 below).
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Figure 47. Instrumentation Action Subscale Items

At the activity level, items are associated with specific tasks that reflect various
motives and are often a combination of operation and action tasks. These items are even
more complex in nature and tend to illuminate a higher-level cognitive assessment
regarding technological use. The items that reflected the activity subscale for
instrumentation, and their corresponding loadings, are illustrated below (see Figure 48
below).
Figure 48. Instrumentation Activities Subscale Items

Instrumentalisation with IWB technology. The second major finding was that the
items reflecting instrumentalisation for use with IWB technology for teachers could be
categorized appropriately by one scale. This particular finding extends previous research
that suggested that the process of instrumentalisation is an individual process for the user
that does have social elements (Trouche, 2005c). In addition, it is incredibly difficult to
quantify and assess the level of cognitive and conceptual development for a teacher with
IWB technology. Thus, previous research relied on investigating elements of teaching
and learning that represented “utilization schemes” (Paul Drijvers & Gravemeijer, 2005,
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p. 168) which involve the interaction between thinking and acting. The current study
extended this research by developing items that reflected how a teacher integrates their
beliefs and actions with IWB technology.
The instrumentalisation scale mathematically represented only one factor. An
examination of the items on this scale (see Figure 49 below) supports the hypothesis that
teachers who possess instrumental genesis with IWB are able to customize the artifact
into an instrument in order to accomplish their curricular goals. The items on this scale
represent the teacher’s beliefs about the productive use of the IWB, the teacher’s actual
practice in using the IWB, and the teacher’s rejuvenated spirit as a result of the impact of
both instrumentation and instrumentalisation resulting in instrumental genesis with the
IWB technology.
These findings align with previous research that purports that one must possess
“tool-related” competencies as well as “task-related” competencies in order to adeptly
use the technology to help to achieve educational goals (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012).
Figure 49. Instrumentalisation Items
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Scale development – Item difficulty. The third major finding for this portion of the
study was the realization that developing an inventory to capture the complex elements of
instrumental genesis is difficult. Integrating technology into the mathematics classroom is
a complicated, individual, and iterative process. Previous research has documented how
personal this process is and how difficult it is to capture the teacher’s instrumental
orchestration (based on the individual, set of objectives, plan of action, and set of
exploitations), (Tabach, 2011) as it relates to his/her actions. Additionally, the process of
instrumentation and instrumentalisation is ever evolving for teachers (Fuglestad et al.,
2010) and thus writing items that capture their level of instrumental genesis is
challenging.
Specifically, it was difficult to create items that could capture and differentiate
various levels of instrumental genesis. This difficulty results from two specific causes.
First, each teacher is unique and thus progresses through instrumentation and
instrumentalisation on a path that is highly personalized with respect to both pace and
course. Second, writing items to capture levels of the attribute of instrumental genesis
with IWB technology was difficult due to the lack of previous quantitative research on
this attribute for this specific technology.
Fortunately, previous research has been conducted that served as a model for
instrument development with interactive whiteboard technology. The Interactive
Whiteboard Acceptance Scale (IWBAS) was developed through an exploratory
sequential mixed methods design and captured five factors (Performance Expectancy,
Effort Expectancy, Social Influence, Facilitating Conditions, and Self-Efficacy) (Wong et
al., 2014) for student teachers. Additionally, a student survey was developed that
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captured two factors (Perceived learning contribution and motivation, and perceived
efficiency). It was administered and found to be both valid and reliable for examining the
perceptions of students who had been taught with IWB technology (Türel, 2011).
Findings from both of these studies supported the creation of the Adair Instrumental
Genesis Inventory and suggested that additional research was needed. In order to
contribute substantively to the current research in the field, the Adair Instrumental
Genesis Inventory would need to evidence both adequate reliability and validity.
Research question three: Findings. In answering the third research question in
the study (Does the developed measure of instrumental genesis evidence adequate
reliability and validity?) the findings indicate that adequate reliability and validity were
obtained. Previous research was examined to consider how reliability and validity might
be investigated with IWB technology (Şad, 2012). Reliability is critical in instrument
development as it helps to support the notion that one is measuring the trait of interest in
a precise and meaningful way (Benson & Clark, 1982).
In addition, item fit, how “well the items function in reflection of the trait” (Green
& Frantom, 2002, p. 5) and a teacher’s use of the response scale were examined by
employing item response theory and the Rasch model. The “adequacy of a scale as a
measure of a specific variable is an issue or validity” (DeVellis, 2012, p. 59). The results
from this investigation reflected adequate reliability and validity.
Key findings – question three. The aim of the Adair Instrumental Genesis
Inventory was to capture and assess varying levels of instrumental genesis with IWB
technology for mathematics teachers. The major finding for this portion of the study
resulted determining that there was evidence of adequate reliability and construct and
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content validity, at least at a reasonable level given the initial findings resulting from this
study. Content validity was supported by the expert review of items, factor analysis
resulted in support for the overall structure of the domain definition, and construct
validation was supported by the correlation to the TPACK scale.
Instrument reliability. Reliability statistics for instrumentation items were
assessed with the statistical software SPSS. In order to determine overall reliability for
the constructs of interest, Cronbach’s alpha was calculated for the instrumentation
operation subscale items (N = 15 items) Cronbach’s alpha was α Instrumentation Operation = 0.97 ,
the instrumentation subscale actions items (N = 7 items) Cronbach’s alpha was
α Instrumentation Action = 0.93 , the instrumentation subscale activities items (N = 4 items)

Cronbach’s alpha was α Instrumentation Activities = 0.93 , and for the instrumentalisation items (N
= 15 items) Cronbach’s alpha was α Instrumentalisation = 0.97 .
Construct validity. Construct validity was evidenced by the correlation with the
TPACK items and the realization that the data fit the Rasch model. Correlation estimates
with the validation measure, TPACK, and the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory
scales were all statistically significant with low to moderate correlations. The highest
correlation was between the Instrumentation subscale Action ( r = 0.55, p < 0.01 ) and
the TPACK scale, followed by the Instrumentation subscale Operation (

r = 0.48, p < 0.01 ) and the TPACK scale, followed by the Instrumentation subscale
Activities ( r = 0.34, p < 0.01 ) and the TPACK scale, and finally the Instrumentalisation
scale ( r = 0.30, p < 0.01 ) and the TPACK scale.
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Content validity. Content validity was supported based on the association between
the item difficulty ratings by the experts and the scale structure. One key finding
indicated that the experts rated more items as difficult than became apparent during the
item analysis. This was not overly surprising as some of the more “difficult” items as
rated by the experts were misfitting and thus removed from the scale after the pilot
administration. The second key finding was that the three scales of Instrumentation –
Operation, Instrumentation – Action, and Instrumentalisation, all had positive
correlations as anticipated, while the fourth scale, Instrumentation – Activity, reflected a
negative correlation between empirical item difficulty and expert item difficulty review.
The Instrumentation Activities subscale was examined for content validity by
conducting analysis on the correlation between the logit position and the expert review
(average score) of item difficulty. In order to investigate this further, response rates were
examined (see Appendix P) and did not indicate any surprising results. The limited
number of items on this particular scale combined with the minimal variation between the
items indicates the need for a more developed set of items that better cover the continuum
prior to future use of this scale. Consequently, it will be imperative to include more
difficult (and easy) items prior to future use.
Instrument correlation with TPACK. In examining the contributions of this study
within the context of previous research, it was important to consider the connection
between IWB technology and the TPACK framework. Previous research indicated that
there is an important relationship between TPACK development (Jang & Tsai, 2012) and
IWB use. The more proficiency teachers had with TPACK elements the more successful
they were in utilizing the IWB technology. Also, research suggested the interconnectivity
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between TPACK and Activity Theory (Terpstra, 2015a). These studies suggested and
supported the need for additional research. Thus, the current study complimented
previous research and added to our understanding of the connection between TPACK,
IWB technology, and instrumental genesis.
Key findings indicated that correlation estimates with the validation measure,
TPACK, and the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory scales were all statistically
significant with low to moderate correlations. The highest correlation was between the
Instrumentation subscale Action ( r = 0.55, p < 0.01 ) and the TPACK scale, followed by
the Instrumentation subscale Operation ( r = 0.48, p < 0.01 ) and the TPACK scale,
followed by the Instrumentation subscale Activities ( r = 0.34, p < 0.01 ) and the TPACK
scale, and finally the Instrumentalisation scale ( r = 0.30, p < 0.01 ) and the TPACK
scale. These findings support the conceptual and operational definitions of instrumental
genesis that were developed during the initial phase of this research.
Suggested Instrument Improvements
It is especially apparent that more items at the easy and difficult ends of the
inventory are necessary. This is true for all four scales and indicative of the early stages
of scale development. The instrument would be functionally improved if the conceptual
and operational definitions of instrumental genesis for IWB technology could be refined.
Thus, the corresponding operations, actions, and activities could be better identified
allowing for the examination of the instrumentation and instrumentalisation components
of instrumental genesis. The current items, on the four scales, appear to represent well the
constructs of interest; yet, they are insufficient in terms of their coverage of the
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continuum. Thus, the next iteration of development should include identifying key
characteristics of the current items that seem to characterize the corresponding domains.
It is a difficult task, without question, to create specific and efficient items that
reflect the essence of instrumental genesis with technology due to the profound personal
and social transformation required (Ritella & Hakkarainen, 2012). Previous research has
determined that “Instrumental genesis is a process of building an instrument, from an
artifact, by a subject” that has “both individual and social aspects” (Guin et al., 2005, p.
150) and consequently is difficult to measure.
Prior to creating new items to capture the more difficult and easy ends of the
continuum, I would suggest reexamining all items that were removed as a result of misfit.
Some of the items may have performed more effectively with a larger sample and some
of the items may better fit into the subscales that have been mathematically determined.
Experts in scale development suggest, “Do not, however, remove substantively crucial
items on the basis of misfit. When an item contains meaning that is essential to the intent,
think twice before disregarding it for statistical reasons” (B.D. Wright & Stone, 2004, p.
31). It is likely that with a more refined understanding of instrumental genesis with IWB,
the researcher could more effectively delineate the items that represent instrumentation
and instrumentalisation thus enabling for the effective revision of the inventory. Now that
some operations, actions, and activities have been identified for instrumentation and the
elements of belief, practice, and rejuvenation have been considered for
instrumentalisation, additional items could be constructed at the low and high ends of the
continuum.
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Implications of Results
This study was designed to generate conceptual and operational definitions of
instrumental genesis for mathematics teachers with IWB technology. In addition, the
inventory was created in order to assess the level of instrumental genesis for each teacher.
As the author of this study, I believe that there are four specific ways that this research
study has contributed to the general understanding of technology in mathematics
education. First, our understanding of instrumental genesis with technology has been
expanded to include IWB technology with mathematics teachers. Second, a reliable and
valid inventory has been developed to assess a teacher’s level of instrumental genesis
with IWB technology. Third, additional evidence has been collected to support the
interplay between technological, pedagogical, and content knowledge for teachers.
Fourth, findings from this research could positively impact professional development for
teachers by enabling the teacher and administrator to have a better understanding of
specific areas of PD to target.
Research implications considered. Technology is often placed in classrooms in
an effort to improve student learning and engagement. The technology often either goes
unutilized or abandoned for various reasons (Cuban et al., 2001). One of the most
significant reasons has to do with the teacher’s level of competency and instrumental
genesis with the technology (Bueno-Ravel & Gueudet, 2009).
Instrumental genesis with IWB. Previous research on IWB technology has
examined many different aspects of IWB integration into the classroom. From student
and teacher attitudes (Balta & Duran, 2015), to teacher competency (Celik, 2012), to the
impact on student learning (Bell, 2000) and student engagement (Morgan, 2008). Yet, no
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previous research (that has been discovered) has been conducted on how teachers develop
instrumental genesis with this particular technology. One critical implication of this
research is that by understanding how teachers develop instrumental genesis with IWB
technology and in fact by being able to measure that development, we will be able to
better support and promote more effective IWB use in the classroom.
Reliable and valid inventory. Currently in education technology is being adopted
at an exponential rate, often with mixed results. Previous research has considered that the
design of the digital tool, the corresponding tasks, the role of the teacher, and the
educational context are key factors in successful technology use (Paul Drijvers, 2013).
Based on personal experience and the data collected in this study, it appears that the role
of the teacher is one of the most critical elements to be considered. Thus, offering a
reliable and valid inventory that can help to assess a teacher’s level of instrumental
genesis could profoundly impact our understanding of how teachers advance and develop
their technological competencies. There has been a call and need for this type of
inventory, thus confirming the demand for this type of study. The creation of a scale that
can examine instrumental genesis and “establish operational criteria that can identify a
concrete tool as an ‘artefact’ or ‘instrument’ in a concrete use situation is a priority for
future development” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009, p. 112).
Additional evidence of TPACK with IWB. There seems to be a consensus that
teachers who successfully utilize technology in the classroom have measurable attributes
of technological, pedagogical, and content knowledge (G. Beauchamp & Kennewell,
2013). The current study, which demonstrated correlation between instrumental genesis
and TPACK attributes, contributes additional, and perhaps new, evidence that support the
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perspective that teachers with TPACK skills (knowledge) are more successful in their
efforts. The connection between instrumental genesis and TPACK specifically with IWB
technology has not (to my knowledge) been previously examined.
Professional development implications. Previous research has shown that
teachers who engage in continual professional development and receive specific coaching
regarding both IWB techniques and pedagogy are more likely to become successful in
their use of technology in the classroom (Miller & Glover, 2007).
Typically professional development (PD), around the technology arena, is
presented as “one size fits all” as a result of our inability to accurately measure where the
teacher stands with the technology. Previous research has demonstrated that having
multiple approaches to PD is more effective for teachers (Walker et al., 2012). While
many PD models allow for interest level selection, those models may be biased as a result
of teacher interest or ability (Zehetmeier & Krainer, 2011). Having the ability to
accurately assess a teacher’s level of instrumental genesis with technology, whether that
is with IWBs, iPads, computers, or whatever device comes next, would be a remarkable
accomplishment. This particular study afforded me the opportunity to examine more
closely the development of instrumental genesis, which could have substantial impact on
the design and implementation of future professional development plans.
Limitations
Four specific limitations are identifiable in this study. First, the original pilot
study participants came from two specific independent schools in the Rocky Mountain
region and thus likely limited the initial examination of scale items due to the scope of
the sample. Many teachers at the two schools were trained in similar PD sessions and
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thus their response to the various items on the survey may have been more representative
of the convenience sample than the population at large. Second, personal bias and
experience of the researcher influenced the creation of the inventory items. While interest
in this area and experience with the IWB technology motivated the study, it is likely that
a different researcher with a different background would have created entirely different
items thus helping to expand the conceptual and operational definitions of instrumental
genesis in this study. Third, due to a lack of previous quantitative research in this area
and the exploratory nature regarding what substantively defines instrumental genesis in
this way, items that may have more effectively captured ends of the various continuums
may have been removed too soon based on being considered misfitting. Fourth, the
participants in the field administration portion of the study were voluntary participants
that graciously were willing to help out a fellow math teacher. They may not represent all
levels of users; since they were willing to volunteer they may have been positively biased
regarding IWB use in the classroom.
Future Research
Future research might include the development of a related inventory that could
assess the level of instrumental genesis for teachers in regards to multiple technologies.
This would allow for a more targeted approach for professional development and it
would accomplish the added benefit of being dynamic in nature. Technological advances
happen at an alarming rate. If future research could enable schools, administrators, and
teachers to better understand their learning progression with technology and instrumental
genesis acquisition, technology could become more useful and beneficial to student
learning (Paul Drijvers, Godino, et al., 2013). It is student learning that has been, and
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should be, central to educational research for centuries, yet a better and more complete
understanding of how teachers progress and develop, as educators would advance these
efforts.
Conclusion
Education is complex. From John Dewey’s work on experiential learning (Dewey,
1938) to Ralph Tyler’s four fundamental questions (“What educational purposes should
the school seek to attain? What educational experiences can be provided that are likely to
attain these purposes? How can these educational experiences be effectively organized?
How can we determine whether these purposes are being attained?”) (Tyler, 1949, p. 1),
it seems that our goals for education remain remarkably similar to those from the past; we
work to enhance our efforts and resources in hopes of producing better results regarding
student learning. How we do this varies by discipline and certainly by teacher, however,
it is imperative that our study of current practices and pedagogical beliefs continue. This
effort seems particularly necessary in the mathematics classroom.
Mathematics education is a complicated endeavor. Teachers work diligently to
make lessons engaging and curricula exciting. There is a national push to highlight the
importance of STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) education
(James, 2011) and an equally compelling argument for including aesthetic learning
experiences (connections, active engagement, sensory experiences, perceptivity, risk
taking, and imagination) in the classroom (Uhrmacher, 2009, p. 613). Mathematical
modeling is gaining in popularity (Meyer, 2015), productive problem solving is being
promoted and assessed as it relates to the Common Core (Bostic & Sondergeld, 2015),
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and research has shown that students need more practice in analyzing data and statistical
displays (Kitchen, 1999).
These educational initiatives and research agendas support the goals of this
particular research study. Many, if not all, of the themes mentioned above (from problem
solving to analyzing statistical displays to engaging in STEM projects) are currently
being explored with technology at the forefront. The reality, however, is that little
research has been conducted to discover how teachers develop instrumental genesis with
various technologies. There has been strong research on examining how students go from
using technology as a “master” to “servant” to “partner” to “extension of self” (Goos et
al., 2003) which parallels and confirms the need for this particular study.
There has been a substantial amount of research conducted around technology and
mathematics education, and yet, there is a need for more evidence regarding how
computer based technologies support school learning (Lynch, 2006). Particularly, it
seems that little research has been directed towards the area of the development of
instrumental genesis for teachers. According to Verillon and Rabardel (1995), when an
individual develops a “meaningful relationship” with the technology, then it becomes an
instrument.
The tool develops into an instrument through a process of appropriation, which
allows the tool to mediate activity. During this process, the user develops mental
schemes that organize both the problem solving strategy, the concepts and theory
that form the basis of the strategy, and the technical means for using that tool
(Guin et al., 2005, p. 166).
The intention of this study was to examine how a teacher might develop this
“meaningful relationship” with technology, specifically the interactive whiteboard in the
mathematics classroom. This meaningful relationship does develop when a teacher
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possess instrumental genesis with the technology. The two-fold process of
instrumentation (artifact to teacher) and instrumentalisation (teacher to artifact) creates
the foundation for instrumental genesis and requires substantial effort and time. Without
instrumental genesis, the technology, in this case IWB technology falls victim to
superficial use and fosters shallow learning (R. Zevenbergen & Lerman, 2008).
Previous research documents the profound benefits that IWB technology can have
on teachers and student learning when the IWB use becomes embedded in the teacher’s
pedagogical thinking (Lewin, Somekh, & Steadman, 2008). When a teacher is able to
perform operations, actions, and activities with the IWB technology while balancing
curricular objectives with pedagogical priorities they are on their way to developing
instrumental genesis. The intersection of TPACK (technological, pedagogical, and
content knowledge) with Activity Theory (how we learn) seems to be critical (Terpstra,
2015a) and aligns meaningfully with the results from this research study. It appears that
this research has successfully expanded current research and thus has been productive
and rewarding for me.
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Appendices
Appendix A
University of Denver
Information Sheet for Exempt Research
TITLE: ADAIR INSTRUMENTAL GENESIS INVENTORY: MEASURING
INSTRUMENTAL GENESIS FOR INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD TECHNOLOGY AN EXPLORATORY SEQUENTIAL MIXED METHODS DESIGN
Principal Investigator: Mindy H. Adair
Protocol #: 635138
You are being asked to be in a research study. This form provides you with information
about the study. Please read the information below and ask questions about anything you
don’t understand before deciding whether or not to take part.
You are invited to participate in a research study about the process of instrumental
genesis acquisition for high school math teachers using Interactive Whiteboard
technology (IWB). The purpose of this exploratory sequential mixed methods design
will be to first qualitatively explore, with a small sample, the acquisition of instrumental
genesis with IWB technology and second to create, pilot, and administer an assessment
instrument to measure instrumental genesis. Mindy Adair is conducting the study. Results
will be used to fulfill the research requirements needed for the completion of a
dissertation.
If you agree to be part of the research study, you will be asked to do one (or more if
willing/interested) of the following depending on which part of the study you agree to
participate in: Teacher interviews (one hour); class observations (three hours); expert
review of the inventory (approximately one hour); cognitive interview (one hour);
completion of the pilot survey (20 minutes); completion for the field administration of the
survey (15 minutes).
There are no potential risks or discomforts associated with participation.
By doing this research we hope to learn about how secondary mathematics teacher
develop instrumental genesis with interactive whiteboard technology in the classroom.
Participating in this study is completely voluntary. Even if you decide to participate now,
you may change your mind and stop at any time. You may choose not to answer
interview questions, continue with the interview, continue with the class observation, or
answer survey questions for any reason. I will maintain confidentiality and will work to
protect all participants’ privacy, however, since the initial phase of the study will be

conducted at a reasonably small school with only a few participants confidentiality
cannot be guaranteed.
If you have questions about this research study, you may contact Mindy Adair at
(303.520.6778/mindy.adair@du.edu). This project is supervised by the chair of the
dissertation committee, Dr. Richard S. Kitchen, Professor Morgridge College of
Education – Kennedy Endowed Chair of Urban Education, University of Denver, Denver,
CO 80208, (303.871.2509, Richard.Kitchen@du.edu).
If you have any concerns or complaints about how you were treated during research
participation, you may contact the Chair of the Institutional Review Board for the
Protection of Human Subjects, at 303-871-4015 or by emailing IRBChair@du.edu, or
you may contact the Office for Research Compliance by emailing IRBAdmin@du.edu,
calling 303-871-4050 or write to the University of Denver, Office of Research and
Sponsored Programs, 2199 S. University Blvd., Denver, CO 80208-2121.
The University of Denver Institutional Review Board has determined that this study
qualifies as exempt from full IRB oversight.
You should receive a copy of this form for your records. Please sign the next page if you
understand and agree to the above. If you do not understand any part of the above
statement, please ask the researcher any questions you have.
Agreement to be in this study
I have read this paper about the study or it was read to me. I understand the possible risks
and benefits of this study. I know that being in this study is voluntary. If I choose to be
in this study I will get a copy of this consent form.
Please initial in the appropriate boxes:

I agree to be audiotaped for research purposes.
Data from this research may be used for future research.
Please initial here and provide a valid email (or postal) address if
you would like a summary of the results of this study to be mailed
to you.___________________________
Signature: ____________________________ Date _________________
Print: ______________________
By continuing with this research, you are consenting to participate in this study.
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Appendix B
Request for Permission to Conduct Research: Class Observation and teacher interviews
January 6, 2015
Rand Harrington, Ph.D.
Head of School – Kent Denver School
4000 East Quincy Avenue
Englewood, Co 80113
Dear Dr. Harrington,
I am writing to request your permission to conduct research at Kent Denver School. I am
a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Denver and I am currently working to complete my
dissertation. The purpose of the research is to investigate how teachers develop
instrumental genesis with Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) Technology. This study will be
an Exploratory Sequential Mixed Methods Design. The first phase of the study will be
qualitative in nature and give me the opportunity to observe how teachers use the
technology in the math classroom. In addition, follow up interviews will allow me to gain
insight into their technological, pedagogical, and content thinking. This will help me to
utilize the Theoretical Framework of TPACK (Technological, Pedagogical, and Content
Knowledge) in order to investigate how the teacher develops instrumental genesis with
the IWB technology.
The research would consist of several class observations and semi-structured teacher
interviews (three teachers have been selected and indicated their willingness to
participate in this study). The observations would be conducted in the upper school math
classrooms and teacher consent would be requested and obtained prior to the start of the
research. Participation would be voluntary and the focus of the research is on the
teacher’s use of the Interactive Whiteboard. Consequently, the students would not be the
subjects of the research and all student-teacher interactions would remain confidential. I
would be a passive observer in the classroom and simply observe the lessons and take
field notes. This research would not compromise the privacy of the students or disrupt the
work of the students.
I plan to conduct this research during the last two weeks in January 2015 or first couple
weeks of February 2015 after obtaining permission from the Institutional Review Board
at the University of Denver. Thank you for your consideration. If you are willing to give
me permission to do this research, please indicate that permission by signing below.
Mindy Adair – Ph.D. Candidate
University of Denver
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I give my permission for Mindy Adair to conduct research at Kent Denver School during
the 2014-2015 school year.
Signature
Date:

Printed Name:
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Appendix C
Teacher Interview Protocol
Questions - Semistructured
Time of Interview:
Interviewer: Mindy Adair
Position of Interviewee:

Place:
Interviewee:

Date:

Questions:
1.

Tell me about your work with technology in the mathematics classroom. What
technology have you used during your teaching career and what has been your
experience with that technology?

2.

How long have you been using IWB technology in your teaching? Do you
believe it has been a positive addition to your teaching? How/why…

3.

How do you believe IWB technology has impacted your teaching? What types of
activities are you doing now with IWB that you could not do previously?

4.

What are the operations and/or actions that occur in your classroom when using
the IWB technology? What specific features and/or functions do you use?

5.

How do you believe IWB technology has impacted student learning in your
classroom? How has it impacted your teaching? How has it changed your
pedagogical perspective regarding teaching mathematics?
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6.

Do you believe the IWB is easy to use? Why/Why not? Do you believe the IWB
is useful in teaching mathematics? Why/Why not?

7.

Describe your process of learning how to use the IWB technology? How
proficient do you consider yourself with the technology? Why?

8.

Please describe any key characteristics that have helped you to use the technology
as more than a “white board”?

9.

What features of the IWB (Notebook software) do you use and why?

10.

What features of the software do you use that used to be difficult but now have
become almost automatic? How did this develop?
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11.

What motivates you to use certain features of the IWB technology?

12.

Describe the evolution of your use the IWB in the classroom.

13.

How do you believe the IWB technology has impacted your thinking regarding
your pedagogical practices and content priorities?

14.

Give an example of a particular lesson (activity) where IWB technology was
used. Can you describe specific tasks that you did in order to create, deliver, and
revise the lesson?

15.

Can you list the steps you go through in the classroom when using the IWB
technology? Which features have helped you become more dynamic in your
lessons?

16.

Can you offer any additional insights into your use of the IWB technology in your
classroom teaching?
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Appendix D
Classroom Observation Protocol
Observation Location (School Location):
Date of Observation:
Place of Observation (Classroom location):
Class (Subject, section, period):
Observer: Mindy Adair
Teacher:
Time of Day:
Length of Observation:
Context of the Observation (Where is the class at in the curriculum, how does this
day/lesson fit into the bigger picture):

Room Layout Diagram:

Available Technology:
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Teacher Tasks and Theoretical Connections – Observation Criterion
Observed Behavior Likert Scale:
1=Strongly Disagree
2=Disagree
3=Neither Agree/Disagree
4=Agree
5=Strongly Agree
A.

Technological Acceptance Model (TAM): (Davis, 1987, p.3)

TAM Code:
Perceived Ease of Use = PEOU
Perceived Usefulness = PU
Observed Behavior

TAM CODE

1.

Teacher appears to be comfortable
using IWB.

1

2

3

4

5

PEOU

PU

2.

Teacher appears to have positive
attitude in using IWB.

1

2

3

4

5

PEOU

PU

3.

Teacher appears to be skilled
in using IWB.

1

2

3

4

5

PEOU

PU

4.

Teacher navigates IWB software
menus with ease.

1

2

3

4

5

PEOU

PU
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5.

Teacher uses IWB to make
presentations of diagrams/images
easier.

1

2

3

4

5

PEOU

PU

6.

Teacher saves lesson for future
use.

1

2

3

4

5

PEOU

PU

7.

Teacher saves lesson to email copy 1
to students as resource.

2

3

4

5

PEOU

PU

8.

Using IWB make teaching math
easier/more efficient/effective.

2

3

4

5

PEOU

PU

1
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B.

Technological, Pedagogical, and Content Knowledge (TPACK):
(Mishra & Koehler, 2006).
Figure reproduced by permission of the publisher, © 2012 by http://tpack.org

TPACK Codes:

TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

Technology Knowledge (TK): Knowledge about how to use IWB Technology hardware
and Notebook (SMARTtech.com) software.
Pedagogical Knowledge (PK): Knowledge about instruction, educational theories,
student learning, and connections to content.
Content Knowledge (CK): Knowledge about the subject matter (mathematics).
Technology Pedagogical Knowledge (TPK): Knowledge about how to teach using IWB
without consideration of the subject matter.
Pedagogical Content Knowledge (PCK): Knowledge regarding how to teach
mathematics content most effectively for student learning.
Technological Content Knowledge (TCK): Knowledge regarding how IWBs can help to
illuminate, investigate, and explain mathematical content.
Technological Pedagogical Content Knowledge (TPACK): “Knowledge of using various
technologies to teach and represent and facilitate knowledge creation of specific subject
matter.
Modified from: (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. 12).
Observed Behavior Likert Scale:
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1=Strongly Disagree, 2=Disagree, 3=Neither Agree/Disagree, 4=Agree, 5=Strongly
Agree
Observed Behavior
TPACK
TPACK CODE
1.

Teacher appears proficient
using IWB.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

2.

Teacher appears technologically
skilled IWB.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

3.

Teacher seems confident with
technology (IWB).

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

4.

Teacher appears comfortable
using IWB.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

5.

Teacher uses various technologies
during the lesson.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

6.

Teacher uses various
pedagogies during lesson.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

7.

Teacher adapts lesson based
on student input/actions.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

8.

Teacher appears in tune
1 2 3 4 5
with student learning/understanding. TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

9.

Classroom is well
managed and maintained.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

10.

Teacher knows
mathematical content.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK
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11.

Teacher thinks about
mathematical content.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

12.

Teacher selects technologies
that enhance the approach
to the lesson.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

13.

Teacher selects technologies
that enhance the student learning.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK

14.

Teacher selects effective
1 2 3 4 5
teaching strategies that supports
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK
and promotes mathematical learning.

15.

Teacher understands how
1 2 3 4 5
technology can support
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK
and promote mathematical learning.

16.

Teacher appears to teach
lesson with IWB technology
that combines various approaches
in order to support and promote
mathematical learning.

1 2 3 4 5
TK, PK, CK, TPK, PCK, TCK, TPACK
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C.

Transition Framework: (Beauchamp, 2004)

Black/Whiteboard Substitute (BWS)
The black/whiteboard substitute uses the IWB predominately to write and draw on. They
have the technical skills to connect and turn on the board but have not moved much
beyond basic features.
Apprentice User (APU)
While lessons still proceeded in a linear fashion, the teachers had a stronger and wider
range of existing computer skills in the teaching context. They are able to use additional
features of the IWB and software.
Initiate User (IU)
Having achieved a high level of technical competence, the Initiate User begins to
combine their skills with those of the IWB technology to impact pedagogical decisions.
Lessons include multiple programs, connection to the Internet occurs, and store pages (or
slide) are prepared prior to class.
Advanced User (ADU)
The Advanced User is a teacher who demonstrated technical competency and move
“beyond a fascination with technical capabilities, toward the excitement of discovering
their impact on teaching and learning” (Chai et al., 2013, p. 33). This teacher explores
advanced features, inserts hyperlinks, and often adds peripheral devices such as scanners
to expand IWB use.
Synergistic User (SU)
The Synergistic User stage, according to Beauchamp, maintains at its foundation the
equality of teacher and pupil. Such an example might include a teacher and student(s)
creating a learning scenario together that allows for full pedagogical freedom.
Observed Behavior Likert Scale:
1=Strongly Disagree
2=Disagree
3=Neither Agree/Disagree
4=Agree
5=Strongly Agree
Transition Framework Codes:

BWS, APU, IU, ADU, SU
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Observed Behavior
Transition Framework CODE
1.

Teacher simply writes on
IWB.

1 2 3 4 5
BWS, APU, IU, ADU, SU

2.

Lessons are not prepared
in Notebook software

1 2 3 4 5
BWS, APU, IU, ADU, SU

3.

Teacher does not save Notebook
(lesson) file.

1 2 3 4 5
BWS, APU, IU, ADU, SU

4.

Teacher uses a few of the
software features on IWB.

1 2 3 4 5
BWS, APU, IU, ADU, SU

5.

Teacher uses a few other
images/diagrams to add to lesson.

1 2 3 4 5
BWS, APU, IU, ADU, SU

6.

Teacher has skills with IWB
that impact pedagogical decisions.

1 2 3 4 5
BWS, APU, IU, ADU, SU

7.

Teacher can use and navigate
between several programs.

1 2 3 4 5
BWS, APU, IU, ADU, SU

8.

Teacher has technical competency
with IWB.

1 2 3 4 5
BWS, APU, IU, ADU, SU

9.

Teacher incorporates other devices
that allows for pedagogical freedom.

1 2 3 4 5
BWS, APU, IU, ADU, SU
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D.

Instrumental Genesis with Activity Theory:
(Trouche 2005; Vygotski 1930; Léontiev 1975; Kaptelinin & Nardi 2009)

Instrumental Genesis (IG)
Is the two-fold process involving the instrumentation of and artifact with the
instrumentalisation of the teacher in order to transform the artifact from a tool into an
instrument.
Instrumentation (INA)
Instrumentation is the process involved when the object (IWB technology) shapes the
subject (teacher).
Instrumentalisation (INS)
Instrumentalisation is the process involved when the subject (teacher) modifies and
customizes the artifact (IWB).
Operation (OP)
Consciously defined tasks; in the initial stages, teachers have to think through these tasks.
These are often considered conditions.
Action (ACT)
Multiple operations combine to become actions. When this occurs the operations become
almost automated in nature. These are typically associated with goals.
Activity (ATV)
Activities are the combination of operations and actions that enable the teacher to
purposefully interact and utilize the tool in order to achieve a specific purpose. These are
typically motivated by the desire to accomplish a specific experience – such as learning
mathematics.
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Instrumental Genesis with Activity Theory Codes: IG, INA, INS, OP, ACT, ATV
Observed Tasks of the Teacher during the lesson:
Instrumental Genesis with Activity Theory Codes: IG, INA, INS, OP, ACT, ATV
Observed Task

IG

INA
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INS

OP

ACT

ATV

Appendix E
Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory – Content Expert Invitation
Mindy Adair, Ph.D. Candidate
Morgridge College of Education
University of Denver

Dear

,

My name is Mindy Adair and I am a Ph.D. candidate at the University of Denver.
As a recognized expert, I would invite you to review the Adair Instrumental Genesis
Inventory for IWB technology for content validation purposes. This instrument was
designed to assess the level of instrumental genesis that a teacher develops by measuring
factors of instrumentation (how the IWB technology affects the teachers operations and
actions) and instrumentalisation (how the teacher modifies the IWB software to improve
their classroom instruction).
In order to investigate this evolution, we must consider the idea that the IWB
technology (SMART Board) impacts the teacher, and the teacher impacts the SMART
board and corresponding Notebook software (Bond & Fox, 2007, p. xv). This
transformation is a two-part process and can be described as instrumental genesis. The
first part of the process is the instrumentation: the process of how the tool (artifact)
shapes the subject (teacher) (SMART Technologies, 2009). The second part of the
process is the instrumentalisation: the process of how the subject (teacher) shapes the tool
(artifact) (Trouche, 2004).
Participation in this project is strictly voluntary and confidential. Participation
will involve approximately 60 minutes of your time. Study results will be available if you
are interested.
This study is being conducted to fulfill the requirements of a Ph.D. dissertation.
Mindy Adair can be reached at (303.520.6778/mindy.adair@du.edu). This project is
supervised by the chair of the dissertation committee, Dr. Richard S. Kitchen, Professor
Morgridge College of Education – Kennedy Endowed Chair of Urban Education,
University of Denver, Denver, CO 80208, (303.871.2509, Richard.Kitchen@du.edu).
If you are interested in participating in this study, please sign this consent letter
below. Thank you in advance for your support, time, and effort.
Mindy Adair – Ph.D. Candidate
University of Denver
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Appendix F
Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory Evaluation – Content Experts
Mindy Adair, Ph.D. Candidate
Morgridge College of Education
University of Denver
Instructions: Thank you for providing your assistance with this research project. It will be
used to help determine how teachers develop instrumental genesis with interactive
whiteboard technology. This will, hopefully, help practitioners and researchers to
improve their level of understanding regarding how to best orchestrate and use IWB
technology in the math classroom.
Activity Theory is the conceptual framework that allows the researcher to examine the
operations, actions, and activities that a teacher designs, creates, and employs when using
the IWB technology.
Instrumental Genesis is the two-fold process of transforming a tool (artifact) into an
instrument. The artifact (IWB) shapes the subject (teacher) via a process called
instrumentation and the subject (teacher) customizes the artifact (IWB) via a process
called instrumentalisation.
Instrumentation is the process of how the artifact (IWB) shapes the subject (teacher). The
artifact has certain constraints (limitations) and certain potentialities. The features and
functions of the IWB technology (hardware and software) impact what a teacher can do
in the classroom. Some examples include: changing pen color; importing images;
modifying objects; saving and posting notes; inserting additional pages; changing the
order of pages; saving work for future reference; and modifying lessons as needed.
Instrumentalisation is the process of how the subject (teacher) develops cognitive
schemes, which enable them to customize and transform the tool (artifact) into an
instrument. Some examples include: customizing the tool bar; creating personalized
backgrounds; creating and developing images; personalizing a content folder with
images, graphs, and equations; customizing the icons and add-ons; inserting hyperlinks to
other sources; animating activities to model mathematical concepts; using external
peripherals (such as a document camera) to import and present student work; and
utilizing student response units to assess student learning.
Thank you!
Please consider the following as thoughtfully and honestly as possible. Thanks in
advance for your participation.
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Appendix G
Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory – Item Content Review Protocol
As an expert with Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) technology, you have been invited to
review the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory survey for content validation purposes.
Conceptual Definition:
Instrumental Genesis is, in essence, the two-fold process of instrumentation and
instrumentalisation where the subject (teacher) develops cognitive schemas to transform
the artifact into an instrument (Trouche, 2004). It is well documented that the process of
instrumental genesis is complex, is individual, takes significant time, and is ongoing
(Artigue, 2002; Trouche, 2004; Verillon & Rabardel, 1995). “In short, instrumental
genesis is the process that the user has to go through while learning to work with a
(technological) tool” (Artigue, 2002; Goos et al., 2010; Trouche, 2005b).
Previous research notes, “The instrument is a mixed entity, part artefact, part
cognitive schemes which make it an instrument” (Paul Drijvers, 2002, p. 223). Teachers
must orchestrate operations, actions, and activities that allow for the development on
instrumental genesis with the IWB technology. It seems apparent that as a person
develops instrumental genesis with an artifact transforming it into an instrument, their
level of competency and automaticity with the tool increases. “Through the process of
instrumental genesis, technological artifacts that initially were at the center of conscious
attention (their exploration being the object of activity) gradually become tools that are
used automatically, and partially, an invisible background” (Artigue, 2002, p. 250). In
order to examine how schemes develop, previous researchers have observed how student
“gestures” (such as hitting particular keys in a certain order on the symbolic calculator
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enables a student to perform a mathematical task) can illuminate usage schemes and
instrumented actions schemes (Ritella & Hakkarainen, 2012, p. 246).
Operational Definition:
Instrumental Genesis is the two-fold process of transforming a tool (artifact) into
an instrument. The artifact (IWB) shapes the subject (teacher) via a process called
instrumentation and the subject (teacher) customizes the artifact (IWB) via a process
called instrumentalisation. Instrumentation is the process of how the artifact (IWB)
shapes the subject (teacher). The artifact has certain constraints (limitations) and certain
potentialities. The features and functions of the IWB technology (hardware and software)
impact what a teacher can do in the classroom. Some examples include: changing pen
color; importing images; modifying objects; saving and posting notes; inserting
additional pages; changing the order of pages; saving work for future reference; and
modifying lessons as needed. Instrumentalisation is the process of how the subject
(teacher) develops cognitive schemes, which enable them to customize and transform the
tool (artifact) into an instrument. Some examples include: customizing the tool bar;
creating personalized backgrounds; creating and developing images; personalizing a
content folder with images, graphs, and equations; customizing the icons and add-ons;
inserting hyperlinks to other sources; animating activities to model mathematical
concepts; using external peripherals (such as a document camera) to import and present
student work; and utilizing student response units to assess student learning.
Activity Theory (Trouche, 2005b, p. 151) has been used in order to create items
that will illuminate a teacher’s operations, actions, and activities that impact IWB use in
the classroom.
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The following instrument has been developed in an effort to determine the level
of instrumental genesis that a teacher has procured with the IWB technology. Please pay
particular attention to the item (response) wording, clarity, alignment (Kaptelinin &
Nardi, 2009, 2012) with IWB features and use (as related to your previous experience
with the technology), and overall format.
Please feel free to make any suggestions and offer insight into any missing items.
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Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory
Expert Content Review – Item Difficulty Rating:
Expert Name:

Date:

Item Difficulty:
In order to utilize Item Response Theory, and specifically the Rasch Model of
IRT, we must be able to assess the individual’s level of instrumental genesis
with IWB technology. This happens as a result of the “difficulty” of an item
combined with the person’s ability.
If a person only needs a low level of the attribute (instrumental genesis) to
“pass” the item then it would be considered “easy”. If a person needs a higher
level of the attribute in order to “pass” the item (survey question) then the item
would be considered “hard”.
For example, if we were trying to assess the level of depression the two items
below would be different in their difficulty rating (DeVellis, 2012, p. 161).
Item #1:
I sometimes feel sad.
Item #2:
I feel that life is not worth living.
On the continuum of “sadness/depression” agreement with the first item would
represent a lower level of depression whereas agreement with the second item
would represent a higher level of depression.
Directions:
Please rate each item according to difficulty by checking the most appropriate box.
Easy = A person with a “low” level of instrumental genesis could pass the item.
Medium = A person with a “medium” level of instrumental genesis could pass the item.
Hard = A person with a “high” level of instrumental genesis could pass the item.
Note: Qualifying and demographic information was not included in the difficulty rating
for the experts.
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Q3.1 Please respond to the following statements (Technology Knowledge)
I know how to solve my own technical problems.

Easy

Medium

Hard

I can learn technology easily.
I keep up with important new technologies.
I frequently play around the technology.
I know a lot of different technologies.
I have the technical skills I need to use technology.

Q3.2 Please respond to the following statements (Content Knowledge):
Easy

Medium

Hard

I have sufficient knowledge about mathematics.
I can use a mathematical way of thinking.
I have various ways and strategies of developing my
understanding of mathematics.

Q3.3 Please respond to the following statements (Pedagogical Knowledge):
Easy

Medium

Hard

I know how to assess student performance in a classroom.
I can adapt my teaching based-upon what students currently
understand or do not understand.
I can adapt my teaching style to different learners.
I can assess student learning in multiple ways.
I can use a wide range of teaching approaches in a
classroom setting.
I am familiar with common student understandings and
misconceptions.
I know how to organize and maintain classroom
management.

Q3.4 Please respond to the following statements (Pedagogical and Content Knowledge):
Easy
I can select effective teaching approaches to guide student
thinking and learning in mathematics.

Q3.5 Please respond to the following statements (Technological and
Content Knowledge):
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Medium

Hard

Easy

Medium

Hard

I know about technologies that I can use for understanding
and doing mathematics.

Q3.6 Please respond to the following statements (Technological and Pedagogical
Knowledge):
Easy

Medium

Hard

I can choose technologies that enhance the teaching
approaches for a lesson.
I can choose technologies that enhance students' learning for
a lesson.

Q3.7 Please respond to the following statements (TPACK - Technological, Pedagogical,
and Content Knowledge):
Easy

Medium

Hard

I can teach lessons that appropriately combine mathematics,
technology, and teaching approaches.

INSTRUMENTATION (Instrumental Genesis)
Q4.1 Please respond to the following - Operational Tasks (Black/White Board Substitute)
Easy
I can successfully turn on my computer and Interactive
Whiteboard (IWB).
I can successfully connect my computer to the IWB.
I can successfully orient the IWB.
I am comfortable and successful in opening the Notebook
software (for SMART Board) or Classroom software (for
Promethean).
I feel confident writing on the IWB board with various pens.
I can draw pictures and figures on the IWB.
I can trouble shoot when my IWB is not working properly.
If my IWB is not working I spend time trying to figure it out
before going back to the Black/Whiteboard to continue the
lesson.
When technology doesn't work I typically DO NOT get
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Medium

Hard

frustrated.
I believe the IWB is easy to use.

Q4.2 Please respond to the following - Operational Tasks (Apprentice User)
Easy

Medium

Hard

Medium

Hard

I can save Notebook files to my computer.
I am comfortable preparing lessons in Notebook software.
I can resize objects on the IWB.
I can copy objects on the IWB.
I can move objects on the IWB.
I can use the Internet on the IWB.
I can import graphics into Notebook software.
I have saved images to my content folder.
I have saved equations to my content folder.
The IWB helps me keep my focus on the students rather
than writing problems on the board.
The IWB helps me to be more organized with my lessons.
IWB helps me to make connections more easily (between
mathematical ideas).
I believe the IWB is useful.

Q5.1 Please respond to the following - Actions (Initiate User)
Easy
I can successfully use other pens like the highlighter.
I can successfully move items from one page to another.
I can successfully copy pages.
I can successfully reorganize the order of pages in my
Notebook file.
I can create customized background themes.
I can successfully save Notebook files as a pdf.
I can successfully upload my Notebook or pdf files to the
Internet.
I can successfully email my students copies of my Notebook
files (in pdf form).
I can successfully insert images and graphics into my lesson.
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I can successfully use additional effects in my lesson such as
sound.
I can successfully work from several different open files
while going through a lesson.
I typically create my lessons in Notebook software.
Being able to prepare lessons ahead in the IWB software
allows me to interact more effectively with students during
the lesson.
I tend to use additional external resources such as the
Internet in the teaching of my lesson.
I use (import) current events (pictures, blogs, links) to help
illustrate a mathematical concept in order to help students
understand and remember.
Using features like the screen shade or highlighter helps my
students to concentrate on the idea we are discussing.
Using the IWB technology has forced to think about my
lessons.
I believe the IWB helps the lesson to be more dynamic.
I believe that being able to touch the IWB (rather then
simply using a projector with the computer) helps make the
lesson more interactive.
I believe the IWB helps the performance element in my
teaching.
IWB technology helps students to focus on the lesson.
IWB technology helps my lessons to flow more seamlessly.

INSTRUMENTALISATION (Instrumental Genesis)
Q6.1 Please respond to the following - Activity (Advanced & Synergistic User)
Easy
I can import objects into Notebook software.
I can successfully use imported scanned images in my
Notebook lessons.
My students can use the IWB.
I can successfully change the direction of my lesson based
on student questions and/or comments.
I can successfully change the pen width with the
properties tool.
I use hyperlinks in my lessons.
I can successfully show videos on my IWB.
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Medium

Hard

I can successfully use mathematics animations to explore
concepts (from the Internet or other software).
I can use other devices in my lessons such as document
cameras or student response units (clickers).
I can successfully revise and reuse notebook files from
previous lessons.
I feel competent using the IWB.
I feel that my use of the IWB and notebook software is
effective as I teach various lessons.
I feel comfortable interacting with the IWB and notebook
software.
I sometimes use Geometer's Sketchpad with the IWB.
I sometimes use the TI-84 SMART view (or other
graphing calculator software) with the IWB.
I use the IWB to display/explore applets or animations
with students.
I have used GeoGebra on the IWB.
I use simulations on the IWB to help students understand
the material.
The IWB offers an efficient way to organize and
centralize resources for the lesson.
The IWB has changed the way I teach.
The IWB helps me to be more efficient in my teaching by
saving me class time (I don't have to write problems on
the blackboard).
Using the IWB has helped me to be more mathematically
precise and accurate in my teaching as I know there may
be a public record of the lesson.
I feel confident using the features on the IWB that I use.
I enjoy teaching with the IWB technology.
I can successfully use both the IWB and the traditional
whiteboard for various elements of the same lesson.
I appreciate the IWB technology.
I would not want to teach with out IWB technology.
The IWB helps my students to consider the conceptual
not just the procedural elements of a problem.
I have determined how to personalize the IWB software
to meet my needs.
I have determined how to personalize (use) various
hardware with the IWB to meet my needs.
When planning a lesson, I instinctively think about how
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to use technological resources (such as IWB) in the
lesson.
Technology (IWB specifically) is a critical element of my
teaching - not an add on.
My thinking about education has changed since using the
IWB.
I talk with other teachers/educators about how to use IWB
technology in the classroom.
IWB impresses me as a result of its functions and features
(not the bells and whistles).
IWB technology supports and enhances learning.
I feel confident and comfortable using advanced features
on my IWB.
I continue to explore new ways to use the IWB to teach
mathematics.
I believe my students are engaged with mathematics as a
result of using IWB technology in my lessons.
I think about teaching math differently since I can use an
IWB in my classroom.
My teaching has improved as a result of using IWB
technology.
I believe there is great educational value in using the IWB
to teach mathematics.
I believe the IWB helps enhance my teaching by engaging
my students.

Comments and/or Suggestions:
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Appendix H
Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory – Cognitive Interview Protocol
Mindy Adair, PhD Candidate
Morgridge College of Education
University of Denver
Time of Interview:
Interviewer: Mindy Adair

Place:
Expert:

Date:

Please complete the Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory for Interactive Whiteboard
Technology survey to determine how long it takes. Record your time in the space
provided below. After you have completed the survey, please answer the questions
below.
Start Time:
1.

End Time:

Were the directions (instructions) for the survey clear and concise?
Circle yes or no:

Yes

No

Yes

No

If not, what would help to improve them?

2.

Was the format of the survey easy to follow?
Circle yes or no:

If not, what would help to improve the format?

3.

Were the questions clear and concise?
Circle yes or no:

Yes

If not, what would help to improve them?
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No

4.

Did the order of the questions seem logical and reasonable to follow?
Circle yes or no:

Yes

No

If not, what would help to improve order of the questions?

5.

Was the length of the survey reasonable?
Circle yes or no:

Yes

No

Too long

Too short

If not, was the survey too long or too short?
Circle Too long or Too short:

6.

Overall, did the questions ask questions about a teacher’s development of
operations, actions, and activities that might impact their level of instrumental
genesis with IWB technology?
Circle yes or no:

Yes

No

If not, how might this be improved?

7.

Are there any additional items or questions that you believe should be included?

8.

Can you offer any additional suggestions regarding ways to improve this
inventory?
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Appendix I
Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory – Cognitive Interview
Instructions: Thank you for providing your assistance with this research project. It will be
used to help determine how teachers develop instrumental genesis with interactive
whiteboard technology. This will, hopefully, help practitioners and researchers to
improve their level of understanding regarding how to best orchestrate and use IWB
technology in the math classroom.
Activity Theory is the conceptual framework that allows the researcher to examine the
operations, actions, and activities that a teacher designs, creates, and employs when using
the IWB technology.
Instrumental Genesis is the two-fold process of transforming a tool (artifact) into an
instrument. The artifact (IWB) shapes the subject (teacher) via a process called
instrumentation and the subject (teacher) customizes the artifact (IWB) via a process
called instrumentalisation.
Instrumentation is the process of how the artifact (IWB) shapes the subject (teacher). The
artifact has certain constraints (limitations) and certain potentialities. The features and
functions of the IWB technology (hardware and software) impact what a teacher can do
in the classroom. Some examples include: changing pen color; importing images;
modifying objects; saving and posting notes; inserting additional pages; changing the
order of pages; saving work for future reference; and modifying lessons as needed.
Instrumentalisation is the process of how the subject (teacher) develops cognitive
schemes, which enable them to customize and transform the tool (artifact) into an
instrument. Some examples include: customizing the tool bar; creating personalized
backgrounds; creating and developing images; personalizing a content folder with
images, graphs, and equations; customizing the icons and add-ons; inserting hyperlinks to
other sources; animating activities to model mathematical concepts; using external
peripherals (such as a document camera) to import and present student work; using
applets and animations to explore mathematical concepts; and utilizing student response
units to assess student learning.
Thank you!
Please complete the following as thoughtfully and honestly as possible. Thanks in
advance for your participation.
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Appendix J
Request for permission to Conduct Research:
Instrumental Genesis Inventory – Pilot Survey Administration
February 9, 2015
Mark Twarogowski
Headmaster – Denver Academy
4400 East Iliff Avenue
Denver, Co 80222
Dear Mr. Twarogowski,
I am writing to request your permission to conduct research at Denver Academy. I am a
Ph.D. candidate at the University of Denver and I am currently working to complete my
dissertation. The purpose of the research is to investigate how teachers develop
instrumental genesis with Interactive Whiteboard (IWB) Technology. This study will be
an Exploratory Sequential Mixed Methods Design.
The first phase of the study will be qualitative in nature and give me the opportunity to
observe how teachers use the technology in the math classroom. In addition, follow up
interviews will allow me to gain insight into their technological, pedagogical, and content
thinking. This will help me to utilize the Theoretical Framework of TPACK
(Technological, Pedagogical, and Content Knowledge) in order to investigate how the
teacher develops instrumental genesis with the IWB technology. This research will be
completed at Kent Denver School.
I am requesting your permission to contact your mathematics teachers to invite them to
participate in the second phase of the study. The second phase of the study will be to
administer an Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory – Pilot Survey to mathematics
teachers. The teachers would receive the invitation to participate, the consent form, and
the inventory via email. They would be able to complete the inventory at a convenient
time. The scale would be administered electronically using the software Qualtrics that is
licensed through the University of Denver. The completion of the survey would take
approximately twenty minutes.
Participation would be voluntary and the focus of the research is on the teacher’s use of
the Interactive Whiteboard.
I plan to conduct this research during spring semester of 2015 after obtaining permission
from the Institutional Review Board at the University of Denver. Thank you for your
consideration. If you are willing to give me permission to do this research, please indicate
that permission by signing below.
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Mindy Adair – Ph.D. Candidate
University of Denver
I give my permission for Mindy Adair to contact mathematics teachers at Denver
Academy in order to conduct research during the 2014-2015 school year.
Signature
Date:

Printed Name:
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Appendix K
Informed Consent Form/Information Sheet – Pilot Survey
Informed Consent Information
University of Denver
Information Sheet for Exempt Research
TITLE: ADAIR INSTRUMENTAL GENESIS INVENTORY: MEASURING INSTRUMENTAL GENESIS FOR
INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD TECHNOLOGY - AN EXPLORATORY SEQUENTIAL MIXED METHODS
DESIGN
Principal Investigator: Mindy H. Adair
Protocol #: 635138
You are invited to participate in a research study about the process of instrumental genesis acquisition for
high school math teachers using Interactive Whiteboard technology (IWB). The purpose of this exploratory
sequential mixed methods design will be to first qualitatively explore, with a small sample, the acquisition of
instrumental genesis with IWB technology and second to create, pilot, and administer an assessment
instrument to measure instrumental genesis. Mindy Adair is conducting the study. Results will be used to
fulfill the research requirements needed for the completion of a dissertation.
If you agree to be part of the research study, you will be asked to complete this survey (approximately 15-20
minutes).
There are no potential risks or discomforts associated with participation.
By doing this research we hope to learn about how secondary mathematics teacher develop instrumental
genesis with interactive whiteboard technology in the classroom.
Participating in this study is completely voluntary. Even if you decide to participate now, you may change
your mind and stop at any time. You may choose not to answer interview questions, continue with the
interview, continue with the class observation, or answer survey questions for any reason. I will maintain
confidentiality and will work to protect all participants’ privacy, however, since the initial phase of the study
will be conducted at a reasonably small school with only a few participants confidentiality cannot be
guaranteed.
If you have questions about this research study, you may contact Mindy Adair at
(303.520.6778/mindy.adair@du.edu). This project is supervised by the chair of the dissertation committee,
Dr. Richard S. Kitchen, Professor Morgridge College of Education – Kennedy Endowed Chair of Urban
Education, University of Denver, Denver, CO 80208, (303.871.2509, Richard.Kitchen@du.edu).
If you have any concerns or complaints about how you were treated during research participation, you may
contact the Chair of the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, at 303-871-4015 or
by emailing IRBChair@du.edu, or you may contact the Office for Research Compliance by emailing
IRBAdmin@du.edu, calling 303-871-4050 or write to the University of Denver, Office of Research and
Sponsored Programs, 2199 S. University Blvd., Denver, CO 80208-2121.
The University of Denver Institutional Review Board has determined that this study qualifies as exempt from
full IRB oversight.
Thank you for your participation in this research study. I sincerely appreciate your time!
Respectfully,
Mindy H. Adair, Ph.D. Candidate
I agree to participate in this survey and give my consent for participation.
Yes
No
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Appendix L
Email Survey Invitation – Field Administration

Mindy Adair, Ph.D. Candidate
University of Denver
Morgridge College of Education
1999 E. Evans Ave.
Denver, Co 80208
Dear Mathematics teacher,
I am writing you to invite you to participate in a research study that is being conducted in order to
complete my PhD program. The purpose of this study is to determine if and how mathematics
teachers develop instrumental genesis with interactive whiteboard technology. Instrumental
genesis is a two-fold process that involves instrumentation (how the technology shapes your work
in the classroom) and instrumentalisation (how you modify and appropriate the interactive
whiteboard technology to help meet your educational objectives.)
Participation in this study is voluntary. If you are willing to take part in this study, your
completion of the survey will take approximately 10-15 minutes.
Information collected from this study will remain confidential. Before beginning the survey, you
will be asked one qualifying question and be asked to read an Informed Consent Form, which has
additional information about the study.
If you have any questions about the research study, please contact: mindy.adair@du.edu or Dr.
Richard S. Kitchen, Ph.D. at Richard.Kitchen@du.edu.
The qualifying question: Have you used interactive whiteboard technology to teach
mathematics in your classroom?
Yes (next screen will be the consent information and survey)
No (next screen will say “Thank you for your participation” and you will exit the survey
Thank you for your participation in this research study. I sincerely appreciate your time!
Respectfully,
Mindy Adair, Ph.D. Candidate
University of Denver
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Appendix M
Informed Consent Form/Information Sheet – Field Administration
Informed Consent Information
University of Denver
Information Sheet for Exempt Research
TITLE: ADAIR INSTRUMENTAL GENESIS INVENTORY: MEASURING INSTRUMENTAL GENESIS FOR
INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD TECHNOLOGY - AN EXPLORATORY SEQUENTIAL MIXED METHODS
DESIGN
Principal Investigator: Mindy H. Adair
Protocol #: 635138
You are invited to participate in a research study about the process of instrumental genesis acquisition for
high school math teachers using Interactive Whiteboard technology (IWB). The purpose of this exploratory
sequential mixed methods design will be to first qualitatively explore, with a small sample, the acquisition of
instrumental genesis with IWB technology and second to create, pilot, and administer an assessment
instrument to measure instrumental genesis. Mindy Adair is conducting the study. Results will be used to
fulfill the research requirements needed for the completion of a dissertation.
If you agree to be part of the research study, you will be asked to complete this survey (approximately 15-20
minutes).
There are no potential risks or discomforts associated with participation.
By doing this research we hope to learn about how secondary mathematics teacher develop instrumental
genesis with interactive whiteboard technology in the classroom.
Participating in this study is completely voluntary. Even if you decide to participate now, you may change
your mind and stop at any time. You may choose not to answer interview questions, continue with the
interview, continue with the class observation, or answer survey questions for any reason. I will maintain
confidentiality and will work to protect all participants’ privacy, however, since the initial phase of the study
will be conducted at a reasonably small school with only a few participants confidentiality cannot be
guaranteed.
If you have questions about this research study, you may contact Mindy Adair at
(303.520.6778/mindy.adair@du.edu). This project is supervised by the chair of the dissertation committee,
Dr. Richard S. Kitchen, Professor Morgridge College of Education – Kennedy Endowed Chair of Urban
Education, University of Denver, Denver, CO 80208, (303.871.2509, Richard.Kitchen@du.edu).
If you have any concerns or complaints about how you were treated during research participation, you may
contact the Chair of the Institutional Review Board for the Protection of Human Subjects, at 303-871-4015 or
by emailing IRBChair@du.edu, or you may contact the Office for Research Compliance by emailing
IRBAdmin@du.edu, calling 303-871-4050 or write to the University of Denver, Office of Research and
Sponsored Programs, 2199 S. University Blvd., Denver, CO 80208-2121.
The University of Denver Institutional Review Board has determined that this study qualifies as exempt from
full IRB oversight.
Thank you for your participation in this research study. I sincerely appreciate your time!
Respectfully,
Mindy H. Adair, Ph.D. Candidate
I agree to participate in this survey and give my consent for participation.
Yes
No
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Appendix N
Permission Request To Use TPACK Survey Items
Email Request:
2.8.15

Email Response:
2.9.15
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Mindy H. Adair
PhD Candidate
University of Denver
Dissertation Title:
ADAIR INSTRUMENTAL GENESIS INVENTORY: MEASURING
INSTRUMENTAL GENESIS FOR INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD TECHNOLOGY AN EXPLORATORY SEQUENTIAL MIXED METHODS DESIGN
Abstract
The adoption of interactive whiteboard technology in the mathematics classroom
has been reasonably explored in terms of effective use (Glover & Miller, 2009), student
engagement (Morgan, 2008) and achievement (Lutz, 2010), pedagogy (G. Beauchamp &
Kennewell, 2013), and learning environments (Yang et al., 2012). However, there has
been little research performed regarding how teachers actually become effective at
orchestrating and managing the technology in the classroom in terms of their level of
instrumental genesis attainment. In this study, I will examine how a teacher develops
instrumental genesis, a two-fold process involving instrumentation and
instrumentalisation, with interactive whiteboard technology through an exploratory
sequential mixed methods design. Teacher interviews and class observations will enable
the researcher to consider the operations, actions, and activities involved in developing
instrumental genesis and guide the researcher in the quantitative phase of the study where
an Adair Instrumental Genesis Inventory will be created, piloted, and prepared for future
field testing.

Time Frame for Research: February 2015 – August 2015
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Location: Independent College Preparation School (high school) in Englewood Colorado
Size of School: 700 students grades 6 – 12
Pilot study and subsequent field administration would invite mathematics teachers from
NCTM, ISTE, and ACIS Independent schools to participate.

Research Questions:
The proposed study will be guided by the two central research questions: 1. How
do teachers develop instrumental genesis with interactive whiteboard technology? 2.
What types of operations, actions, and activities impact the development of
instrumentation (artifact to subject) and instrumentalisation (subject to artifact) for
teachers with IWB technology? 3. Does the developed measure of instrumental genesis
evidence adequate reliability and validity?
Items from TPACK that would be included in this research study:
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Appendix O
Initial Statistical Analysis of Scales during Field Administration
Initial analysis for instrumentation indicated that five components had
eigenvalues over Kaiser’s criterion of 1 and explained 72.94% of the variance (see Figure
below).

The principal components rotated extraction matrix was examined in order to
determine item loadings for a five-component solution. Only loadings above 0.32 are
interpreted (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2006, p. 649) and all items that did not crossload had
loading values greater than 0.54. Items with loading on more than one component with a
difference of 0.10 (or less) were reviewed and examined based on the literature review
and conceptual framework of Activity Theory.
The item loadings were examined through the lens of Activity Theory and then
organized based on the level of Activity Theory, which are: Operation Level 1, Operation
Level 2. Operation Level 1-2, Action Level 1, Action Level 2, and Activities. Operations
are typically “routine processes” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009, p. 62) that are almost
automatic for the teacher, such as connecting the computer to the IWB and orienting the
board. Actions are easier to observe as they are objects that are directed toward conscious
goals (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009). Actions could include using sound, adding a hyperlink,
or using simulations on the IWB. Activities are the most complex and typically involve
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metacognitive reflection and pedagogical thinking. “An activity is understood as a
purposeful interaction of the subject with the world” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2009, p. 31)
which represents a social process built on actions and operations. Activities are closely
connected to motives and thus represent the highest level of the activity theory structure
and consequently the highest level of instrumentation. Initial item loadings and activity
levels are reported below.
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In order to determine how many factors were present for Instrumentation, the
parallel syntax was run in SPSS and (figure below) indicated that three factors were
present.

Initial analysis for instrumentalisation indicated that three components had
eigenvalues over Kaiser’s criterion of 1 and explained 67.12% of the variance (see
below).
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Similarly, the SPSS syntax for parallel analysis was run for the
Instrumentalisation items and it was determined that there was only one factor present,
(see figure below) thus instrumentalisation items remained intact.
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Appendix P
Instrumentation Activity Scale Expert Correlation Analysis
The Instrumentation Activities subscale was examined for content validity by
conducting analysis on the correlation between the logit position and the expert review
(average score) of item difficulty. The three scales of Instrumentation – Operation,
Instrumentation – Action, and Instrumentalisation, all had positive correlations as
anticipated. The fourth scale, Instrumentation – Activity, reflected a negative correlation
between empirical item difficulty and expert item difficulty review. In order to
investigate this further, response rates were examined (see tables and histograms below)
and did not indicate any surprising results.
The limited number of items on this particular scale combined with the minimal
variation between the items indicates the need for a more developed set of items that
better cover the continuum prior to future use of this scale.
Figure: Instrumentation – Activities Scale – 4 Items

Please respond to the following:-The IWB has changed the way I
teach.
Frequenc
Valid
Cumulative
y
Percent
Percent
Percent
Valid
Strongly
27
5.8
8.1
8.1
Disagree
Disagree
39
8.4
11.6
19.7
Neither Agree
60
13.0
17.9
37.6
nor Disagree
Agree
82
17.7
24.5
62.1
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Strongly Agree
Total
Missin System
g
Total

127
335

27.5
72.5

127

27.5

462

100.0

37.9
100.0

100.0

Please respond to the following:-I continue to explore new ways to
use the IWB to teach mathematics.
Frequenc
Valid
Cumulative
y
Percent
Percent
Percent
Valid
Strongly
33
7.1
9.9
9.9
Disagree
Disagree
50
10.8
15.0
24.9
Neither Agree
55
11.9
16.5
41.3
nor Disagree
Agree
91
19.7
27.2
68.6
Strongly Agree
105
22.7
31.4
100.0
Total
334
72.3
100.0
Missin System
128
27.7
g
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Total

462

100.0

Please respond to the following:-IWB technology is a critical
element of my teaching - not an add on.
Frequen
Valid
Cumulative
cy
Percent Percent
Percent
Valid Strongly
46
10.0
13.7
13.7
Disagree
Disagree
46
10.0
13.7
27.5
Neither Agree
43
9.3
12.8
40.3
nor Disagree
Agree
69
14.9
20.6
60.9
Strongly Agree
131
28.4
39.1
100.0
Total
335
72.5
100.0
Missin System
127
27.5
g
Total
462
100.0
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Please respond to the following:-I would not want to teach without
the IWB technology.
Frequenc
y
Percent
Valid

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree
Neither Agree
nor Disagree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Total
Missin System
g
Total

Valid
Percent

Cumulative
Percent

44

9.5

13.1

13.1

46

10.0

13.7

26.9

47

10.2

14.0

40.9

59
139
335

12.8
30.1
72.5

17.6
41.5
100.0

58.5
100.0

127

27.5

462

100.0
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